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ABSTRACT

The occasion for this study was a need for an analy

sis of the success of the Gentleman's Magazine in order to

place its editorial policies and practices in proper perspec-·

tive. The important work of C. L. Carlson and of James M.

Kuist has focussed on the magazine's editorial history from

1731-1754 and from 1754-1800 respectively, but this particu

lar study attempts to examine the editorial function in terms

of the position of the Gentleman's as a successful periodical

in the eighteenth century. The study, therefore, does not

pretend to be a narrative; it is analytical rather than de

scriptive.

Editorial involvement in the magazine was pervasive

and complex. The Introduction prOVides necessary background

to the study. Chapter II examines editorial policy and fac

tors affecting its formulation and successful development.

Ohapter III discusses the nature of the magazine as a form

of periodical. Furthermore, that section examines editorial

oriteria, methods and general presentation of materials in

order to determine their effect on the magazine itself. Ohap

ter IV analyzes the magazine's appeal from the Viewpoints of

the editors and the correspondents in order to assess further
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the success of the Gentleman's. That chapter develops the

hypothesis ~hat, in their attempts to be successful, the

editors seriously compromised their claims to impartiality

by involving themselves so completely within the magazine.

Finally, Chapter V concludes that the establishment and con

tinuation of the Gentleman's as a successful magazine with

its basic ideas, form, criteria and personalities did not

necessarily ensure the most effective presentation of litera-

ture.

The polici~s adopted by the founders of the ~entle

~an's generally remained stable throughout the century. To

facilitate analysis of that stability the study draws speci

fic examples from a period roughly analagous to the 1770's.

However, examples throughout the magazine's history in the

eighteenth century appear in order to demonstrate the unity

and complexity of the whole development of the periodical.

Furthermore, the stableness of the ~entleman's was the re

sult of the efforts of individuals." "T.hose personalities as

sociated with the magaZine were primarily interested in the

continuation of its success and in its general welfare for a

variety of reasons. An examination of the involvement of

those people in the magazine is a study in the expression of

editorial opinion which, in turn, demonstrates and accounts

for the success of the Gentle~J1's in the eighteenth centuryo
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PREFACE

The purpose of this study is to examine the policies

and practices editorially expressed in the Gentleman's Maga

~e The study uses content from the whole of the history

of the magazine in the eighteenth century but draws on mate

rial found in a period bounded generally by the 1770's for

more specific and developed examplese If this small study of

a major eighteenth-century periodical possesses any origina

lity and distinctiveness, that result is due to the fact that

in general scholars of the Gentleman's have not focussed spe

cifically and solely on the nature of its success. Their ef=

forts have necessarily been historical in order to establish

basic and sequential fact. Although their studies have dealt

with editorial aspects of the magazine, the purposes of their

work have rather obscured the nature and effect af that suc

cess. The superlatives alone used to describe the Gentleman's

are generally true and demonstrative of the influence of that

magazine. Successful it was, and this thesis hopes to prove

that its success was evident in, and attributable to, the as

tute formulation and careful, if not ingenious, application

of editorial policy_

My initial purpose was to give a comprehensive and

analytical account of the management of the Gentleman's
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in the 1770's. But such a study necessarily involves much

more than a decade can offer, and, therefore, it grew with

in certain confines into an examination of that periodical

in the eighteenth century. By focussing specifically and

almost entirely on policy and its application, the analysis

hopes to delineate the rationale inherent in the magazine if

only to develop points of comparison for future studies in

eighteenth-century periodical literature. Much basic re

search on the magazine needs to be done, yet, by looking

specifically at internal evidence within the magazine it

self and by applying present knowledge of eighteenth-century

publishing methods and environments (especially those related

to the Gentleman's) to substantiate that evidence, the study

provides further insights into such periodicals and their

publication.

The sources used appear in the bibliography. The ex

istence of an Inter-Library Loan system and of microfilm re

print facilities makes much important material available for

the serious student. Space and time limitations have prevent

ed an intensive examination of either the century or even the

decade, but the analysis attempts to overcome those restric

tions in various ways. A chronological presentation was un

desirable, but the basic historical structure of the magazine

appears in an appendix of selected dates. The study includes
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various other appendices to provide similar comparisons with

different times in the magazine's history. The illustrations,

charts and glossary attempt to do the same plus to concen

trate in one area much relevant material. Their use, fur

thermore, frees the study to examine more fully the basic

themes of editorial policy. That method provides unity and

coherence to some of the vast amount of differentiated mate

rial to be found in the Gentlen~n's Magazi~.

The study attempts to overcome the problem of organ

ization logically by examining at the outset the conception

of the idea for the magazine and possible influences behind

its formulation and application. From there the analysis

moves to an examination of the idea as found in the form of

the_ magazine itself. Finally, since readers and adi tors

played an important role in that application the study exa

mines the nature of the idea's appeal. Thematically the maga

zine idea is important to this thesis as it forms the basis

for the periodical's success. Though that idea __:we;s a cen

tral theme in the magazine's history it was not, however, an

inflexible or static -formula. In turn, time and even success

itself potentially and actually affected editorial thinking,

and tbisanalysis, therefore, discusses throughout editorial

efforts to sustain the magazine's achievements by exploring

the resources inherent in the idea.
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This work generally allows the editors and readers

to speak for themselves. But a study of the expression of

editorial opinion requires selection and interpretation

which, in themselves, attempt to influence a potential

reader's appreciation of the magazine. Certainly the study

in some ways uses methods generally and openly employed by

the periodical's editors. Perhaps, like them, this re

searcher may claim to lay his case before an "impartial"

public in the hope that his efforts might be "useful" and

"entertaining" in providing tl a nice Model", "a true Speci

~", of the editorial policies and practices inherent in

the GentLeman's Magazine.

Hamilton, Ontario
September 22, 1974
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THE USE OF ORIGINAL TEXTS

Quotations from original materials such as the Q!a

~~n's~~gazine appear in this thesis with minimal changes.

Underlineclwords and phrases replace italicized parts in the

originals~ Where a whole passage occurred, for example, in

italics, this study indicates the same thus [ItJ. All capi

tals replace the original use of bold-faced type, and capi

talized initials of words retain their place. The long "6"
and other eighteenth-century typographical practices do not

appear hereo This analysis bas silently corrected typogra

phical and miscellaneous errors in the originals OlUY if their

retention would lead to confusion. Punctuation remains the

same. The use of ellipsis aocommodates minor changes in sen~

tence structure deemed necessary only to facilitate meaning

in certain quotations. Otherwise, the study attempts to em

ulate the originals as much as possible with no effort madetV . .
to amend archaic spellings, style or gramm~'lin order to pre-tj .

serve as much as possible the character and feeling of the

originals. Nothing, however, can serve as a substitute for

the primary materials themselves.
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Note on the Illustrations

The differences between the !larch, 1731, title-page

and the title-pages in the seventies are rather obvious, but

a comparison of the title-pages within the seventies reveals

some subtle changes. Apart from the different woodcuts, one

notes various bibliographical changes in the printing pre

sentation, differences in the colophons, in the number, ar

rangement and spelling of the newspaper and periodical

sources listed on either side of the woodcut. Those changes

provide evidence of editorial concern for detail and order

as well as of the change and growth in the British press.

Furthermore an examination of the Table of Contents on the

title-pages gives some indication of the presentation of ma

terials within the magazine While revealing at the same time

something of the nature of the comprehensiveness and variety

within the ~leman's. Incidentally, the title-page for

the March, 1731, issue is an original according to the re

search of W. B. Todd, nA Bibliographical Account of !h2.
Q.~n~~n's Magazin~, 1731-1754", SB, XVIII (1965), 92, and

the October, 1778, issue marked the beginning of the short,

joint printership of the magazine by David Bond and John

Nichols. See Friendship, p. 6.-- ........
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Chart I

Sections in the Magazine

~umber of pages per year 1770 1773 1775 1777 1779 1780

1. Total 624 659 639 638 646 628

2. Articles 380 360 339 368 380 349

% 61% 55% 53% 58% 59% 55%

3. Book-reviews 90 103. 118 120 103 98

% 14% 16% 18% 19% 16% 16%

4. Poetry 3'8 29 27 30 43 40

% 6% 4% 4% 5% 7% 6%

50 News 75 107 101 74 74 81

% 12% 16% 16% 11% 11% 13%

6. Informational lists 30 49 43 34 36 49

% 5% 7% 7% 5% 6% 8%
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Chart II

Kinds of Articles

Number of Articles 1770 1773 1775 1777 1779 1780

Ie Total 288 239 200 280 306 289

2. a. Reprinted from other 0 0 0 3 13 1

b. %
periodicals

0% 0% 0 1% 4% 1%
3. a. From correspondents 145 155 121 175 193 212

be % 50% 65% 60% 63% 63% 73%

4. a. Supplied by staff 143 84 79 102 100 76

be % 50% 35% 40% 36% 33% 26%

5. a. On scientific topics 70 63 25 62 42 41

b. % 24% 26% 12.5% 22% 14% 14%

6. a. On historical topics 46 61 50 "64 59 72

b. % 17% 26% 25% 23% 19% 25%

7. a. On contemporary 125 79 91 110 110 100
issues

b. % 44% 33% 45.5% 39% 36% 35%

8. a. On literary topics 44 33 31 37 75 62

b. % 15% 14% 15.5% 13% 24% 21%

9. a. Miscellaneous 0 :; 3 7 20 14
articles

b. % 0% 1% 1.5% 3% 710 5%



Note on the Charts

The SOU1~ce for the charts is J. M. Kuist, Th~

~ntlelll?-n's M§l.1Sa~ine.,_ .1.754-1800: A Study of its pevelopmen.1

~s a Vehicle for t~e Discussion of Literature. Unpublished

doctoral dissertation (1965), pp. 361 ff. They show the

breakdown of sections and sUbjects within the magazine. The

portions shown here, chosen because of the period studied

and of the addition of John Nichols to management in 1778,

indicate that the amount of space devoted to sections re

mained fairly consistent while the number of articles by

correspondents increased proportionally with the inclusion

of more items on literary and historical topics, two changes

influenced in part by Nichols. Statistics may be misleading,

however, and Kuist does not mention in his discussion of the

charts (PP. 348 ff.) any differentiation between the general

correspondent and the disguised editorial writer, a fact that

might alter the figures slightly. On that point compare the

opinion of C. D. Yost, The Poetry of the Gentleman's Magazine:

!-[tudyin Eighteenth Century Literary Taste (Philadelphia,

1936), p. 24. In addition, the inclusion of statistical

charts within this thesis gives further indications of some

of the serious study in which scholars of the magazine have

involved themselves.
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List of Abbreviations

Apart from commonly understood contractions such as

~ and~, the study uses the following abbreviations fre

quently. (See the Bibliography for full titles where appli

cable.)

Ackers - D. F. McKenzie and J. C. Ross, ed., A Ledger of
, C~s Ackers (London, 1968).

'uAutobiographytl - "Autobiography of Sylvanus Urban", in the
Gentleman's M~azine, CCI (1856), 3-9, 131-140, 267
77, 53i~41, b67=~CCII (i857), 3-10, 149-57, 282
90, 379-87.

Boswell' s~ - James Boswell, ~j.fe of Samuel ~~.

FriendshiE - [0. Bond], Friendshi£-Strikingly Exhibited in. a New Light (London, 1781).

GI - "Preface", in the General Index to the Gentleman's
-- ~gazine, III (London, 1821), (iii1~ixxx.

GM - Geni~eman's Magazin~, occasionally expressed in the
~ text as the Gentleman's.

Illustrations - Illustrations of the ~iterarx Hist9ry Of
the '~Eighteenth-Century.. 8 Vols. {London, 1817
1858).

Johnson's "Life" - (S. Johnson], "An Account of the Life of
the late Mr. Edvlard Cavell, GH, XXIV (Feb. 1754),
(55J -58.

~ - London Maeazine.

Minor Lives - Edward L. Hart, ed., Minor Lives: A Collection
of BiograEbies by John NichQ~s (Cambridge, 1971).-
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OHAPTFjR I

INTRODUCTION

The Gentleman's Magazine:" founded in 1731 by Edward

Cave, \'Tas by i ts extensive circulation, j.ts longevity and

its high reputation the most successful of the eighteenth

century periodicals. The editors forwarded particularly

favourable claims for the magazine's importance in state-

ments such as the following:

•••an impartial and inquisitive reader can no
where collect a clearer state of the learning,
the policy, the manners, the temper and the prin
ciples of the times, than from the volumes of
this particular work.

'Vii thout entering into invidious comparisons, i.t
may not be improper to observe, that THE GENTLE
MAN'S MAGAZINE, the earliest publication of the
kind, has ever maintained the first rank for li
terary merit. 2

Readers, right from the beginning, also expressed favourable

assessments of the project. For example, a letter in the

magazine, dated October 14, 1731, reads:

The Gentleman's .Magazine, is perhaps, one of the
most useful Things of the Kind that has at any
Time been set on Foot: but this Usefulness must
in Justice and Gratitude be attributed to your
unbyass'd Impartiality and Industry: It serves me,
and to my knowledge several others, for what your
title truly expresses it, tbat is, a Magazine or
Repository of everything worth remarking, and for
that Reason will be many Years hence an authentic1\:
Collection for Historians to refer to, when Dis
putes shall arise on the Manner and the Spirit

1
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with which the present Controversies are carried
on, the Force of the Arguments on both Sides be
ing fully retained••••3

Persons also expressed their opinions on the value

'·of the Gentleman's in other places than in the magazine it

self. John Nichols, one of the editors of the periodical,

quotes Edmund Burke as saying that the magazine was none of

the most chaste and valuable !-Uscellanies of the age". 4 As

the nineteenth century began, however, the magazine's repu

tation, though still high, had slipped somewhat in the opin-

ion of certain people. A correspondent in the Qpivers~

Magazine commented in 1804 that

As a work of general amusement, it can advance few
claims to general approbation.

Nevertheless, he continued:

it may advance claims to something better, - that
of being a repository of numerous interesting and
important facts; a storehouse, from Whence, the
antiquarian in particular may derive many useful
commodities; and though there be seldom any fri
volous school-boy essays, amusing tales, pretty
fragments, and similar nonsense, yet it often ad
mits disquisitions of genera1

5
utility , and dis

cussions of useful questions.

But, by the late nineteenth century, A. W. Hutton could

criticize that

the great bulk of the literary contributions to
it are only precious in the sense of being pre
cious nonsense.

Furthermore,
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So far as literature, in the strict sense, is con
cerned, the gentleman's Magazin~6is a wilderness
of deservedly forgotten rubbish.

The question, therefore, arises: What exactly was the na

ture and significance of that periodical's success in the

eighteenth century?

The purpose of this study is to examine and to as

sess -the editorial policies and practices of the Gen~l~man~

~agazine in order to particul~rize reasons for its success.

In general, the magazine's editorial policies and practices

involved a process of communicating information and opinion

to and from readers by means of the medium of the magazine.

As such the very nature of their undertaking, reliant as it

was on public support, obligated the editors to act respon

sibly towards the magazine's readers so that the latter's

respect might establish and maintain for that miscellany a

primary position among eighteenth-century periodicals espe

cially in the midst of almost immediate, increasingly more

aggressive competition.

Once the editors had secured that pre-eminence for

the Gentleman's,~they found themselves freer to manipulate

with more confidence both the direction of the magazine and

the opinion of readers. Significantly, their efforts did re

sult in a successful venture. Seen by the editors in terms
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of a high circulation and general readership approval, such

success was indeed basically attributable to the formulation

and implementation of editorial policy, the result, in turn,

of the astute assessment by management of a particular public

need and a growing specialized demand, two factors that were

often quite flexible and variable. The editors were quick

to make adjustments to circumstances and situations if neces

sary, but generally they determined to maintain their origi

nal, basic policies rather than allovl, in their estimation,

fickle taste and party pressure to influence their decisions

adversely.

The basic tenets of the magazine's editorial policy

did not significantly change over the years as a result of

the conservatism of editorial thinking. Certain factions,

however, did attempt to exert pressure. Rivals of one name

or another established themselves to capitalize on the maga

zine's success, but the majority were not strong enough ei

ther to supplant or even to challenge seriously the eminence

of that periodical. Concerns, such as government, attempted

intimidation by threatening and commencing prosecution pro

ceedings for libel, but they were equally unsuccessful in

changing significantly the magaZine's directions especially

as a grOWing periodical press began to be aware of and to

demonstrate their own collective importance and influence.
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Finally, the general public attempted to sway the magazine

through individual appeals, and they had more success as

the Gentleman's depended on readers for contributions and

sales. In fact, the editors willingly allowed and speci

fically catered to certain tastes but only if by so doing

such action could further the success of the magazine.

The growth of a reading public and of a periodical

press to satisfy it led to a certain degree of specializa

tion in the Q§ntleman's, a concentration prompted by the

interests of both editors and readers. While the deter-

mination of an exact assessment is impossible, the maga-

zine's continued success not only gave the editors and

their associates a great deal of personal satisfaction but

also influenced in various degrees the opinions of readers.

Significantly, though, the goal of success did have some

adverse effects on editors, readers and the magaZi!le itself.

The resulting anomalies, contradictions and tensions pro

vide fascinating material for the study of just one eight

eenth-century periodical.

In 1782, the following co~ment appeared in the

Gentleman's Magazine:

The inestimable Value of a Periodical Work
formed and continued for more than Half a Cen
tury, on the Plan of the GENTLE~~N'S ~~GAZINE,
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if executed wi.th tolerable Accuracy, must be ob~

vious to every Man, conversant with the \Vorld,
at first Sight. 7

Much later, John Nichols wrote:

Not to enter too deeply into the ~can~ of
a Mi.scellaneous Publication, the ver:/ nature of
which depends on a sort of Masonic secresy, it
may not be improper to introduce a few anecdotes,
and to unfold some particulars~ over which con
cealment is no longer needful. d

Secrets! The lat~er statement demonstrates the fact that

neither the "nature tt nor the It val ue lt of the Gen"t.leman '..§.

~gazine is so tlobvious" on a first examination, a point

that has challenged and prompted scholars to much research.

Periodical literature is an important source of

information for the scholar examining eighteenth-century

life and culture in general and the policies and practices

of editors in particular, but some equally important oonsi-

derations qualify its use as a source for such information.

L. M. Salmon, studying the value of newspapers as sources,

notes:

Periodical literature must •••be considered
by the historian with reference to those general
parts whose authoritativeness may be guaranteed
and to such other parts as those in which errors
are most likely to abound. It must also be con
sidered with reference to those parts that con
sciously and by design give an account of the e
vents of the day, and the other part that uncon
sciously and unintentionally records the spirit
of the age~.

She continues:
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Two processes are involved for the historian. The
ftrst is the narration of events that have happened,
a narration based on the material available after
the rejection of what proves to be ill1authoritative.
The second process involves the interpretation of
the life and interests of a communtty, of a nation,
of an age, as these are unconsciously revealed
thro\\gh the columns and pages of periodical litera
ture:

The most important source for this particular study

is specifically the Gentleman t s 1'1aga~ine, a major periodi

cal in the eighteenth century.lO While secondary materials

such as letters, anecdotes and memoirs are significant in

the study, the magaZine, on careful examination, offers the

most important evidence of editorial method and thought.

The Gentleman's was of importance to the editors attempting

to communicate with their public, and it is, therefore,

mainly responsible for Whatever general influence either
11might have had upon the other. Finally, as a source,

the magaZine is the visible and outward symbol of the suc

cess of the founder's undertaking, in effect, the idea in

concrete form. As such, the magazine is the touchstone for

Whatever material one might Wish to use in order to analyze

the nature and effects of its success.

Bibliographical factors, however, qualify somewhat

the use of the Gentleman's Magazin~ as a primary source.

Commenting on C. L. Carlson's work, D. F. Bond says that
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"one misses any detailed bibliographical study of the maga

zine".12 Such a study would ensure firstly that the mate

rial examined is what eighteenth-century readers actually

read at the time of an issue's original publication. Se

condly, aside from determining the existence of variations

including counterfeited and pirated editions, a thorough

bibliographical study might determine the extent of demand

for the magazine. The date the demand was met would indi

cate the importance of the periodical at a particnlar time.

Furthermore, a call for back issues would demonstrate the

respect the public haa for the work as a reference source,

work of literature or Whatever.

Is such a study necessary? Yes, for extensive evi-

dence exists to show that the magazine did go through vari

ous editions. The "Autobiography of Sylvanus Urban" notes

that

the early numbers were so frequently reprinted,
that it is difficult to find their original edi
tions; for many sets are made up with the later
reprints .. 13

J. Leed1 4 and W. B. Todd15 have recently applied themselves

separately to the problem, focussing particularly on the

earlier period of the magazine. But errors are likely to

persist until scholars present a more complete bibliogra

phical analysis of the magazine, and until such work appears
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one must by necessity assume that materials examined are

suitable and representative for use in studying the Gentle

man's Magazin~.16

On that assumption, the magazine as a source pro-

vides information on editorial policies and practices as

well as on reader response to those ideas and methods.

Firstly, from an examination of specific references within

the work itself and its general presentation, one gains in

sights into the magazine's publication. J. M. Kuist, a re

cent historian of the Gentleman's, has noted, however, that

tteditorial management•••is more evident to the scholar tl • 17

Certainly it is difficult to determine the precise nature of

the functions and responsibilities of the personalities as-

sociated with the magazine even if one considered all the

evidence available both in primary and in secondary sources.

What this study sho\'ls on that issue is that management was a

corporate and collective affair involving a hierarchy that

generally was understood by those persons concerned. Since

livelihoods depended on the magazine's success, whoever per-

formed whatever function was obliged to act responsibly to

maintain that success. The result Was a well-regulated

magazine, a fact noticeable in every issue.

Secondly, apart from providing information on the
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interaction of personalities associated with the magazine,

an examination of the G~nl±eman~~ as a source also reveals

facts on editorial policies. A policy statement is a guide

line expressed in intentionally general terms to outline ba

sic editorial aims and methods. Generally every collected

vollwe from the founding contained near the front a preface

which took the form of a prose statement, a poem or a reca

pitulation of contents and which served to express conscious

editorial thought. The form, tone and style of prefaces

might change slightly over the years, but their general pur

pose remained stable - to state editorial intentions, to so-

licit and acknowledge reader response, to answer criticism

and to boast of success. IS

Thirdly, a study using the Gentleman's as a source

reveals the pervasiveness of editorial comment throughout

the magazine. Prefaces provided an area for the expression

of general editorial opinion. The establishment of a Book

Review section as a regular feature in 1765 furnished ano

ther area for editorial views, namely on the literature of

the day.19 But opinion also occurred in the form of edi

torial comment interjected throughout the magazine by such
. 20

means as footnotes. Some are short; some are rather

long. 21 A few are even vague and unintelligible to the

researcher. For example, one can make little of this com-
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ment:

*** P.Qls obliging hints are taken in good part.
Where parties are violent, hints of the same kind
come from opposite quarters e - ginc 11100 lachrymre 122

The majority of such comments, however, do shed valuable

light on editorial practices for they supply information on

the criteria for seleoting and rejecting material. One

example will suffice to indicate the nature of this type of

comment:
To our Correspondents

*** Among the multiplicity of our papers, the Let
ter signed Theodocia, is misplaced, we therefore
hope tlmt our Correspondent will transmit another
Copy to us. - A Friend to the Quakers came too late
for insertion. - If M.N. will oblige us with a
drawing of the Greek coin he mentions, we doubt not
but some of our Numistical correspondents will sa~

tisfy his doubts relative to it. - The Letter signed
N. is under consideration. - H - n's Verses will be
inserted in our next, - We are tired of Shandy Jun
ior's impertinence, and beg he would convey his
witless Essays to those who deal in ribaldry and
obscenity. - Our Canterbury friend needs not to
make any apologies for the hints he gives us, as
they are always pertinent and sensible. 23

Thus, in succinct language, the editors infonn readers of

their decisions, thereby leaving a record for the scholar

interested in the editorial policies and practices of the

magazine.

Furthermore, the magazine as a source provides in-

formation on public response to editorial policies, a re

sponse tlmt takes the specific form of reader comment usu-
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ally prefacing contributions and letters. The editors

exerted a certain amount of control on this type of infor

mation, control which is evident in the fact that most of

the comment is very favourable to editorial polioies. Cri

ticism, however, does appear Within the magazine and gives

an indica.tion not only of editorial impartiality but also

possible failings in the magazine's policies and methods.

Reader con~ent is, therefore, a valuable contemporary as~.

sessment of editorial aims. The fact too that readers

bought and wrote to the magazine is further evidence of

their approval, in general, of the whole project. 24

Finally, the magazine, by its very structure in the

arrangement, length and types of features, provides, as a

source, vital information on editorial preferences. While

the stated criteria for editing materials plus the inter

change of opinion. between editors and readers do themselves

establish some priorities important in an analysis of edi

torial thinking, an examination of the form and format of

the magazine itself reveals subtler means of expressing and

influencing such opinion. Every item in the Gentleman's

from the title to the index gives an indication of the ma-

gazinets nature and in many ways is a potential factor,

however small, in accounting for its success. The impos-

sibility of examining every facet of the periodical given
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apace limitations is apparent, but the details are elements

that demand awareness in any study using the contents of
. ' 25
the magazine as source material~

In the eighteenth century, where the majority of

research by scholars of the magazine has focussed, the year

1754 is a most important date in the history of the ~entle-

man's for it marks a transition from Edward Cave's manage-

ment to that of David Henry and his associates. For John

Nichols, thr3.t year began "a new re ra in the pUblication of

the Magazinen • 26 W. Graham, a major researcher of eight

eenth-century periodical literature in general, notes that

after that date writers changed their work from a medium

for "gently ironic comment on the morals and manners of the

time" into one "for instruction in the arts and sciences,

and for criticism of literatureu • 27 He generally assesses

the situation thus:

Before 1800 the "magazine", or miscellaneous
monthly periodical, had found a public and become
a necessary part of the literature of the dayo
Readers sent letters, stories, poems, or essays
to it; scholars. inquired through its columns, or
answered the queries of otherso It supplemented
the private library of the country squire or ci
ty merchant by furnishing copious extracts from
most of the new books of importance, and the more
important articles from the weekly and daily
journals. It encouraged the young poet, and fur
nished him with models of the poetry of the mas
ters. Although the major part of its contents
were of a general and unliterary nature, this
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form of periodical had become by the end of the
eighteenth century an indisp~nsible vehicle of
literature in all its forms. e

C. L. Carlson has conducted more specific research

on the g~ntlemanls M~gazine for the period 1731-1754. He

calls it the tlfirst magazine", and concludes that, by the

time of Cave's death in 1754, the ~leman'~ had "exerted

its greatest influence on the periodical press, and its edi

torial policies had become settledtt • 29 As to reasons for

the magazine's survival Carlson concludes that

It was the flexibility of the scheme of the
magazine, its natural tendency to serve the de
mands of both parties, that enabled it to sur
vive where other periodicals failed. It was
this same adaptability to the tastes and de
mands of the age that made for its later de
velopment from a periodical with an emphasis
mainly political and historical tp a monthly
that was scientific and literary.30

Continuing Carlson's work, J. M. Kuist examined the

Gentlerna~l~ for the period 1754-1800. He discovered some

thing in the later period that contradicted Carlson's as

sessment that

the early magazine did little to forward the cause
of literature, that the public did not expect ma
gazines to be primarily literary, that there was
no definite systematic policy with regard to the
publication of essentially ~iterary material in
the first of the magazines.

Kuist attributes the importance of the magazine in the lat-
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ter half of the eighteenth century to editorial encourage-

ment of increased correspondence. He notes that

as the century progressed contributed articles
were allowed increasingly to dominate the first
half of each issue, and it was through such ar
ticles that the discussion of literature achieved
a significant place in the Qentleman's Magazine.32

Other studies of some note have focussed on specific

genres treated within the magazine. Those studies have ba

sically agreed that the Gentleman~~ was of significance in

the eighteenth century. Though studying dramatic criticism

in the periodical, Keesey sums up their conclusions best

when he points out that

the position of the magazine in itself makes its
comments on the drama significant. For the Gen
.~leman'.s Magazine was the most influential maga
zine of its time, and what it·said about the
theatre was read by thousands every month. That
what it said was not always unusually penetrating
or strikingly different must be admitted; in fact,
it might even have been predicted. Still what
ever the intrinsic merit of these reviews, there
can be little doubt, considering the central im
portance of this periodical, that they furnish
a reasonably accurate index to late eighteenth
century taste. 33

But scholars have also examined more specifically

the effects that personalities, especially editors, have

had on the Gentleman's. Their studies are justified con

sidering the high reputation of those principal people in

the eighteenth century who were associated with the maga-
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zine. For example, to Boswell, John Nichols was "the

worthy and indefatigable editor of that valuable miscel

lany".34 The same opinion is generally applicable to Cave,

Henry and their principal associates.

Oritical opinion of the magazine, therefore, from

Nichols to date, though important, appears somewhat frag

mented. Basically Graham emphasizes the form of the maga

zine, Carlson, the flexibility of its scheme, Kuist and

others, the important effect of personality and increased

correspondence. None of the critics would deny the impor

tance that all of those factors had in the success of the

magazine, but their studies, while taking different view

points with varying degrees of emphasis on sUbjects, de-

tails and trends, generally avoid developing the signifi-

cance of the magazine as a basic whole. The follovling a

nalysis, in examining and attempting to account for the suc

cess of the magazine, considers the conception, application

and effect of the~ to be basic and central to a study of

the Gentleman'~. That idea, involving the establisQment of

a medium for communication between people, determined to a

large extent the form of the work, challenged its associated

personalities to execute the plan ably and ensured an exten

sive circulation, longevity, and a high reputation - in short 

the success of the ~ntle~an's M~gazi~~ in the eighteenth

century.



CHAPT.ER II

THE IDEA

The "Advertisementtl , found on the reverse side of

the title-page for the March, 1731, issue of the ~ntle~~~~

}'\1ag~~, contains the statement of the idea as originally

conceived and expressed in policy form. l T.he following a~

nalysis of that prose piece shows the Ilature of the founder's

assmnptions, concepts, methods and purposes. The Whole is

the idea, the "plan", which guided the magazine's editors and

associates throughout the century.

The first paragraph begins with an assumption:

It has been unexceptionably advanced that a
good ~bridgm2n-i of the Law is more intelligible
than the statutes at large; so a nice Model is as
entertaining as the Original, and a true Specimen
as satisfactory as the whole Parcel. • • •

T.he author2 basically assumes that his project has the pos

sibility of being not only entertaining and satisfactory

but also intelligible. The words, tlModel" and tlSEe..£imen"

serve to emphasize and establish more specifically the na

ture of tlAbr:lc!.gmen...1". By emphasis on all three the author

implies that a synthesis from his viewpoint may equal the

original in every respect except detail.

17
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A statement of the idea follo\'/s in "lhich the author

presents the outline of his "Undertaking"

which in the "firs~ place is to give }10nthly a View
of all the Pieces of Wit, ~, or Intelligence,
daily offer'd to the Publick in the News-Papers,
("lhich of late are so multiply'd, as to render it
impossible, unless a man makes it a business, to
consult them all) and in the next place we shall
join therewith some other matters of Use or Amuse
ment that will be communicated to us.

That assertion reveals that t\'/o basic actions form the plan

or method, in effect, the policy. The first action is "to

give Monthly a View"; the second is to receive contributions

for insertion in their work. In order to achieve comprehen-

siveness rather than completeness, the author makes his pro

ject a process involving the synthesis of materials. The

word, "View", establishes essentially the result of that

process.

The significance of that opening paragraph is two

fold. Firstly, it introduces the nature of the enterprise

beginning with the assumption, proceeding through a state

ment of the idea, and ending with purpose. Thus, and this

is the second point of significance, in its logical and con-

eise manner the opening paragraph attempts to persuade the

reader to accept the intelligibility and reasonableness of

the whole project.
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The author then proceeds to develop the argument of

his idea more specifically. He does so in the second para

graph which j:s an explication of the periodical sources he

uses and which emphasizes one major point about them:

"Newspapers" in prolific numbers are a significant but a

scattered means of cOlMlunication. 3 Firstly, the author

notes that

a considerable Part of which constantly exhibit
Essays on various Subjects for Entertainment ••

Secondly,

all the rest, occasionally oblige their Readers
with agreeable Pieces of Poetry, valuable Re
ceipts in Physick, Dissertations on Trade, Re
volutions in Kingdoms, Secrets in Art or Nature,
Criticisms in Literature, Essays on Government,
and Proposals of Public Concern. • • •

Once again the author emphasizes his aims and purposes in

his use of the words, "various", "Entertainment", t1agree

able tt and Itvalu.able", words which are synonymous with the

terms, HUsen and "Amusement" found in the first paragraph.

The writers of tl1.e papers are "Persons of Capaci ty", a fact

which further substantiates their importance from an author

ial viewpoint. 1r1oreover, that "they are become the Chief

Channels of Amusement and Intelligence" indicates their real

significance for the author. His perception of that point,

especially with the emphasis on "chief", implies a desire

on his part to make the undertaking a similar enterprise

for a similar purpose.
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The truth of that last observation is apparent in

the pivotal \'lord, "But", which at this point in the second

paragraph introduces the author's view of the need for such

a project given the situation among newspapers. He expres

ses his assessment of the situ~tion thus:

But then being only loose Papers, uncertainly scat
ter'd about, it often happens, that many things de
serving Attention, contain'd in them, are only seen
by Accident, and others not sufficiently pub~ish'd

or preserved for universal Benefit and Information.

The sentence begins logically with the statement that the

papers are "loose" and "scatter'd". The author makes two

additional points. Firstly, readers see the rapers only by

chance. Furthermore, circlUnstance fails to find them II suf'D

ficiently published or preserved". By choosing the term,

"sufficiently", to express his thought, the author acknow

ledges his recognition of a need for a new and central force

in the publishing world. That he considers the project wor

thy is evident in his use of the phrase, ildeserving Atten

tion". Finally, the author in his conclusion to this second

paragraph once again essays to emphasize and to unify his

two-fold purpose in the expression, "universal Benefit and

Information".

The significance of that second paragraph to the

development of the author's thought is that it logically

demonstrates authorial recognition of a particular public
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need which he hopes to fulfil by making his project more

central and efficient than any other, a single chief cfilln

nel capable of reaching a wider readershipo The author

concludes his analysis of the need by providing highly

noble but general purposes to ensure that his enterprise re~

ceives serious attention and to justify his undertaking as a

public service for the common good.

The third paragraph of the "AdvertisementU presents

the author's method for satisfying the need thus:

This Consideration has induced several Gentle
men to promote a MontRly Collection, to treasure up,
as in a ~ine, the most remarkable Pieces on the
Subjects abovemention1d, or at least impartial A
bridgments thereof, as a Method much better calcula
ted to preserve those Things that are curious, than
that of transcribing. 4

In that statement, the author expresses metaphorically the

nature of the means of communication. His project, using

the image of a magazine,5 is to be a nJYIonthly Collection"

in which "to treasure uptt a variety of important materials.

The author, however, presents a number of qualifi

cations regarding ~he treatment of those materials. Firstly,

in the phrase, "the most remarkable Pieces on the Subjects

abovemention' d", the use of the \1ord, t1mosttl, implie s selec

tion, a method necessitated by the great variety of available

materials and by the magazine's space limitati.ons which make
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it impossible to accommodate all lithe Subjects abovemen

tion'd". Furthel~ore, selection connotes the presence of

criteria because the process of choosing renders compari-

sons unavoidable. Anticipating the potential for criticism

on that point and realizing the impossibility of being com

plete, the author quickly clarifies his intention by adding

the phrase, "or at least impartial Abridgments thereof".

Despite an apparent contradiction in terms,6 the statement

is particular enough to show the author striving for a cer-

tain objectivity, difficult though that might be. The goal

is a high one, demanr'ting effort for success. His optimism

may be na~vete, idle boasting or even deceipt, but the au

thor reveals his awareness of the rational necessity of ex

pressing his aims clearly by specifically rejecting trans

cription as a useful method. He, thereby, dismisses a pas

sive, mirror-image function and adopts the role of creator.

Though the latter position is in his case a conservative

one, attempting as it does "to preserve ll what is "curious",

the author's plan is flexible enough to allow him to deve-

lop the magazine in any manner he chose.

The short fourth paragraph of the "Advertisement"

appears to be with the fifth an acknowledgment of public

response to the project as of March, 1731, and it indicates

that by the time the author was writing, the magazine was
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already a success. He states that

In pursuance whereof, and the Encouragement
already· given, this Work will be oontinued,
shall appear earlier, and contain more than
former Monthly Books of the same Price.

Therefore, in recognition of the iMuediate success of the

magazine, the author makes three promises. The first pro

mise, though rather obvious, signifies the author's quick

response to acknowledge and to express gratitude for public

support. Success, rather than lulling the author into a

state of indolence, stimulates him· to further the position

of importance he has already attained. The second and third

promises are additional indications of authorial diligence,

but they also show an awareness of possible, real competi-

tion. As well they express a willingness to be first and

best. The author sees those two ambitions as being desir-

able goals, challenges furthenaore that he thinks he can

meet successively.

Two conditions, however, qualify the comparison.

One must compare the magazine with its peers, similar

monthlies similarly priced. Determining success is, there

fore, from an authorial viewpoint, a question of being first

among equals. His qualification implies on his part a de

sire to prevent the possibility of meeting unfair competi

tion with periodicals having different deadlines and cri-
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teria. Furthermore, the point shows toot the author is a

ware of the differences tr~t existed in the publishing in

dustry of his time and that he wants his audience also to

note the fact if they become inclined to make comparisons.

In the fifth paragraph, the author attempts to ce

ment further the relationship between himself and his au-

dience by establishing some basic rules of procedure. He

modestly recognizes the possibility of error but promises

to prevent such inaccuracies, a fact evident in his asser-

tion that

• • .all possible Care will be taken to avoid the
Mistakes incident to undertakings of this kind. . • •

The process, moreover, calls for co-operation, a relation-

ship based on mutual effort. So, in polite terms,

the Author will think himself oblig'd to such Per
sons who shall give him a true state of any Trans
action erroneously publish'd in the Papers, or
shall please to communicate any Pieces of Wit or
Entertainment proper to be inserted••••

To make sure the public understands his sincere wish for

their support, the author gives specific directions to

where readers may send their corrections and contributions.

But he once again significantly qualifies his overture for

help by stating that he would only insert what he consi~

dered to be "proper". The implication is not only th,g,t a

correspondent should exercise his or her ovm judgment in
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submitting material for possible inclusion in the magazine

but also that the author retained the ultimate word in mak-

ing, and bearing the responsibility for, decisions.

The above analysis establishes that the "Adver

tisement" is important as a very logical and perceptive

statement by the author of the formation and application of

policy tlllit not only reveals his astute assessment of the

situation but also presents his clear but ambitious policy

to meet the need. Furthermore, the analysis shows that

suocess was the most important reason behind the conception

of the idea, a sucoess, however, that depended on co-opera

tion between a responsible management and the magazine's

public. The following disoussion examines baokground in

formation on the nature of this sucoess.

Conoeption of the idea for a magazine was a matter

of muoh forethought and consideration representing not an

instantaneous but a gradual process. Samuel Johnson re-

cords that

Mr. Cave, when he formed the project, was far
from expecting the suocess which he found; and
others had so little prospect of its oonse
quence, that though he had for several years
talked of his plan, among printers and book
sellers, none of them thought it worth the
trial.?

That comment raises the issue of originality. In respeot
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to the theoretical implications of that troublesome question,

W. Roberts defines the position well in the following manner:

Whether'a man starts a new paper, promotes a fresh
enterprise, or propounds a new theory in science,
some one or more feature of the results of his
planning are due to incidents or circumstances of
which he may have no cognizance, and to which he
cannot lay the claim of originality. But the
scheme, whatever it may be, is, in its en~irety,

and to all intents and purposes original.

c. L. Carlson, applying himself to the issue, notes speci

fically of the Gentleman'.~az~that

Such originality as there is, .is inherent in the
editorial policy or, more accurately, in the
methods of applying standards which were borrowed
from earlier p~blications of a nature similar to
the magazines.'}

For him the ~entleman's

represented the culmination of a tradition, rather
than the inception of one. Diverse publications
contributed to shaping its method, notably the
historical miscellany, while the order in which
the material was presented was the result of sug
gestions drawn from the weekly journals. lO

E. Hart takes a dissenting view to Carlson both on

the question of originality and on the culmination theory ..

Although studying a later period, he concludes that

Nichols' Gentleman's Magazin~ was not a ~aga

zine in the original sense of the term. It was
not just a collection (or storehouse) of materials
gathered from other sources, nor had it been from
the beginning. The G~entleman' s lVIagaziP.-,2, was not
really much different from the modern magazine. ll

The magazine actually continued an old and began a new
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tradition. As to oulmination theories they in some ways

deny the role of personality in assuming that outward oir

oumstance plays a greater part than authorial treatment of

materials. The argument here is that the magazine required

personalities to conceive and to exeoute the idea. Prede

oessors and news of the day provided examples and source

materials12 respectively which management could follO"\" and

use for their purpose. Nothing quite like the Gentleman's

existed at the time and those persons responsible for the

magazine took advantage of the faot to create a successful

'Work.

Who were the managers and what were their respon

sibilities?13 An analysis shows that management was in a

few hands, a fact which discouraged but did not eliminate

the possibility of overlapping responsibility. Certain

persons associated with the magazine could perform dif

ferent functions of production. For example, John Nichols

could own, print, edit, publish and write for the magazine

simultaneously. The following discussion examines the dis

tinctions between the proprietor, publisher, editor, printer

and staff of the periodical, and the analysis reveals that,

in the seventies at least, several persons held those re

sponsibilities at one and the same time. Though their du

ties overlapped they themselves were aware of differences.
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The proprietor was the owner of the magazine, the

person in whose hands the vested interest of the property

lay. Originally, the magazine's ownership remained in
14

Cave's hands, and at his death in 1754 the inheritance

stayed within the family, David Henry and Richard Cave as

suming the ownership. Henry, who kept his share until his

death in 1792, appears to have been the major partner for

his name alone is first in the colophons. Richard Cave's

share at the time of his death in 1766 passed to his

daughter who, in August, 1778, sold her srillres to John

Nichols who in addition received Henry's majc~ity portion

in 1792. The only other known mmer at the time is Francis,

nephew to Jom1, Newbery, who in 1755 bought a one-twelfth

share of the magazine. At his death in 1780, his wife,

Elizabeth, inherited his portion which she kept till around

1800.15 Significantly, that particular pattern of ov·mer

ship, shOWing the majority of shares to be in the hands of

family or close friends, served to avoid major conflicts of

interest by establishing a small but ~olid powor bloc.

Furthermore, as the proprietors also performed flDlctions

within the production of the magazine such as editing and

printing, management was, therefore, centralized, self

contained and unified making decision-making flexible and

efficient, for that process did not experience delay in
. 16

communicRting ideas from one corporate group to another.
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The printer printed the magazine for the ownerse17

David Henry was the printer of the magazine until his re

tirement fro~ the profession on the death of R. Cave in

1766, at which time Henry hiredagents to do the work of

printing the magazine. From thence, Henry's role in rela

tionship to printing was one of supervision. His agents

are unkno"ffi until 1769 when a J. Lister appears on the colo

phons as the printer. In December, 1771, David Bond became

the agent authorized by Henry to print the magazine. He

continued to be the sale printer until June, 1778, at which

time management made a significant move, for ~iss Cave de

cided to sell her shares to John Nichols and with the trans

fer of ownership went her responsibility to fold, stitch

and bind the magazine. In addition, Henry agreed to let

Nichols print part of the magazine, and Henry, as a major

shareholder, pressured Bond to share printing responsibili

ties with Nichols. The magazine for October, 1778, repre

sents the first issue of joint printership. Gradually, but

decisively, Henry eased Bond out until, by December, 1780,

the latter was no longer printing the magazine, a loss which

occasioned much bitterness on his part. John Nichols had be

come the full-time printer of the Gentleman's.

That significant management move demonstrates that

the printing of the magazine was so lucrative as to occasion
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power struggles, no matter how sUbtle, the results of which

ultimately depended on the interests and strength of the top

levels of management. Furthermore, it appears that John Ni

chols was more useful to Henry and the magazine, for Nichols

possessed great ability and wide experience as a printer.

Joint printership was a temporary and inefficient move, but

it allowed Nichols time to secure his position until Henry

could make his final decision.19 Significantly, Henry re~

tained control, and his power to choose printing personnel

assured the continuity of magazine production with the least

disruption. That the changeover was smooth delnonstrates hoW

necessary to the periodical's success it Was that owners

control printing directly.

Some confusion exists as to the function and iden

tity of the publisher of the Gentleman's.20 Nichols refers

to Henry as a publisher when he states that

Not long after he retired from pUblishing, Henry
moved to a

2
!arge farm which he owned at Becken

ham, Kent.

But booksellers were also known as publishers and Francis

Newbery was the bookseller/publisher of the magazine in the

seventies. 22 Most likely, as in the case of the printer,

Henry was the general pUblisher who hired others as his

agents.
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The same difficulty of identification exists in a

discussion of editors. 23 Henry was the editor of importance

from 1766 to 1778. Though he had retired from printing and.

publishing in 1766, he was still an active editor as the

following example, replying privately to a correspondent in

1775, shows:

I thank you very kindly for the favour'of the en
tire Copy of the Story of the Prince of Cond&. As
it stands it would take up many months in the por
tions we can allot for it in these busy times. I
have therefore taken the Liberty to abriA~e it, to
which I hope you will have no Objection.~~

After 1778 and into the 1780's, John Nichols came to hold

that most important position as an associate of Henry, but

the final and official transfer came only in 1791 as the

following excerpt from one of Henry's letters to Nichols

shortly before the former's death in 1792 indicates:

Dr Sir
Finding myself unfit for the Business of the

Magazine and sensible how much I trespass on your
Time and Patience in supplying my Defects, I beg
leave to commit the whole and entire managemt of
it with the Salary anexd into your Hands in sure
and certain hope of seeing it flourish in grea
ter Perfection from the Improvemt it will receive
from an abler Compiler. 25

In the work of magazine production, management had

the assistance of capable associates and staff26 of whom

John Hawkesworth was an important example in the sixties

and early seventies. So important was he, that even con-
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temporaries considered him as a co-editor, but he denied it,

and in the following comment he also provides an insight in

to editorial activities:

though Mr. Duncombe assured you that the Magazine
was solely under my direction, I must beg leave
to assure you that it is not, nor ever was, there
being in almost every number some thi'ngs ":tha t I
never see, and some things that I do not approve
e , e .27

Hawkesworth at times had the assistance of his own brother-

in-law, John Ryland, but John Duncombe, a regular correspon

dent, undertook the review seotionshortly before Hawkes-

worth's death in 1773 and performed the responsibility un

til his m'ffi death in ].786 when Richard Gough, another trus

ted correspondent, took over the position of reviewer. 28

Significantly, the assistants all received training

and gained experience through the Gentleman's itself before

they assumed major responsibilities with the magazine. Fur

thermore, they were close friends of, or correspondents with,

the important members of management •. The associates of the

magazine were, therefore, able to prove their worth and to

acclimatize themselves to the editorial policies and prac

tices of the G_entleman '.f!, thereby assuring the stable and

successful continuance of the same when the time came for

them to perform their functions officially.

Evidence, therefore, shows that a recognizable
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hierarchy existed and that those persons involved in that

chain of command well understood its importance and use.

The experienc'e of Henry and Nichols as printers and editors

greatly facilitated decision-making for they were also own

ers, and t furthermore, their experience and abilities im

proved supervision and removed many possibilities for il1.

efficiency and delay. In addition, the existence of an able

staff, chosen by management and long associ.a ted wi th the ma

gazine, led to the stability and the continuity of the peri

odical's ideas and traditions but tended towards conserva

tism in order not to endanger the magazine's success. The

major personalities, therefore, who were associated with the

magazine as either management or staff, formed a solidly and

personally knit group of family, close friends and associates

whose affability, cohesiveness and general likemindedness

were major factors in the magaZine's success.

Management, however, was involved in resolving pro

cedural problems which challenged its potential for effi~

ciency and unity. The follovdng outline, a theoretical mo

del considered on a general but purely logical basis, pur

poses to demonstrate the whole process of magazine produc

tion in its attempt to implement the idea. With accumulated

capital a printer bUys or leases an establisbment where he

gathers together presses, stock and raw materials which
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place him in a position to print the magazine. His pur

chases make him a proprietor while others may participate

in ownership by holding shares. He hires assistants, qua

lified personnel including apprentices whom he will train,

to print the magazine. He, himself, in the role of an edi

tor selects materials which he synthesizes and arranges for

inclusion in the periodical. Here too he may hire asso

ciates to help him. The resulting copy goes to the print

er, in this case, himself, or his agent, who prints the ma

gazine. The possibility exists of proof-reading in the form

of corrections, rev~sions and further additions. After fold

ing and stitching, the printed copy is now ready for distri

bution. 29

The finished product, the single issue, goes to the

bookseller (more than one may share responsibility) who dis

tributes and sells the magazine either to the consumer per

sonally or to intermediaries, agents and enterpreneurs who

will perform that function for him. The market may consist

of urban, rural or foreign persons from a Wide variety of

backgrounds. In the act of reading the magazine they might

wish to make contributions in the form of written work or to

criticize and to make suggestions on the project itself.

They duly submit the same to the proper address or authority

and depending on ed~torial criteria their contributions be-
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come part of a future issue. The process continues thus un-

til circumstances dictate otherwise.

Where did the capital originate? Johnson, referring

to Cave's employment with other periodicals and to his ex

perience in the London Post Office, records the fact that

By this constancy of diligence and diversifi
cation of employment, he in time collected a sum
sufficient for the purchase of a small printing
house, and began the Gent,leman' ~Magazj.ne. • • .30

By 1754, the magazine itself was a very valuable piece of

property and over the remainder of the century continued so,

a fact which from a management viewpoint made it worth pre

serving. 31

The printing establishment f01..mded by Cave and snc-

cessfully maintained by him and his successors was original

ly situated at St. John's Gate, Clerkenwell, which was not

only central to the heart of London but also to the printing

industry.32 In addition, the prime core of establishments

related to the publishing of the Gentleman's l\'Iagazine in the_. --.~.~ .......)~"'---..;; ....
seventies were close and available to each other. 33 For

example, the author of ~riendship notes that

It is a conmon thing for Printers to supply oc
casional wants as are too trifling to trouble t~e

Founder for, by borrowing one of another•••• ~4

Only that proximity could facilitate such borrOWing. Fi-
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nally, the density of London's population provided a ready

supply of skilled and unskilled labour from the messenger

boy and carter to the qualified printer and editor.35

Management was very proud of another labour source,

their correspondents, and repeatedly acknowledged gratitude

for their contributions,36 but efficiency was a problem de-

pending sometimes on circumstance. For example, a mishap

resulted in this notice:

*#* The Letters received at London for this Maga
zine, from the 22d to the 27th Instant, have been
accidentally lost: The Writers are, therefore, re
quested to supply their Contents, which shall have
Preference in our next~37

Moreover, as the folloWing example shows? the bulk of ma-

terials received led to a general office inefficiency:

*** Among the multiplicity of our papers, the Let
ter signed Theodocia, is misplaced, we therefore
hope that our Correspondent will transmit another
Copy to us.38

Management, hOvlever, had organized means to ensure that they

received copy fairly regularly. The author of Fri~nds~iE

details one method thus:

It is necessary here to mention the mode in
which Mr. Bond was furnished with copy. That for
the Review of Books, which belonged to his part,
came to his hands, by post, from a Gentleman in
the Country; and, in general, he was so well sup
plied as to have a surplus in hand at the end of
the month. His portion of miscellaneous copy was
transmitted to him by Mr. Nichols, whose direc
tions Mr. Henry had instructed him to observe. 39
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Furthel~ore, many notices in the magazine instructed cor

respondents where to send or pick up materials. For exam-

pIe, this notice comments that

It would be an additional favour to the Editor,
if D.H. would spare the original for the engra
ver to C01JY. By leaving the original wi tll the
publisher, the utmost care shall be taken to re
turn it unsulliedo 40

Finally, a correspondent could view proofs of his work and

correct copy even while material 'VIas in press. For example,

this remark declares that

The other errors mentioned by this gentleman were
noticed and corrected, a few copies ~~ly having
passed the press without correction.

Clearly, management attempted to accommodate the reception

of copy as efficiently as possible.

Apart from an efficient organization, in order to

succeed the magazine had to have a substantial economic base

over and above its original capital investment, a base which

represented the profit and loss aspect of magaZine publish

ing, an imaginary line that registered success or failure.

Too much loss meant a re-examination of policy, a sharpen-

ing up of practices and procedures or bankruptcy. Signifi

cantly, from management's Viewpoint, no such thing existed

as too much profit.

The printing costs alone were substantial. Bond had

)
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not only to pay his predecessor, J. Lister, nearly D 520 to

be in a position to print the magazine but also to replace

stock at his expense, for

the type and other printing accessories which he
bought, at Henry's request, from Lister were so
worn that within a short time he was obliged to
make new purchases. 42 .

In Bond's case, too, printing the magazine meant a commit-

ment on his part that prevented him from doing other work,

and that fact could be an expense in the form of a loss~

For example, F~~~~ notes that

the damage I have this month sustained by declin
ing other work, upon the supposition of the Maga
zine's continuing with me, makes me the more per
emptory in this claim. 43

Salaries involved another cost factor. Evidence

exists to show that even the top levels of management re

ceived salaries in addition to a share of the profits.

Staff and other labour also received income either on a re-

gular basis or for work done, and if magazine employment was

not lucrative in the early years, the. situation had changed

by the seventies. For example, D. D. Eddy comments that

In addition to Hawkesworth's need for money
until he could sell the publication rights of
the voyages, politics and parliamentary debates
provided a possible additional reason for his
continued association with the Gentleman's Mag~

~ early in 1773. 44

Most, if not all, of the income needed to meet those
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costs came from circulation sales. The price per issue was

6d, a good value for what was offered, and estimates of the

numbers sold range from 2,000 to 15,000 copies per month

over a period of time. 45 The magazine did not, however, re

ceive any substantial income from the sale of advertising

space, and, in fact, advertising in other papers meant an

expense. 46 Furthermore, even minor incidental costs made

manaeement wary of s~Bnding money needlessly. The follow

ing notice indicates that point:

N.B. Correspondents should pay the postage of their
letters, as their own benefit, not mine, is pro
posed by their enquiries. 47

Finally, an eye on income often made management hesitant a

bout including some work, a concern which affected the na-

ture of the magazine's contents. Economic interest appears

in this comment:

E. B - ss's Poetry is not destitute of Merit, but
will answer no pecuniary purpose. 48

One of management's primary objectives was, therefore, the

acquisition of money, which, however, was necessary to im

plement the idea and to overcome procedural problems, but,

which, as the above discussion of the economics of magazine

production has tried to demonstrate, management viewed as an

indiqator of success.

Another economic factor, the existence of stamp-
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duties, greatly affected the success of the ~~leman,~~49

Those duties are of significance only because management

never paid them. The "Autobiography" records that

it Was deemed to be the law, that no periodical
containing news could be published at a shorter
interval than a month W~dhout becoming subject
to the newspaper-stamp.

As the ~~~r'~ appeared monthly, it escaped the tax.

Publishers of other periodicals, envious of Cave's economio

advantage, registered complaints, but Johnson, referring to

the part of the magazine that contained news, notes that

when. the stamp-officers demanded to stamp the last
half-sheet of the magazines, Mr. Cave alone defeated
their claim, to Which the proprietors Rf the rival
Magazines would meanly have submitted.?l

Significantly, Cave, by exercising his ovm initiative and

leadership, sucoessfully resisted the goverl1illent, and the

stamp-duties were never afterwards a major issue for the

magazine's owners.

Laws of another kind were. Copyright was such a

law involving originally the editorial method of abridging

for publication another person's work. 52 The editors were

astutely aWare of the situation and, referring to charges and

practices of their competitors, strongly expressed their o

pinion and knowledge of copyright in this comment:

Several of them have now dignified their works with
an appearance of the highest patronage, and have
written over· them in the most magnificent capitals,
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"By the King's Royal Licence and Protection." It
might have been thought, by those who have only a
speculative knowledge of mankind, that there were
fevl persons in this kingdom so little acquainted
with the privileges of British liberty, as not to
know, that no particular licence or protection is
necessary for the publication of any work, not
contrary to the laws, and that no particular li~·

cence or protection can authorise the publication
of any thing by which the laws are violated; that
the press is yet lLnli£~~~; and that the proper
ty of every original work is vested in the pro'
prietor exclusively for fourteen years, by a sta
tute of the realm. Yet it has been found, tbat
the number of those who imagine a license neces
.sa~y, tho' the press is ~~ and that the~laV{of
the land is not a sufficient protection, is not
small; many, at least, are deceived into an opin
ion, that the king's royal licence and protection
are testimonies of the superior merit of the work
for which they are obtained. It is therefore ne
cessary to declare, expressly and publickly, that
the pompous addresses •••are no other than words
of course, that may be purchased for a trifl1~ng ~
stun pai·d~ in fees to clerks and office-keepers 1 in
favour of ~gy work, by ~ny per~ who can pay the
price. • • .5")

The anomaly of the law itself, therefore, allowed the edi-

tors of the magazine free access to a vast amount of ma-

terials.

Another aspect of law which Was related to the copy

right situation and which generally affected the success of

the magazine was the issue of parliamentary privilege. The

tlAutobiographyU makes clear that the question was specifi

cally one of copyright. Referring to the early newspapers,

the author asserts that

They did not pretend to give any systematic reports
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of parliament. That branch of information was mono
polized by the Votes and Proceedings of the House of
Commons~ which were not merely printed for the use
of the members, but largely sold to the public, un
der the control of the Speaker; but they were not
permitted to be copied by unauthorised printers, ei
ther in newspapers or otherwise.?4

Yet some papers including the Gentlerr~n's exceeded, from a

government viewpoint, their rights, and, on April 13, 1738,

the House of COlnmons unanimously passed the following re-

solution:

That it is an hieh indignity to, and a no
torious breach of the Privilege of, this House,
for any News-writer in Letters, or other Papers,
(as Minutes, or Q~der any other denomination,)
or for any printer or publisher of any printed
Newspaper of any denomination, to presume to in
sert in the said Letters or Papers, or to give
therein any ACCOLU1t of the Debates, or other Pro
ceedings of this House, or any Committee thereof,
as \'/el1 during the recess, as the sitting of Par
liament, and that this House will proceed \vi th the
utmost severity against such Offel1ders. 55

Cave tried successfully to circmnvent the ruling and only

later in 1747 suffered slightly for his risk-taking. 56

By the seventies the situation of a free press, how-

ever, had changed somewhat. Studying the altered political

climate, S. Lutnick found that the

freedom of the press was not absolute in England
during. the era of the American Revolution, but
the press said what it wanted to say; if freedom
of expression was not legally guaranteed, it was
not overtly taken a\'/ay; and while an occasi anal
jail sentence was considered a common occupational
hazard for a newspaper editor, legal prosecutions
from either Parliament or the Attorney General'S



office never drove an important newspape~ or maga
zine off the streets during this period~57

Prosecutions by trmt time also had centred around the is

sue of personal, as opposed to political, libel, the lat

ter, a legal question related to copyright and parlia-

mentary privilege but more a concern of the courts of

law than of Parliament. 58 Therefore, poorly defined laws

allowed the founders not only to establish the magazine

but to maintain it with an economic advantage that also

left them free to report generally what they chose with-

in certain limits.

Such freedom combined with generally high cir

culation might have inclined management to lapse into

a state of carelessness, indolence or overconfidence.

But management Was aware of the problem of inertia and

repeatedly assured readers of its attempts to overcome

it as the following comments testify.

As we doubt not but the Favour of the
Publick will be preserved by the same Con
duct which obtained it, we shall endeavour
to show, that Applause has rather increased
than relaxed our Application, and that Vic
tory has not lulled us in Security, but ex
cited us to Vigilance.59

• • .instead of relaxing in our speed, the
encouragement which we receive and gratefully
acknowledge, and the rivalry which our suc
cess has excited, shall only quicken our en
deavours to deserve the one, and to counter
act the other. 60

43
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Those two cow~ents indicate that two external factors, com-

petition and correspondents, existed to work against manage

ment inertia. 61

A lack of competition was an important factor at the

founding. A preface of the magazine remarks:

When the Gep.t1e~3.n's .N.~~~ \'las first established,
it was the only compendium of the politics, history,
and entertainment that appeared in the current month,
and this was a sufficient foundation of success. 62

The "Autobiography", quoting a contemporary account, says

that

The booksellers, as in more recent questions, were
divided in their councils; some of them allowing
personal and individual interests to break up their
combined tactics of self de£ence; and we are told
that tlinstead of uniting their strenuous endeavours
in a fair and generous opposition to this piracti
cal Pamphlet, many, for the sake of an inconsider
able gain, sold it themselves".63

The L<?!lShQ!~. lVIE!-fezill£' founded in 1732, was the first major

rival of the .Cl.entleman' s; the ~.19Athl;r Review, founded in

1749 by Ralph Griffiths, was another later one of imp01"

tance. 64 Competition did have the effect of sharpening up

editorial practices in terms of the accuracy and complete-

ness of the magazine's coverage. For example, at the ap-

pearance of Griffiths's Mont~~~ Revie~, the ~entlemanfs

began to include more of its own criticism of books, an

action that led to the formation of the Book Review section

in 1765 as a regular feature. 65
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The early attitude of the~~ towards its

rivals Was hostile. r1anagement used every opportuni ty to

reply to criticism66 but at the same time the author ac-

knowledged that competition ...vas a significant sign of the

magazine's success. A preface, referring to the practices

of competitors, offers this challenge:

Let those who rlive long pilfered from our store
with impunity, pilfer 'With impunity still; only
let their fault be remembered as a test of our
merit, since it undubitably proves, that they
can find nothing as well suited to gain the fa
vor of the public to them, as what gained the
favour of the public to us, before they had a
being. 67

Gradu.ally the magazine developed a maturer attitude and ei

ther invited readers to make their OVlIJJ. comparisons or play-

fully alluded to the fate of potential rivals. An example

of the latter view appears in the follOWing passage:

vIe have indeed, still imitators, but with them we
have desisted to contend, and long left them to
be broken by their own efforts against us, like a
wave that dashes aGainst the foot of a rock. Like
a wave, indeed, they swell, foam and bellow, but
the eye can scarce be fixed upon them before they
disappear, and another and another, equally sound
ing, unsu~stantial, and evanescent, arises and va
nishes in the same noisy succession. b8

By the seventies and afterwards the magazine rarely

mentioned rivals. So secure was management of its position

in fact that it patronized papers that vlere just beginning. 69

Therefore, though the magazine did not initially have much

competition, later rivals did help to keep management alert
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and careful. However, as the nature of magazine competition

changed, the threat lessened and the attitudes of the editors

adjusted accordingly.

The magazine since its founding in 1731 had been able

to survive the threats of time and competition. Manage-

ment had successfully overcome procedural difficulties and

in the seventies the following comment records once more that

the idea, which remained basically unchanged, accounted for

the magazine's success:

By pursuing invariably the original Plan of
blending useful K.nowledge with innocent Enter
tainment, the Editors have been enabled, by the
Friends of Virtue, to stand the foremost among
a Crowd of Competitors, and to maintain the Cre
dit of their Work without flattering the Corrup
tion of the Times, or administering to the Vices. 70

The following chapter attempts to analyze the nature of the

magazine's form and format as well as to examine the cri

teria the editors used to fill that structure in order to

show how management particularized the idea more concretely

into a physical whole.



CHAP~~ER III

THE NAGAZINE

In the "Advertisement", March, 1731, the word,

"magazine", appeared metaphorically to describe the nature

of the fotmder's project. l Form was of great significance

to the author for it gave shape and meaning to his under-

taking. As the magazine had been constantly an uninter~

rupted publishing venture ever since its founding, each i8-

sue was the small part of a much larger whole, representing

a oontinuation rather tha.n a completion of the form. The

following chapter discusses that magazine genre which be-

came the adopted means of editorial c01~unication.

The magazine originally contained two basic parts.

The first had two sections: the "Weeklyll, then the "Poeti

cal Essays". The second section, titled Trader's M~~thly

In~~l~igen2~£' contained information on many topics, gener

ally 11 news" of a miscellaneous nature. Both sections ba

lanced the motto, "Prodesse et delectare". Of the Whole,

the editors came to claim that it contained "More in Quan

tityand greater Variety than any Book of the Kind and Price".2

Gradually over a period of time, however, the "Weekly Es

saysu gave way to the coverage of parliamentary debates and

47
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to the inclusion of increased correspondence, while the

poetry section yielded space to a growing feature, book

reviews. The sections within the magazine, therefore, were

not staticG)

But, structured as a genre conceived by the founder,

the magazine existed within certain space limitations, ne

cessitated generally by economic considerations. While

each issue up until 1783 contained about forty-eight to

sixty pages, the editors continually felt hampered by a

lack of space, a need they tried to meet in several dif=

ferent ways. They could: add a supplement, which they did

in 1733;4 or propose a separate work to accept rejected ma

terials, a measure attempted in the 1740's;5 or even expand

the length of the magazine itself, as management finally did

in 1783. 6 Those solutions were fairly drastic for the ~

tleman's even though the ovmers required the readers to bear
~""'. $

the extra cost. More convenient at times was the method of

seria1iz,ation whereby the editors could continue a work in

installments if desirable, a method which overcame space li-

mitations fairly well and which even increased sales value

by attracting, maintaining and prolonging reader interest.?

But the method was not generally applicable to every arti

cle nor could it accomnlodate all the material that the edi-

tors wished to include. Therefore, by definition, by the
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limitations of economics and production techniques, the ma

gazine had a rather prescribed form which, however, offered

the editors a challenge that they met quickly and often suc

cessfully without seriously changing their original polici,

featuTes or substance.

The general solution was to edit. By means of se-

lection, sJrnthesization and aTrangement of materials, the

editoTs VleTe able not only to accommodate materials to the

magazine form but also to develop criteria that vrould help

unify the work by providing direction as well as consistent

and logical themes for the magazine. 8 On the question of

editing in the early period of the ~~ma~~, C. L. Carl

son cownents that

The desire for completeness and a continuity
of interest could easily have thwarted the edi
tor of a serial which set the recording of a pe
riod as its goal. Fortlma tely, Cave realized
that it was more important to include representa
tive materials than to include all the material.
Careful selection is ~vident in the GeFtlemants
from the first issue.~

Throughout the period the editors expressed that policy of

selection in various·ways. In 1747 they caution that

••• the articles in our Ma~azine should not be
such as may be gathertd froi every stall, but
new, or curious, relative tOl~he design, and tend
ing to general information.

In 1780 this metaphorical comment records the fact that

•••we are often at a loss What to adopt and
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what to reject, and, in general, instead of ex
tracting honey, as at first, from the fugitive
flowers and blossoms of the month, or poison (as
is the manner of some) from the baneful hemlock
of the day, have little more merit than the in
dustrious husbandman or gardener, who sows good
seed in his ground, and clears it from weeds and
vermin. II

.Clearly, editing posed some problems.

One method, chosen by the editors to overcome the

difficulty and referred to in the "Advertisement", Harch,

1731, was abridgment. l2 Management was quite emphatic on

What that word meant, for they remark:

ArgU!JLent is the Chief Object of an Abridger. l3

That meaning had a number of consequences on the inclusion

of materials into the magazine. Firstly, the editors would

reject materials that did not present an argument. For ex

ample, they note in this comment that

Our Correspondent, we hope, will excuse the omis
sion of the introductory part of the above letter,
as it did not materially affect the argument. The
example adduced by w~y of illustration did not ap
pear to us in point. l4

Secondly, the editors selected those parts of articles

that argued well. Referring to a letter that they planned

to include, the editors affirm that

•••we shall alter no part of it but that
by which it is introduced, and that only to ac
commodate it to our own Magazine. The parts o
mitted are foreign to the question in dispute. l 5

The use of abridgment, depending as it did on arguments,
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materially affected, therefore, the contents of the magazine.

The length of an item also determined its inclusion.

This comment records the fact that

Sometimes the Productions which we regret have no
other :F'ault but the Length of themo 16

Occasionally, despite the rejection of an article on account

of its length, the ed.i tors could encourage a correspondent

for his work and recoillh~end publication elsewhere. For ex-

ample, this notice claims that

*.li-* J.T.' s Iletter cannot be admitted because of
its extraordinary length. The Editors would re
commend the printing of it in a Twelve-penny Pam=
phlet by itself. It is well written, and on an
important subject. l ?

At times, the length of one article affected the acceptance

of another. For example,

The letter from Gen. Lee to Gen. Burgoyne, on his
arrival in America, was omitted, because that from
Gen. Burgoyne, by way of answer, Was found too
long to accompany it. Other omissions of the same
kind are to be accolUlted for on the like groUlLdo 18

But, if the length of a work affected editorial decisions

when selecting, the editors could actually make room for

articles if necessary.19 Referring to the seriousness of

the American situation, this notice observes that

[finger pointer] The attention of the public be
ing principally directed to the deliberations of
parliament on this important crisis, the debates
of the former sessions are unavoidably deferred, 20
to make room for what has already passed in this.
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Furthermore, the importance alone of a work affected

editorial treatment of it. For example, this remark notes

that

The following letter, addressed to Lord North, ap
pears to be of the highest importance It is
there£ore printed without abridgment.~l

But the editors accentuated the importance of a work by once

more making space. Referring to the Seven Years' War, this

comr~ent reveals that point:

The public events that have taken place dur
ing the last twelve months, are so nv~erous and
so important, that more than the uSVRl proportion
of each number has been appropriated to record
them. 22

The same statement is true concerning coverage of the Ameri-

can War although domestic events sometimes took precedence

if the editors considered them important enough. For exam-

pIe, they point out that

(finger pointer] The importance of the above trial,
and our desire to gratify our readers with the sub
stance of it at once, has obliged us to postpone
the Account of American Affairs, and the rather as
our late advices from thence are not to be relied
upon. 23

In addition, by the seventies most items of importance gen-

erally all had priority over the parliamentary debates and

this comment became relatively frequent:

(finger pointer) The Parliamentary Debates of the
present Sessions, which have been postponed this
Month to make room for the above account, will com
mence in our next. 24

That notice shows that it was also a policy of the editors
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to attempt to present materials uinstantlyil.25 This exam

ple makes that point clearer:

***The conclusion of the Life of Lord Chester
field is deferred, as less temporary than Mr.
Burke's Letter .on American affairs, from which,
to gratify the impatience of the Public, we have
inserted a large extract, p. 2320 26

Importance and timeliness from an editorial viewpoint,

therefore, provided the editors with priorities which helped

them to choose and to accommodate materials.

Related to timeliness in editorial considerations

for the selection of materials was the factor of novelty.

In 1741, the editors, referring to readers, made trus claim:

They will, we hope, easily perceive that we pass
by no Object of laudable Ouriosity, omit no reign
ing Topic of Conversation, and forget no Matter
that may instruct the present Age, or be useful to
Posterity.27

In 1782, they still held the same view. Referring to a pro

posed reprinting, they comment:

In the Work we now offer to the Publick, the
original Compiler is known to have made every
Thing that was new the first Object of his Care;
n?r h~ye those who succeeded him been less atten
tlve. t3

So in theory the editors selected what they considered to be

novel. This comment notes that the same was true in prac-

tice:

The editors of the Gentleman's Magazine have from
the begining [~~~J been studious to announce to
the public the discovery of every new invention,
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and the improvements in every useful art; it is
vli th pleasure therefore that they have been fa
voured with the following description of a ma
chine to introduce a new mode of steering ships,
which seems to promise great advantagee2~

Occasionally articles which were not new appeared

in the magazine,30 but the editors, referring to poetry con

tributions, had earlier asserted quite emphatically their po-

licy towards such materials:

Again, we observe that some Pieces sent us are al-
ready printed, and we have not Satisfaction that
others are entirely new; for tho' we have (indis
creetly perhaps, however undesignedly) disobliged
some of our Correspondents, we are not FIt that low
Ebb, to be under a necessity of inserting stale
Pieces. • • .31

The editorial aim was to avoid repetition for

Serious subjects, though ever so well written, if
long continued, are apt to grow tiresome to the
generality of readers, who are pleased only with
novelty.32

Therefore, quite frequently notices such as the folloWing

would appear:

So much has already been said on \,lheel-Carriages-t
that any farther illustration seems ~mnecessary.~3

Such comment general~y and effectively cut off discussion

on the topic in question.

At times, however, the editors did include for spe-

cific reasons articles they acknOWledged were not new or

original. Sometimes, they recognized essential differences
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in an authorts treatment of subject. Referring to one such

item the editors cO~lffient that

**'1(0 These accounts are copied verbati.m from Pen
nant t s Sy"nops1s of Quadrupeds; a boole well worth
the perusal of the curious in Natural History, as
that author has" differed in some essential points
from every other in his maymer of classing the
quadrupeds 0 34

Sometimes, too, the editors tried to justify rationally the

inclusion of material that was no longer novel. Thus this

remark appears on the debates:

It mu.st indeed be owned, that the Debates in Par
liament, since they have been retailed genuine day
after day in the newspapers, have become much less
inte:resting than when formerly fabricated "by Dr.
Johnson in his garret ll • Yet though they may be
thought stale for the present, they every year be
come more and more important, as a register to be
consulted on future occasions. 35

Novelty, therefore, in all its aspects, was another signi

ficant factor in the editorial process of the Gentleman's.

Though timeliness and novelty were important cri-

ter-ia, so was accuracy. The latter, however, sometimes re-

quired time. In that respect, the magazine had the advan-

tage over newspapers for the former had more of an interval

to prepare and to present their materials accurately and

succinctly. Thus the editors could claim that

our labours may justly be considered as some
thing more than a brief chronicle of the times
- they are authentic materials for future 11is-
torians. 36 .
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Jo M. Kuist considers that the editors were generally too

busy to check factual information,37 yet the commentary

within the magazine shows a high degree of editorial acti-

vity in that respect. One example demonstrates the nature

.of that editorial care and concern for accuracy:

Having about the year 1777 received a letter from
Norwich, with an account of the extraordinary po
wers of a child of two years old in playing upon
the organ, we deferred publishing the particulars
till the fact should be better authenticated. \ve
have now the pleasure of entertaining our readers
with a narrative of what Dr. Burney calls an un
common exertion of the hurnan faculties at a more
early period of life than they usually develop.38

The year of publicat~on was 17790 Accuracy, therefore, was

important and the editors involved themselves in its pur-

suit~

Accv..racy formed a relationship with an editorial de

sire for intelligibility, another factor in the editorial

process. The "Advertisement", March, 1731, expressed the

hope that the pro j ect would be intelligible. 39 J.Jogica.lly,

the edi tors 'vvould want to make every effort to accompli.sh

that aim, but the task was difficult, a fact the editors

often admitted. For example, referring to the organization

of the material in the Historical Chronicle, they indicate

that

Where facts are nru~erous and various, method in
arranging them seems indispensable in order to
their being readily referred to; but while facts
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remai.n undetermined, and are every day differing
in their circluJlstances, a.rrangement is impossible
to be preserved. ~·O

Not only the availability of accurate facts but also the

presence of other criteria such as the importance or time-

1iness of a certain item tended to thwart attempts for in-

telligibility~ The parliamentary debates suffered that fate

of confusion, and cOlmnents such as the folloWing two remarks

attempted to restore order, sometimes without success.

Some temporary Debates having intervened, we shaJ.l
now resu~e the Proceedings in Parliament in their
regular Order, from November 26.4·1

See the conclusion of this Debate accurately
stated in our Magazine for March laste 42

Such confusion seriously affected ch:ronological continuity

and intelligibility.

To pursue that point further, in the earlier period

the editors were not adverse to altering pieces submitted to

them for the sake of intelligibility or, more specifically,

of style. Their rationale appears in this notice:

• • .if vve sometimes (tho t we seldom have occa·
sion) take the Liberty to endeavour to cloath
them better, to give them a freer Air, an easier
Turn, and a more polite Address, that they may be
agreeable to the many Persons eminent for their
Learning, Wit and Quality, who are our ~eaders,

hoW can their Authors justly blameus?43

Generally, the editors, however, remained satisfied in indi

cating weaknesses in style or in stating stylistic conditions

for accepting articles. Two examples will demonstrate their
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ooncern for both clarity and polish. The first~ referring

to an article on the voyages of the ship, Resolution, points

out that

For a perfect Delineation of the Track of the
Resolution the reader is referred to the an
nexed Map, in which, to avoid conf¥Dion, the
Tracz.: of the Adventure is omitted. 4-

The second is rather self-explanatory:

We have received a letter signed Nicholas Gim
crack, requesting us to take from the news
papers \vhat he calls "A dispute respecting the
criminality of killing insects for curiosity."
He says, uIn the course of this dispute, two or
three pieces have appeared which merit preser
vation in some literary collectionll , but we are
sorry to say, that we cannot be of his vpinion:
the dispute is feebly managed, and the subject
of it imperfectly represented even in the very
letter which recommends it to our notice. 45

The editors, therefore, did take into consideration elements

of style when selecting and synthesizing material.

The editors were also aware of the necessity of

orderly arrangement to convey intelligibility, a faot par

tioularly evident in their use of juxtaposition. Referring

to the earlier period, C. L. Carlson says that

The essays-from each journal were grouped to
gether and arranged in chronological order, thus
giving a rapid view of the discussions in each
through the month. 46

Examples from the seventies show the editors engaged in the

same methods. One means was to withhold material in order

to present it at a later time with similar articles for the
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sake of comparison. The practice is evident in this com-

ment:

[finger pointer] A curious paper on Bees has
been received, and shall be compared with that
published by Debraw, in Phil. Trans. and what
is new in both .comprised in our next.47

The folloVling example has even wider ramifications

than the purpose of comparison.

94. I. A Sennon on Nunillers xxiii. 23. Preached Mon
day, April 21, 1777, on laying the F01ll1dation of
the new Chapel near the Oity Road, London. By
John Wesley. pp. 47. 6d. Fry.
II. Imposture detected, and the Dead vindicated.
In a Letter to R Friend. Containing some gentle
Strictures on the false and libellous Harangue
lately delivered by 1'11'. John "'esley, upon his
laying the first Stone of his Dissenting Meet
ing-House, near the City Road. By Rowland Hill,
M.AJ pp. 40. 6d. Valanoe.
III. An Answer to Mr. Rowland HillIs Tract enti
tled Imposture detected. By John Wesley, M.A.
pp. 12. 2d. Fry.
IV. A Rod for a Reviler; or, a full Answer to Mr.
Rowland Hill'S Letter, entitled Imposture detected.
By Thomas Olivers. pp. 64. 60.. Fry•••••
V. A full Answer to the Rev. J. Ylesley' s Remarks
upon a late p8~phlet published in Defence of the
Characters ()~ the Rev. 1\11'. "{hi tefield and others. 48
By ROWland Hlll, M.A. 6p. pp. 45~ Valance •••••

The example reveals trmt the editors presented the items

chronologically-to show the development in the criticism

of the subject. By waiting and gathering together the a-

vailable materials, ~he editors have used juxtaposition to

present clearly and intelligently coverage at one time which

from their Viewpoint also is succinct and important, timely
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and novel. Finally 9 their method reveals a desire for com

prehensiveness and variety which form other factors affec

ting editorial decisions in selecting material.

In that last respect, the editors selected and in-

eluded articles for a general reading public. This policy

statement makes that clear:

•.• sometimes in the Pieces Which we receive,
though \\Tri tten with great ACC1).rac~T, such Sub
jects are treated as are by no means agreeable
to the bulk of our Readerso 49

One way of achieving that aim was thus to present a variety

of materials, and that factor became another criterion in

the editorial process. They note that

Our Readers, we believe, will do us the justice
to acknowledge, that no means have been left un
attempted to make room for variety••••50

Therefore, the editors also rejected materials which did

not meet the requirement of variety as this comment indi-

cates:

The Editor would Willingly have complied \-,i th this
gentleman's request, but the nature of a Magazine
will not admit of ~o great a proportion of it to
be on one subject.• ?l

To illeet the "nature" of a miscellany, the editors

attempted to be comprehensive which is an extended aim of be

ing varied. The desire to be comprehensive led the editors

to include new and different materials. For example, re-
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ferring to the book section they point out that

The Review of New Books is on a plan that is e
qually liberal and extensive; and through the
whole of this undertaking, as it has been our
ambition to meet the good taste of an indulgent
pUblick, we have the unspeakable pleasure to
find that our endeavours have been successful. 52

A desire for comprehensiveness implied a wish for complete-

ness and the editors often added work to round out a story.

Thus an article which appeared in the October, 1777, issue53

sought to develop the geographical area affecting a British

campaign in America.

However, completeness and even comprehensiveness

were generally impossible because of above-mentioned space

limitations, so the editors adopted the technique of selec-

ting ltspecimens ll • Comments, such as the following one, al-

luding to the American situation, are quite frequent:

The following addresses, among many others lately
presented to the King, are selected as specimens
of the opposite modes of treatment recommended to
his Majesty, with respect to the Americans on the
present critical occasion. 54 .

Generally, though, the specimens chosen represented items of

interest to the editors. The "Autobiography", relating to

coverage of debates by the Gentleman's and the .I!.0ndg.ll? con

cedes that fact in this way:

.••as neither party could undertake to publish
the whole debates we each reported what struck us
respectively as most important or likely to be
most interestine to the public.55
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That sentiment, furthermore, is applicable to the whole edi-

torial process.

Thus the ultimate criterion was an editorial '1!ish to

communicate and preserve worthy ideas and information. The

following notice, referring to an article titled "A full

REPORT of the Speeches of the Council in the Case of the

King and 'Ifoodfall; together wi th what has already dropt from

the Judges upon that Oause", offers this comnlent:

'k.*'!t Some important Cases respecting the Li
berty of the Press and the Privilege of Juries,
having come before the Oourt of K.B. to be argued
during the Course of the present Month; a srunmary
of the l\rguments on those subjects must be of use
to be referred to, when the Oommon News-papers
from wh~nce they are taken, are not to be pur
chased.)6

Furthermore, editorial concern focussed on the propriety

a~d impartiality of the materials cOillffiLmicated. Generally,

propriety referred to balance, decorL~, moderation, and the

editors rejected materials that did not meet those standards.

For example, this statement notes that

A.M. of Norwich, though his Project is not desti
tute of just reasofl-?ng, it is yet too fanciful for
the present times.~7

What the editors, therefore, were preserving was material

proper from their viewpoint. Despite claims of impartiality

all their criteria, in its implicit rejection of material be

cause of certain established policies plus their synthesiza-

tion and arrangement of the same for similar reasons, ex-
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pressed editorial opinion which flavoured whatever they in

cluded in the magazine.

The criteria and methods used by the editors to

define more explicitly and to implement mo~e fully their

idea often affected the inclusion and presentation of ma-

terial simuJ.taneou.sly. The following analysis examines one

particular case to show not only how the editorial process

worked as a whole but also how that method of thinking and

editing affected the literature which appeared in the ~

Rem?:!} ~1§£:E,ziJ}e. One of the important even-:s in the late

sixties and early seventies of the eighteenth century was the

publication of the Junius letters. 58 Junius was the most

forceful and mysterious of the a ttacl{ers on government. But

apart from his political opinion and satire, Junius possessed

exceptional literary abilities that earned him a high reputa

tion for his prose style, for his works of literature.

Junius made his first appearance in the periodical

press of his day via .the ~u~Advertiser, its issue for

Saturday, January' 21, 1769; he first appeared reprinted in

the February, 1769, issue of the g~nylemants Magazin~.59

The editors of the Gentl~~~~t~ did not print all of the let

ters of Junius, and on some of those letters they exercised

outs for various reasons. For example, the most famous
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Junius letter was his address to King George III, letter

No. 35, which appeared in the 3'.ubli9_.-.b.dverti_ser, its issue

for December 19, 1769. That letter immediately made its

appeara.nce in the December, 1769, issue of the ,9-entlema,n~.

Although the letter met necessary editorial criteria such

as those ones of importance, timeliness and novelty, the

editors prefaced its reprinting in the magazine with this

comment:

As a late extraordinary Address to his M - Y has
excited the Curiosity of all ranks of People, we
have thought it our duty to gratify our readers
with such p~rts of it as we are perswaded can give
no Offence. 0

Decorum and propriety with perhaps an awareness of the le-

gal implications for libel overruled editorial concern for

impartiality.

lIJunius's Letter to his Grace the Duke of G - nil

serves as a more specific example of editorial treatment of

such literary works. The letter appeared first in the !.jl.,.blic

Ad~~rt~~~ for June 22, 1771, and the editors of the Gentle

~~ reprinted. it in their June, 1771, issue. 61 Republica

tion was, therefore, immediate and timely. Furthermore, the

letter, filling the reverse side of the title-page for June's

magazine, has a primary position in that issue, a fact also

indicqting importance and prominence from an editorial view-

point.
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A comparison with the H. S. Woodfall edition (1772)

of the Junius Letters reveals that the editors did·abridge

the letter~ but they did not indicate by means of asterisks

or otherwise any important editorial deletions. The letter,

therefore, appeared seeminGly as an unabridged whole except

for the omission of letters in proper names, a practice the

editors were using fairly consistently at the time. 62 The

edited parts are, however, quite sizable.

As the letter rather tightly fills one full page,

the possibility exists that space limitations predicated the

deletions. Furthe1.' examination, however, reveals some simi-

larities between the edited parts, a fact that indicates

that the editors omitted certain passages for specific rea-

SOns. For example, paragraph one in the original letter con

tains an attack on the King:

"'hile I remember how much is due to his sacred
character, I cam10t, with any decent appearance
of propriety, call you the meanest and the ba
sest fellow in the kingdom.

Paragraph 4 in the original has a similar unflattering ref-

erence.

Other omissions occur. For example, one of those

edited portions vaguely refers in paragraph six to a politi-

cal intrigue. Yet the deletion definitely makes the short,
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terse sentence, "But in I'1u:t:'der you are both principals", a

more effective conclusion to that paragraph by sustaining

and emphasizing in its stark and blunt accusation the hor

ror mentioned just previously by the author. Similarly, in

paragraph seven, the omission of the word, "office", avoids

the original's redundancy v1i th its use just earlier of the

phrase, "business of the daytl. Furthermore, the omission

restores the balance the author had originally tried to es

tablish by the two phrases beginning with the verb, "to re

lieve". \vi thout pursuing stylistics further the deletions

noted in paragraphs six and seven of the letter appear to be

editorial efforts to perfect the style of an author's work.

At times, as those examples show, the editors are rather suc

cessful.

In effect, the editors bave generally preserved the

satiric tone of the original letter. The wit of Junius is

forcefully.yet sUbtly evident in every paragraph. Of spe

cial note is the effective insinuation of the conclusion re

garding Lord Weymouth's drinking habits. The clever turn of

the cliche', "Yet he must have Bread, my Lord", to, "_ or

rather, he must have "'tline", is especially telling not only

because of the author's control but also because of his sud-

denness, proceeding as he does from a playful to a biting

tone. 63
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But the editors have definitely weakened the origi

nal letter by omitting the references to the Kine. They

blUi'1.t the scope and the sharpness of the attack, a fact

which implies editorial sympathies \'lith moderate tastes and

'tTi th traditional establisrrment values. The practice. seri

ou.sly affects their claims not only to the impartiality but

also to the literary merit of their work. Altering a wri..;

ter's material in that way introduces the factor of dual

authorship \'1hich can lead to contradictions and cross-pur

poses which in turn affect both the tone 8.nd unity of a piece

of literature. Such is the result in the abridgment of the

Junius letter. All the editorial criteria and methods im

ply the same conclusion. The nature and lmi ty of the maga

zine as a whole tended to sacrifice the specific and gen

eral overall aims of individual authors to the tenets of

editorial policy. In some ways the editors attempted to

deny individuality in making the contributions or materials

of others conform to their policy. The conforming process

on the whole is, therefore, rather devastating in its use

of arbitrary power, even of deception, and yet rather ne

cessary from an editorial viewpoint in order to provide the

magazine with direction and to unify the idea that would

ensure success.

What follows is an examination of the nature of the
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audience of the Gentle~an'~ and of possible reasons why the

magazine had such an appeal for that public: e Readers vrere

aware of editorial attempts to flavour ooverage by means of

editing and commenting. They responded aocordingly with sug

gestions and oriticisms. Yet the editors had other means of

influencing opinion of whioh readers were not aware, methods

that even more seriously compromised editorial claims to im

partiality but which gave the magazine a charaoter and per

sonality of its own. The above factors are what the fol

lowing chapter attempts to present and. analyze.



CHAPTER IV

THE READER

The editors of the G-~!ltle.£1an's !'1?-..£.azip-.!:. interested

themselves in appealing to general and varied tastes. "Such

is the Plan of our Magazine", they affirm,

that it must necessarily bear the stamp of the
times, and the political historical and miscel
laneous parts, dilate or contract in proportion
to the diversity and zeal of parties, the num
ber and importance of events, and the reigning
taste for literary entertainment. l

Similarly, they boast:

That we are so fortlmate as to gratify, even be
yond all others, the prevailing· taste, \'/i thout
flattering its corruption, car~ot be controver
ted, and that VIe shall contin~e the same atten
tion, need not be questionede

On the q.uestion of taste in the eighteenth century, A. Aron-

son notes:

As to the exact meaning of the word, there was
considerable disagreement. . . • Such a disa
greement is of more than semantic significance;
it reflects an evolution representative of
eighteenth-century thought, from the Augustan
emphasis on external form, polished conduct,
and urbanity, to philosophical speculation and
and increasingly analytical approach to moral
problems.3

H~ concludes:

The problem of Taste, indeed, was to them an
essent:i.a.ll~r human problem which most vi tally
concerned the conmon man's attitude to social
conduct and his integrity of character. Pro-

69
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blems related to behaviour were, throughout the
eighteenth century, morally determined.. 4

The Qentlem~, therefore, by Aronson's definition in

volved itself vii th a general eighteenth-century idea, the

concept of taste.

Early in the magaZine's history the editors had. re-

printed this comment:

So much depends on a true Taste, with regard to
eloquence and even morality, that no one can be
properly stil'd a gentleman who takes not every
opportunity to enrich his own capacity, and set
tle the elements of Taste which he may improve
at leisure. It heightens every science, and is
the polish of every virtue; the friend of socie
ty, and the guide to knOWledge; tis the improve
ment of pleasure and the test of merit, it en
larges the circle of enjoyment and refines upon
happiness 0 • • •

The article continues:

a good taste ••• comprehends the whole circle
of civility and good manners, and regulates life
and conduct as well as theory and speculation. 5

The magaZine's n~nagement considered it important to main-

tain that attitude.

The ~ondon Magazin~ts editors thought otherwise,

and they decided upon a different course in 1770, a course

of action which sought a debased, poptuar taste. Their

uPreface ll for 1771 unashamedly presents their goal thus:

Magazines if well conducted will always prove
barometers of the times, and shew how the spir-
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it of politicks t of religion t of gallantry, and
of other pursuits rises or sinks. The proprie
tors, meaning to playa winning game, will na
liurally consult the publick taste; and never mis
taking or neglecting it but to their own loss,
will thro' necessity soon return into the popu
lar vortex q

"Some \'li11 perhaps blame us here ll , they continue,

for deviating in some measure from the ori~

ginal plan of this work, and not strictly keep
ing our \'!ord with the publick. Bu.t let them
not be too hasty in condemning. It is not we
but the publick that have made the alterations
in the London r,larl;azine. \'1e are in a graat mea
sure passive-;-aYld-act as instruments in the
hands of the nation. If it calls for divinity,
we give divinity; if it requires politicks, we
publish politicks. If love-stories be the mode,
\'Ie become historians of gallantry; and if a.nti
quities be the fashion, we commence antiquarians.
In short, as far as virtue and decorl~ W~ll per
mit, we are whatever our readers please.

The gent]~m~~fs, on the contrary, could not forsake its in-

tegrity quite so boldly. Significantly, under the new po

licy, the London Magazine had ceased to exist by 1785,.

Although the .~ntle~n's also sought to satisfy a

general taste, the magaZine's managers were slightly more

discriminating than those of the I:.9.n.90L';.7 Fj.rstly, the Gen

tleman~ did not cater to the taste of the town and invari

ably published for country readers as this comment, refer-

ring to dramatic \Yorks, makes apparent:

It is not easy to give such an epitome of these
pieces as "'ill enable our readers to determine
whether the different fate they suffered \'las the
effect of justice or caprice, or whether the pub-
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lick voice was directed by· the merits of the au
thor or the actors, some account however will be
expected by our distant friends, for whom we have
always extracted these important events from dra
matic history.S

Secondly, the main appeal was to gentlemen. Note this re-

mark:

As we designed this work not only for general use,
but also for the entertai~~ent of Gentleman who
have well furnished libraries, it Tk~ teen-our aim
to exhibit variety with novelty ••••9

As the UAutobiography" affirms:

Suffice it to say that I vlas born a "Gentlemantl ,

- a designation Which, whilst it has lost in a
great measure the distinctive sense which it pos
sessed at the time of my birth, as denoting a
particular grade in society, has gained in a
higher degree in w~~t may be termed its moral
character. • • .10

From Sylvanus Urban's point of view, therefore, magazine

pUblishing was a means of co-operating and communicating

between gentlemen.

The magaZine's editors, however, had established

attitudes to other groups of people besides gentlemen. Re-

ferring to women they note:

We have been told, that a due regard has not been
shewn to our Fair Readers ••• that there is lit
tle or none of that fine sprightly kind of compo
sition calculated to kill time, and furnish fash
ionable oonversation. • • • And perr~p's (though
we can boast of some of the first female names in
Europe among our regUlar corresp£~dents) this com
plaint is not vrholly groundless.

Furthermore, a fair amount of content in the magazine di-
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rected towards children and students reveals editorial at

tempts to appeal to youth. 12 The editors were not, however,

primarily concerned with women or the yOlliig"

More specifically, who are those people to whom the

editors appealed? An answer to that question lies in a dis-

cussion of the identity of correspondents. The editors

sometimes did not know who their correspondents were, as

this statement seemingly indicates:

Much the great part of these contributors conceal
themselves\",i th such secrecy, that we correspond
only with them by the MagaZine; and can make no
other than this public acknO\'fledgment for favours,
\11hich are GQJJ.ally the support and honour of our
collec"biono ..[3

Referring to the early period, Co L. Carlson notes that good

reasons existed for anonymity:

In those days when suppression was inevitable 9

should anything hostile to the government ap
pear in a news-sheet, anonymity vms all too fre-'
Quently a rule with both editors and contribu
tors.1 4

Let, hO\vever, a correspondent himself speak to the questi.on:

Mr. Urban, / I am well pleased that Mr. Sharpe has
ansvlered my obj ections \-li th canclour; it is a mark
of true urbanity: and I consider his giving up his
name and place of abode as a kind of pledge, that
he, as well as myself, lli~s the good of the public
in view; on which account I am almost tempted to
give him mine; but several reasons forbid') amongst
which diffidence of my abilities is not the least.
But I hope he will not let this circumstance de
prive me of the pleasure, and the public of the
benefit, that may accrue from his answers to my
objections: for I promise him, I would not, if in



my power, avail myself thereby of any advantage
that an open amicable disputant ought not to
take. It is not victory that I seek, but a clear
and indisputable rebuttal of the objections••• 15

•
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But the editors did know the real identity of n~ny of their

correspondents as they acknowledge here:

Names of the most distinguished eminence have
honoured this work with essays on subjects of
importance; and some of them we could point
outs \"1ho have had the rare felicity of instruct
ing and amusing the publick during the whole
existence of our Niscellany, a ~eriod now wi th-'
in the verge of ~~lf a century 0 6

In addition, the editors acknOWledged the fact that

gentlemen wrote to the magazine1? as \"1el1 as ",omerl.18 and

even chi1dren,19 though the last two groups made only rare

appearances. Furthermore, the editors rarely accepted ma

terials from the lower classes. As A. Aronson comments,

Eighteenth-century journalists unanimously rejected
the tlvulgartt taste of the tl mu1ti tude ll and the !t ar
tificia1" or "fa1sen Taste of the aristocracy. It
is significant, however, that they hardly ever con
cerned them~Olves seriously with the lower strata
of society.

The following example represents an exception and most

likely the editors paid attention to the correspondent be-

cause of his pitiful and unusual circumstances:

Mr. Urban, As I am a new correspondent, it will
be necessary to acquaint you who I am; other
wise the following questions may appear to you
and your readers mean and insignificant, and not
worthy your nor their attention. I am a blind
man, and have been so upwards of 31 years, and
never knew either letter or figure. Since my
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blindness, I have (for my amusement) applied my
memory to calculation, and the follo\tling, with
many more, are the product thereof. As I am des
titute of those qualifications requisite to publi
cations, request you will rectify such impropriety
of expression as may appear to you necessary. I
am, Sir, your humble servant, NOAH (his X mark)
Girlin / Master of the Cyder-Pres~ inn, at Wood
bridge, in the county of Suffolk. 1

Generally, the editors attempted to appeal to

learned persons, for, as they observe, referring to science

contributions v

'1hile so many men of unquestioYl...able eru=
eli tion and abilities, too elevated to be bribed,
too distant to be courted, unite in one Jesign.
o~ propagating. science by o~ vehicle, ~~ have
llttle to dread from competltors••••

As the century progressed the editors tended to appeal to

an even lnore specialized audience, mostly antiquarians, yet

this disclaimer attempts to qualify their position:

But it is not to the Antiquary alone, how
ever respectable, that the Editors ought to de
vote their attention. The Philosopher, the His
torian, the Physician, the Oritic, the Poet, the
Divine, and above all the Public, have an lill
doubted claim to the utmost exertion of their
abilities. 23

Significantly, all the occupations they list are learned

professions and the addition of the npublic" seems only a

general. afterthought.

One example will suffice to show the type of per-

son \'lho \'Trote to the magazine. The Reverend Dr. Samuel
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Pegge, the Elder, (1705-1796), LL.D., F.S.A., classical

scholar, landed gentleman, clubman, priest in the Church of

England, family man, biographer, antiquarian, author and

editor among other interests contributed to the Gentleman's

nearly three hundred articles over a period 01- fifty years

from 1746-17950 24 Although Pegge signed hj.s articles nu

merous ways,25 the editors did know of his identity and in

fact corresponded with him and sought his advice. 26 He,

therefore, epitomized the eighteenth-century gentleman who

found the Qe~~lants appealing and who responded accordingly

by assiduously reading and contributing to it.

Such people as Pegge and other gentlemen were im

portant to the l1l8.gazine not only for their financial sup..,.

port but also for their contributions and advice. 27 Some-

times a few of those people performed a regular function

such as supplying the 1"1eteorological Diary,28 but more

often correspondents responded as the situation arose, a

fact that pleased both the readers and the editors. 29 In

fact, the editors attributed part of their success to cor

respondents 0 Witness this comment:

To our correspondence we impute our superiority,
not only with pleasure but with pride; for we
are more flattered by the contributions which we
receive from others, than we could be by any suc
cess that might attend what was our own. vie haye
nothing to hope or desire, but a continuance of
this literary bounty, whioh we shall, by every 30
means in our power, labour incessantly to deserve.
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However, to reiterate, the editors do admit that

The most difficult Part of our Task remains;
an Apology to those who may feel hurt at their
Productions not appearing in Print. To such we
can only say, ttmt, in Cases where Articles are
Wholly improper, we regularly point them out; but
that all others are _~~d to be used, till the
Press of fresh Correspondence beoomes so great,
that, large and crowded as our Pages are, and
small as is our Type, we are often rulable to find
Room for what v'e esteem trul:r valuable. \'fe have,
therefore, to request Indulgence on this Head;
and to beg that our Friends will be as conoise as
the Subject will admit, and a3£id, vlherever they
can, superfluous Controversy.

Thc-'l t etatement reveals, therefore, that the editors Vlere in

control of the situation and that their opinions ultimately

directed the magazine.

The basic principle, however, which contributed to

the success of the magazine from the public's viewpoint was

tha"t of co-operation on all levels. For example, the edi

tors realized the value of the magazine in helping to ac

~laint correspondents with eaoh other and to induce them to

work together. Such realization is evident in this comment:

By this friendly intercourse, the contributors
become as it were, acquainted - the powers, pur
su.its and principles, the character and geniu.s,
writings, and discoy~ries of each, are known to
his contemporaries.)

The editors were a significant factor in this co-operation

and the folloWing comment reveals somewhat the formal nature

of their assistance.
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The copy of J.• W.' s antient parchment is com
municated to the gentleman alluded :to, vlho, if ex
pli.cable, will probably explain it. 33

Co-operation, therefore, greatly facilitated the stability

and growth of the magazine and furthermore helped legitimize

its role in communications as a valid conveyor of opinion as

\~e11 as to unify purpose by bringing together many varied in-

tarests.

But the editors brought upon themselves the great a

mount of material b;{ constantly soliciting information and

articles from correspondents. In one instance they request

that

If any Thing farther be thought, by our Cor-
respondents, necessary to compleat our Plan, to
which we lllive from Year to Year made Additions,
we continue to hope for Advice and Information;
for we are not yet so much elated by Success as
to imagine that we have attained Perfection.~4

Thus, the editors at times asked for additional information,

corroborative evidence and new viewpoints in order to pro

duce a more complete magazine. 35

The readers of the magazine were quite forward,

however, in supplying not only information but also sug-

gestions. The editors recognize the need for the same in

this manner:

That the Gentleman's Magazipe is not yet ar
rived to that degree of utility Of which a work
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on so extensive a plan is capable, every day's
experience evinces. To the numerous Correspon
dents, of whose assistance the Editors may
justly boast; others, who still find something
wanting? are continually adding

6their contri
butions to supply the defects.'

Generally speaking the editors followed through and acted

upon the hints as this example indicates:

A copy of the FolloWing Ode, with several Faults,
having stolen into another Hagazine, we are de
sired, in justice to the ingenious Author, to pre
sent the reader with one more correct.37

Occasi.onally they might print something such as the fol-

10\'ling:

r~t The Gentleman who comrnvnicated the Plan in
our last for a Reform in the ArmY, being so11i
citous to preserve .in our Magazine his preli
minary Address to Lord Barrington, as in that
the Reasons on which his Plan is grounded are
set forth; it is with Pleasure that we comply
With his Request, hoping that at a proper Time
the whole will be taken into Consideration.)b

That comment with its use of the expression, nproper Time",

and of the word, ltConsideration", telli.ngly reveals that the

edi tors ",rere not amenable to every suggestion and they felt

no compulsion, either, to include every "Request lt •

Yet response from readers was not only welcome in

general but also acceptable as a good indication of their

opinion of the magazine's policies and practices as well as

its appeal. Furthermore means existed whereby correspondents

could almost ensure the acceptance of their work, for readers
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were constantly aware of the editors' plan and they some

times tried the technique of intimidation,39 but if that

method failed to secure access to the magazine they usually

resorted to another means. A. W. Hutton presents the case

thus~

a true way to an editor's heart is neither learn
ing nor ability, nor45ny nonsense of that kind,
but simply flattery •.

Hutton overstates the point and correspondents were not ne-

cessarily so obsequious but the following t\'iO comments re-

veal the nature of their approach:

Mr. Urban, / I send the following paper to your
Maeazine, in preference to any other, as it has
been the constant channel, thro' Which the in
ventions of the ingenious have been commurdcated
to the public. I am, Sir, yours, J.B.41

IYlr. Urban, / The folloy,r:i.ng letter, whi ch I take
to be an original, accidentally falling into my
hands, and containing in it something curious,
may not, perhaps, be unentertaining to some of
your readers, and consequently not altogether

___--\ollllwnr±h¥_ -&- place ~i.n---¥O-u~--us@-f\:t*'!:'la-ga-£Ji-ne.-~- - -- - - - - - -
shall make no comments upon it, to enforce ei-
ther belief or disbelief; let everyone enjoy
his own opinion: you print from the naked ori-
ginal, and that's sufficient on your part. W.W. 42

The readers, therefore, knew how to express themselves to

gain editorial favour, or at least, the editors admitted

. the comment of those persons who could use the technique

well.

Part of the response of readers a.nd editors to each

other represented a gentlemanly game, a conventional mode of
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behaviour and expression. Aso no D. Mayo affirms,

Most editors, in addressing their readers,
adopted the courtly and. deferential air associ-
ated "lith the genteel traditions in journalism. 43

That statement is true some of the time but not alvlayso

Generally the editors could be polite, a sentiment noticeable

in this acknowledgment:

vle thank J "B. for his friendly hint .. 44

But, lIJ.11r. Burlington IS blunders l1 , they barked,

do not come within the limits of our work. We
have cautioned OUT readers generally' against li
terary impositions; but have neither room nor
inclination to descend to particularsu 45

Moreover,

T. Jones's Ode on Christn~s day is little better
than the Exhibition of a school-boy of the third
or fourth class. 46

]'inally, \vith rustic gusto, this comment providentializes:

*** A COU1~try Gentleman, a great philanthropist,
among other improvements for the benefit of the
poor, suggests a method of continuing the milk
of cows, without ceasing, from their first calv
ing•• & .. Supposing the faot to be true, which,
however, we much doubt, Quere, vlhether the in
crease of milk would not be counterbalanced by the
decrease of flesh? And our correspondent is left
to determine wh1ch an English labourer4~ould soon
er part with, his beef or his pudding.

Such opinions With those implied by editorial criteria raise

serious doubts as to the impartiality of the editors.

The editors, themselves, expressed their ovm work-

ing definition of impartiality in this way:
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• 0 ewe will in that part of the work which is
our own, however small, inviolately preserve the
strictest regard to truth, and relate whatever
is alleged in any contest that excites the pub
lic attention t and whatever events may bring hon···
our or disgrace upon those who shall transact the
public affairs of this kingdom, with the most dis
passionate impartiality, equally uninfluenced both
by hope and fear, without attachment tg any party
or implicit confidence in any persono 4

Generally, the editors were tolerant in allowing contro

versy, but they also reserved the right to express their

own opinions at the same time as this comment indicates:

*** Tho' our impartiality would not suffer us
to suppress this letter, yet we car...not help re
marking theslel1rler grounds upon which the au
thor arrogates to his nation the honom'" of this
invention. A single fact, which he reports
from hear-say, is to overthrow the authentic
testimony of the whole British Legislature 
Very modest trulyt 49

Onoe again, the editors expressed their ultimate say very

firmly for supposedly very impartial persons.

Part of the forcefulness of their comments was a

result of the equally great pressure exerted by correspon-

dents, each expressing a slightly different viewpoint de

sirous of exerting its own influence. The editors amusingly

collated and gathered some of those varied opinions together

in the form of imaginary letters in the "Preface" for the

1755 yearly volume. One example shows the nature and exer

tion of the ideas of readers. A person whom the editors call

"Jack Dactyl" vociferates thus:
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• • •but d -- nit why doest fill four or fi va pa-
- --.gBs.o£ -th¥, -book--ever-Y-ffi{)l1th w-ith -the--drearns D i -- - - 

those old wizards the antiquarians? What the de
vil have we to do with old scraps of stone, which
some of our Gothic ancestors scratched a face up
on that would disgrace a barber's block?50

Significantly, the editors ended that npreface" With this

conclusion~

Such is the various advice which the Editor
of the GENTL:~~~N'S }~GAZINE perpetually receives;
from the whole tenor of Which he thinks he may
fairly infer, that his present plan o~ght to be
pursued without the least alteration" r

Despite that uneCluivocal statement readers continued to

exert pressure, but generally their efforts were only S11C-

cessful if the editors happened to agree with their hints ..

Advice, however, could be more strident than the

polite suggestion or even than the passioned appeal, and

could in fact take the form of vigorous criticism ''!hieh

would have involved the editors in some controversy which

they, however, were very eager to avoid. For example, one

oorrespondent wrote this comment with an editorial footnote

attached:

Mr. Urban, / I must beg leave, through the chan
nel of your Magazine, to address a few lines to
the ill1known person who has so candidly* replied
to my strIotUres on Mr. Davis's pamphlet against
Mr. Gibbon. As the polite composer of this ele
gant epistle has honoured me With the imputation
of ignorance, of prejudice, of vanity, and of as
sistance; I shall not, I trust, be censured for
troubling your readers vii th an explanation of my
own letter, and with a few observations upon his.
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*We would recorunend moderation, in controversy,
to our oorrespondents in general. Edit. 53

Editorial advice to avoid controversy, however, did not

prohibit the admittance and rebuttal of oriticism, for in

one sense that kind of interaction oould be of a great ben-

eiit to both editors and readers if the results improved the

magazine from their respective viewpoints.

Of such oritioism in general the editors commented:

But, notwithstanding every advantage in our
favour, we cannot boast that our work is oarried
on without oomplaints. • •• the utmost impartia
lity oannot escape party censure. 54

Readers had complaints about the magazine and its oontents.

They also engaged in arguments \'Ii th the Reviewers, expressed

differences over books, about editorial inaccuxacy, selec-

tion and editing among many other things. Sometimes they

levelled very serious charges indeed and to those accusations

the editors devoted some attention. For example, one special

case occurs in the August, 1775, issue of the Slentlemanls

~azinE),.56 Of the criticisms expres'sed in that letter,

three are basic. Firstly, the magazine propagates lies.

Secondly, it misrepresents the facts often slanderously.

Finally, the periodical repays favours with arrogance. Thus

the correspondent basically criticizes the magazine's edi

torial methods. For example, in paragraph four of the let-

ter, he accuses the editors of including one article to the
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exclusion of another.

The editors took great pains to reply. III so doing

they reveal to the correspondent and to the scholar the po-

licies of the magazine and the Teal circumstances behind

edi torial methods. rrhe reply to the charge in the first

paragraph is that

The Editors of the Gentleman's Magazine utterly
disclaim all party partialities whatever, and
never did, nor ever will, l~i~&ll, make it
the Vehicle of rarty Lies, orXa~ELPa~gr~~.

The key word in that statement is the terIn, tlkno~winglyll,

for the editor in paragraph three l)1akes it cl.ear that in

the inclusion of an article he "had no reason to doubt the

truth of i ttl. ]'urthermore the edi tors in paragraph seven

respond to the charge of inaccuracy quite jUdiciously, hon-

estly admitting their error and promising amends. Their

last statement in fact redeems the editors from the criti-

clsms of arrogance and harshness which are apparent in some

of their earlier responses to the letter.

The bite of their comment, however, is all too of"ben

present for editors who claim impartiality. Even on the

general occasions when the editors graciously appeal to

readers to jUdge of criticisms for themselves, the editorial

presence is quite prevalent. The followine remark, refer

ring to another correspondent's accusations, is a classio
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example of such editorial influence:

[finger pointer] The Editors of this Magazine sUb
mit the contents of this letter to the impartial
public; and are of opinion, that the abuse con
tained in it against themselves and their corre
spondents is as virulent as an;r of which the writ
er so grievously cOI.'lplains. \'[e know of no scurri
lous publications; we admit of none in the Gentle
.!lli?,n I ~_11.§.£~~.!!.~ against any persons learned or~-un=
learned. We lay' before the public such papers as
our correspondents are pleased to communi c~: te to
us, with an impartial care. Strictures upon books
and authors are, and ever were, the right of the
public. Every man who is a buyer is entitled to
the privilege of declaring his sentiments of the
merits or demerits oiT the book for which he pays
his money. It is this right that entitles our cor
respondent to censure us~ and those of our corre
spondents who differ from him in points of contro
versy, with such severity. We are happy, however,
in haVing no correspondent of a malevolent dispo
sition, not dOUbtinG but that ~~e writer can clear
himself of that odious charge.

One does not associate words and phrases such as "abuse",

"v-irulentU , tlgrievously complains!', "scurrilous", tlseveri ty",

"malevolent disposition", and "odious charge ll with impartial

editors, for those expressions, used in their above context,

represent mental attitudes, preferences, that form barriers

complete with their own logic which help distinguish one

side from another. The whole, therefore, is not impartial

by definition, but the comment quoted demonstrates in ano

ther instance that virtually nowhere within the magaZine is

a reader free from editorial influence. Furthermore, one

can identify, define and analyze that influence.

As to ~nfluen~~, none was or could be used,
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nor was any intended. 58

Though that assertion refers to the founding of the maga-

zine, it basically represents the general editorial atti

tudes presented to the eighteenth-cent1.1TY reader of the

~n1Ieman2r1agaz1~. But if the editors had various cri

teria to help in the editing of materials, they also had

preferences for subjects, preferences that revealed them-

selves in the inclusion of materials as a result Qf the cri~

teria established at the founding and developed and main-

tained during the long history of the magazine.

One such preferei1.ce \'laS for politics, yet after the

first flush of success occasioned by coverage of the parlia

mentary debates, the editors had this to say:

•••under a Form of GoveTnment like ours, which
makes almost every Man a secondary Legislator,
Politicks may justly claim a more general Atten
tion than where the People have no other Duty to
practise than Obedience, and where to examine the
Conduct of their Superiors, would be to disturb
their ovm Quiet, without Advantage, yet it must be
owned, that Life requires many other Considera
tions, and that Politicks may be" said to usurp the
Mind'5when they leave no Room for any other Sub
ject. 9

That remark appears logical enough considering editorial

aims for comprehensiveness and variety, but the following

comment, referring to the European turmoil surrounding the

French Revolution, expresses stronger views that represent

editorial opinions towards politics totally undisguised:
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v[hen the World around him [the llCompiler ll)

is in Confusion; when lithe Nations rage,
and the People imagine a vain Thing, the
Kings of the Earth set themselves, and the
Princes take Counsel toe:;ether; It wi th Aston
isbment and an impartial Eye he sees the
absurd Doctrine of the Rights of IYlen, and
of turning loose into a State of Equality
Men who have no more Idea of Liberty than
Infants have of being left to go alone, or
are no more to be trusted than the Tenants
of Bedlam or Newgate. For of this Axiom he
is firmly convinced, that the torpid Green~

lander, the indolent ~urk, the placid Hin
doo, the ferocious Cossack, and the stupid
Negro, the more fl:Lppant Frenchman, and the
self sufficient Chinese, have not the same
Idea of Liberty, or the same Talents for
using or improving it, with his brave and
generous Countrymen; - consequently, all
Men are not equal in their natural or ac
quired Advantages. • • 0 In giving his
Sentiments on These Topicks with Freedom,
he has borne his Testimony as a true Friend
to the Constitution of his Country, \'lhich,
he hopes and prays, will not be subverted,
or even shaken, at the Caprice of every
Visionary, or the Clamours of every Incen-
d ' bOlary.

Such is the conservatism and the national as well as racial

prejudice of the G~ntle~ants Ma~azin~ in the period.

Other subjects than the debates and politics re-

ceived particular editorial attention. "In the wide Range

of Literature", they point out,

there is not a Subject that the most fertile Gen
ius can suggest~ but must, in the Course of so
many Years, come before the61ribunal of the Pub
lick to be discussed ••••

Of one of those sUbjects, biography, D. A. Stauffer says:

Such public8"tions as the Gentl.q"f:1an! s li?£a.zin~ or
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the Mo.ni1l.1y.~13-~yie:.t not only reviewed biographies
but published their O\'1n brief life-sketches and
obituaries, thereby increasing, or creating, the
de~~nd for timely and exact biographical infor
mation. 62

The editors indicate their responsibility and preference for

such material in this remark:

Among the many original Pieces 'tlhich we have
inserted, the Lives of cele'bra ted Nen have been
thought worthy of particular Attention, and it
shall be our Endeavour to preserve it, by con
tinuing our I~nquiries on that Head. • •• [we]
therefore entreat those \'Tho have been acquainted
with any Oircu.'nstances of the Lives of learned or
remarkable Hen, to transmit them to us, that they
may be added to those which we illay obtain from
other Hands, or at least be treasured in our 0 ol·~

lections, as Haterials for future BiograIJherso 63

Biographies often, therefore, received particular attention

among the literature included in the magazine, but prose

fiction, on the contrary, rarely received consideration,

being out of editorial favour, as this cormnent acknowledges:

* Romantic stories seldom find a place in this
Magazine; yet the following is so characteris-
tic of the hUlllOur of the times in vIhieh it was
written, that we could not resist the sollici- 64
tation of our correspondent to have it inserted.

Thus not every subject category found admittance because of

editorial preferences for some over others •

.Poetry and books contained particular enough impor-

tance to receive sections of their own. The editors present

their policy towards poetry thus:

we endeavour to pick the shorter Pieces, or such
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as we can shorten in order to lessen the Number
of our Debts as fast as vie can. 05

The following comment indicates fairly clearly the editori

al opinion of poetry, directed towards a group the editors

considered from their point of view as their subordinates to

whom they catered for an equally lesser aim:

As Poetry is the feast provided for our fair
readers,~we would wish it chiefly to consist
of delicacies; and therefore earnestly re
quest the assistance of rising genius to con
tribute to their entertainment. 56

Of books, the editors make this significant claim:

Advertising the Contents of Books is not our
method of revi~wing them. ?at v~rbllino67

However, this notice, referring to a book under discussion,

is relatively frequent:

*This was translated into English, under the
title of Memoirs of the Marquis de Bretagne,
in 1745, and printed for Cave, and just re
printed for the Publishers of this l\1agazine. 68

Certain types of literature, therefore, received editorial

preference and priority within the magazine itself.

Yet the editors showed partiality to people as well

as to subjects. Comments such as the following ones make

regular appearances in the magazine:

Particular attention is always paid to letters
wi th the above signature. [liD .11. II] 69

Our Canterbury friend needs not to make any apo
logias for the hints he eives YB' as they are
always pertinent and sensible.
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The liberal contributions of this i.ngenious cor
respondent are already so well known -to the pub
lic, that whatever he may think proper farther
to commun;j-cate, \'ii11 t doubtless be favourably
received. 71

The last two observations seem to indicate that editorial

preference went to persons of ability, yet even more tel

ling is the preference editors gave to themselves and their

associates. This thesis to this point has examined fairly

direct expressions of editorial opinion, but subtler means

existed whereby editors could influence readership opinion.

The editors and their colleagues could disguise themselves

as correspondents, a fact completely unknown to readers in'

general. David Henry, JolL."l Nichols, John Ha\'lkesworth, John

Du..YJ.combe, Richard Gough and others could use pseudonyms, as

an example, for a variety of purposes including not only the

soliciting of information but also the influencing of public

opinion. 72

The editors admittedly had interests and preferences

that found prominent reflection in the Gentleman's. For

example, David Henry was very interested in agriculture and

politics, two areas that received important attention in the

magazine. 73 D. E. Keesey notes Hawkesworth's "preference for

the sentimental comedyu.74 Significantly, too, John Dun-

combe's sermons on different occasions always seem to re

ceive first attention over works of comparable circl~stance.75
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Finally, Richard Gough, speaking in the third person, firm

ly and unashamedly speaks of the opinions which he expressed

in the ~-!l_eman'~s thus:

If he criticized with warmth and severity cer
tain. innovations attempted in Church and State,
he wrote his sentiments with sincerity and im~

partiality - in the fulness of a heart deeply
impressed with a sense of the excellence and
happiness of the Egglish Constitution both in
ChtITch and state.?

Certainly such views in their tI\'larmth and severity" were

not impartial, a fact of which the editors and their as-

sociates seemed entirely ID1aware.

John Nichols himself had an important individual in-

fluence on the .~tentJ-.e:mal~§.. Firstly, as a person he was a

very able man, experienced as an editor and a printer pos

77sessing the confidence of a great many people. His abi-

lities on the whole helped in the management and supervision

of the magazine. Secondly, Nichols personally knew and

worked with a great number of persons. As E. Hart points out,

Nichols' collaborators were not only Malone, but
also Johnson, Boswell, Walpole, Steevens, the
Wartons, and almost every other literate man'7
known or unknovm, in. the England of that day. 8

Those contacts drew more people into the magazine as con·

sultants' and contributors. 110reover, Nichols was not only

a magazine editor but he managed and owned a large and im-

portant printing establisb...ment \'lhich afforded him the op-

portunity of publishing and then immediately reviewing in
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the magazine "larks of importance such as Johnson's Lives

0:t: the Englis.h Poets. 79 Furthermore, that printing esta

blishment held important and lucrative government printing

contracts which probably influenced and reflected editorial

political opinions under Nichols's management of the maga

zine.80

A person like Nichols wi tr. his abilities, contacts

and opinions, therefore, managed the magazine for nearly

fifty years thert~by continuing its tradi tions into the nine-

teenth century. More~ver, Nichols took an active interest

in the magazine even before he purchased. a share "vlhen there

"\1"8S little prospect of his becoming its chief support" 0

81

He continued his interest and became very active not only

as an editor but as a contributor on his own and the maga-

zine's behalf right from his early association as a part

0~1er, printer and writer. uIf he possessed anything worthy

of printing," Hart reveals,

it went to the Gentleman is l\1ap;azine first and was
later farmed out to one ofhis

u

coITectiol1s. 82

All that work he did with the help of his friends and of the

magazine's contributors, for the ~lemants was an ideal

medi urn to check and correct facts, to test the validi t;y of

information and to exchange critical opinion.

A significant example of Nichols's work which ap-
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peared in the magazine and which demonstrates the magazine's

importance to such an editor is the abridged and serialized

article, entitled ttAnecdotes, Literary and Biographical, of

}1r. BovJYerH , 83 and prefaced by this comment, signed "J.N. tI :

Mr. Urban, I send you, aGreeably to my ~romise,

some anecdotes concerning the late l1r. Bowyer,
which I hope will not prove unacceptable to your
readers. 84

As a biography Nicholsts work did not differ significantly

from other eighteenth-century examples of the genre fol-

lOWing the format of birth, education, friends, marriage

and family, his work, clUbs, character, second marriage

with a further character analysis emphasizing positive and

negative qualities, association with Nichols, extracts from

Bowyer's works, final illness, death, finishing With addi

tional character, his vfill and epitaph. 85 Significantly, the

editors of the Gentleman~ add their own contributions in

the form of two letters and a further epitaph in order to

meet their aims for comprehensiveness. Certainly the arti

cle met many other editorial criteria such as originality,

importance and timeliness.

The work is fairly representative of Nicholsls style.

As a narrator he is fairly sympathetic yet unobtrusive though

he carefully notes the full character of Bowyer thus:

As he knew himself the first in ius profession,
he disdained the serVility of solicitation: but,
when he saw himself neglected, or another pre-
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ferred \';There friendship gave him a claim, he did
not suppress the impulses of resentment, which
he felt on such occasions. 86

His use of anecdotes, lotters and some di.rect quotation is

an attempt to make the life vivid. 8? One of the significant

features of the article, however, is the great amm.mt of

space devoted to footnotes, a practice that Nichols tended

to increase in later efforts. Some take up the better part

of a colullrn. 88 rrhough they some\<lhat mar the presentati on of

the work, they demonstrate Nichols's own concern for cohe-

siveness, comprehensiveness, accuracy and fact. Hany of

the footnotes are indeed small biographies themselves of

persons \'lhom }3o\t~yer knew 0 89

Truth was apparently of the utmost importance, and

Nichols I S desire to obtain tteat goal in memory of his friend

led to the folloWing end-comment:

*** The compiler of the preceding Anecdotes can
not but lamont that he had not more ample mate
rials to do justice to the subject. Of such as
he could meet wi til, 1'10 hopes no improper use
bath been made. WhEn'e he ma~l have fallen into
mistakes he shall be happy to acknowledge and to
rectify them. The candour of one correspondent
(seo p. 475) b.ath pointed out some slight im
provements. In consequence of further search,
it appears , that HI'. Bonvlicke wa.s of St. J orm' s
Coll. pxforji, and not of Oambridge ••••90

That comment indicates not only Nichols's concern for taste,

evident in his reference to propriety, but also his desire

that readers help him to correct errors, a function one cor-
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respondent has already performed". Furthermore, the one re

sponse became a flood in such future solicitations as Ni

chols cared to make, a fact which demonstrates the effec

tiven~ss of the control Nichols exerted over the magazine

and its readers via his suggestions.

To conclu.de this chapter, the magazine's appeal to a

general audience and to varied tastes is basically true but

more specifically applicable to the class of gentlemen. An

examination of correspondents reveals that gentlemen, in par

ticular the learned professions, are among the readers. They

performed the important i'unction of assessing editorial po

lioies and practices from various viewpoints, but editorial

response to suggestions and criticisms revealed contradic

tions to editorial claims of impartiality. In fact, editors

had strong preferences for certain SUbjects and authors, in

cluding among the latter none other than themselves and their

associates. By means of disguise, the editors could subtly

present their points of view and further attempt to influ

ence the direction of the magazine and public opinion. An

examination of one specific work by Nichols, an editor and

owner of the magazine, reveals not only the <IU",,'1.li ty of edi

torial work with its emphasis on fact but also the subtle

means by which management could present its own interests.

Significantly, their reading public responded favourably, a



circumstance which indicates that from the viewpoints of

both management and readers, the editorial policies arld

practices of the Gel~l~~nts~ag~~ were successful.

97



CHAPTER V

In conclusion, all the available evidence examined

reveals that the Gellil~l~~_~VIas a success from

the Viewpoint of the editors and readers because for them

it performed its function of conveying information and opin

ion in a pleasing ~nd instructive manner with a sincere con

cern for accuracy, detail and perspective. The height of

the success of that profitable medium for c01Jlmunication was

the continu3..tion of a high circulation, a long life and an

esteemed reputation throughout the eighteenth century. The

basis for that success was the idea or plan of the magazine

itself, a fact critics of the Q..e..!'~tler~!?-'s have not examined

sufficiently to dateo

Many factors played their part in sustaining and

perfecting the idea. Apart from cultural climates and com

petition one of the most important elements was editorial a

bility, and the analysis shows that the personalities asso

ciated with the Q,entleman'.s, as either management or staff

held certain characteristics in common. Experience as

printers and editors facilitated magazine publication.

Thei.r acquired and inherent abilities, their intelligence,

98
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intuition and education, enabled them to perceive and to

assess opportunities, such as the ramifications of the

existing copyright and libel laws s and to judge perspica

ciously of topics as diversified as agriculture, antiqui

ties, history, literature and politics. As editors they

\'1ere punctual - a factor necessitated by deadlines .- ac

cura te, active and alert as "Vlell as meticulous, organized

and. effectualo They \Vere diligent and toolc the initiative

in, for example, resisting the stamp-duties, but sometimes

they acted cautiously and eclectically in beginning nmv

fe2tures such as the "Debates in the Senate of Nagna Lilli~

putla" and the Book Review Section.

Hany of those qualities would have served the edi

tors ill if they had not been able to co-operate and to

vlork with people. \'fi thin management itself they were firm,

if occasj.onally ruthless, as Bond, the printer, discovered

·to his chagrin. However, in their social contacts they knew

and collaborated with a great many people, a number of whom,

such as Samuel J oMson, they even assl sted to fame 0 1'10re

over, the editors were accessible and influential, able to

mix freely with different classes of people. In addition,

they possessed qualities commanding particular respect, such

as integrity, incorruptibility, trustworthiness, responsibi

lity, discretion, a certain impartiality as well as fairness
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and sincerity. But they Vlere alsq human and suffered from

inefficiency and l~stakes. Furthermore, they did not par

ticularly demonstrate any strong aesthetic sense which is

apparent in poorly printed pages. Their interests lay pri

marily in facts which they hoped ultimately to preserve for

the historian, but they showed a lack of objectivity and

vision in not being able to distinguish trivia from essen

tials ~ TheJT became slightly overwhelmed in materials as a

result of success, and perhaps as a consequence the maga

z,ine lost some of its original freshness.

Yet maturity demonstrates not only the success but

also the stability of the idea. Editorial aims of time

liness, novelty and intelligibility gained public approval

and respect that were in effect a means of legitimizing

success in the face of charges by rivals of plagiarism.

Furthermore, those criteria helped to mold the idea into

a distinct and vital whole that gave the magazine charac-

ter and direotion and that made it a creative force in its

own right, encouraging as it did the discussion of litera

ture, the furtherance of research, criticism and scholarship

in a great variety of fields. But as an established form the

idea had influence which was at times detrimental to litera

ture as, for example, was the case in the reprinting of the

Junius letters.
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The whole effect was to convey editorial opinion

sometimes astutely to an interested public. An analysis

reveals how subtle that influence occasionally was. Al

though one carlllot hope to determine fUlly the results which

those opintons had on the magazine's audience, certainly the

study indicates editorial presence in every sphere of the

magazine. That presence found its focus collectively in

edi torial commentary and presentation of m8.terials, but nom

inally in the person of Sylvanus Urban. As Mr. Urban never

appears as a particularized human being with well-defined

ha1)i ts and idiosyncracies, one must, therefore, rely on edi

torial pronouncements and actions, editorial policies and

practices~ to analyze the magazine's character.

The source and sustenance of the somewhat conserva

tive editorial thinkinG as far as it concerned the magazine

\'las the original conception of the idea, the plan as ex

pressed at the founding. That statement wa.s logical and in

genious, general and flexible enough to authorize any edi

torial developments throughout the century. Contrary to

their claims of impartiality the editors carefully main

tained the integrity of the original idea despite external

pressure in the form of suggestions and criticisms, whereas

the London 11§:.;.~azin.!:. succumbed to overtly popular taste only

to die an ignominious death as a result.
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Tastes were essential to the editors of the Gentle

man's. Their concepts of taste parallelled eighteenth

century ideals on manners and morals, decorum and propriety,

the accepted way of life for gentlemen. Yet neoclassicism,

of 'I/hich gentlemanly a tti tudes were a part, is not a fault

in itself, and certainly the ~Ji~e/.~l~ function of human

action and thiluting as well as of art in general is virtual

ly universal. What one can criticize is the assumed genera

lityand superficiality of the behaviorial patterns of

eighteenth-century life and art.

The editors of the periodical assuredly appealed

basically to gentlemen both as a class and as a moral ideal,

each of which the eighteenth century held in especial es

teem. lVloreover, those persons are identifiable in many

cases, and they are, in effect, complex human bej.ngs who,

by their individual personalities, are different and distin

guishable one from another. Granted, much of their speech

and manners they formally based on conscious imitations of

supposedly classical ideals, but when challenged, they ex

pressed themselves as forcefully and as sinoerely as people

in any age. Witness the exchange of opinion between the edi

tors and the correspondents over suggestions and criticismB.

However, an examination of the Gentlem~nt=~ reveals an essen

tially editorial viewpoint, for the selection, synthesiza-
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tion and arrangement of materials, in essence, the editorial

process, gave the editors the ultimate say. As a result the

magazine assumed the form of the ideas of its founder ori

ginally and tended to maintain its form since potential as

sociates always received basic training in that periodical's

tradi tion before the;y assumed offioial duties.

Pinally, one can make a clairJ. to tl1e magazine itself

as a vvork of literature j.n the broadest eighteenth-oentury

sense even though as such it may not merit that ambiguous,

arbitrary, general term, IIgreatll. An appreciation of the

gentleman I ~ recluil~es the reader to see it as a \'7hole unit

despite the many individual monthly issues. The "Advertise

mentH , 1'1areh, 1731, shoVls that the founder ultimately oon

ceived of it as a complete work. The themes were to be the

events and 81?iri t of an age. Sometimes the editors, as nar

rators, remained fairly unobtrusive but certainly their think

ing flavoured t)1.e l::.agaZHl.e in various ways. Nichols \'1i th his

biographical, literary and antiquarian interests demonstrates

that point sufficiently.

Furthermore, the DBgazine possessed a very fQnctional,

inte:Lligent, some\'!hat complex form, and stylistically, the

editors used, for example, figurative language, such as the

Ilwave" image which described their competitors, to express
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their thought imaginatively. In addition, their coml':'lents

were "basically quite astute, succinct and vivid. A di scus

sion of the magazine's fictional and non-fictional aspects

is probably irrelevant as both found expression in an edi

torial viewpoint. Language was, therefore, basically the

editorial mediuTIl 9 a visual, symbolic art whose potential

the editors may have failed to realize at times as journal

ists, critics and historians. One cannot deny, hO\vever, tba, t

the whole process involved the creative imagination.

ftloreover, as the ana1ysi s shows, truth and perfec~

tion vlOre desirable if unobtainable goals. Nevertheless, edi

tors and readers of that day basically believed that the maga

zine fulfilled its purpose to instruct and delight. But only

it{hen one attempts to Dnderstand their ideas and methods on

their terms can one fRlly appreciate and imaginatively relive

their culture. Historical perspective plus new developments

of research, however, do have their advantages and uses, but

one must not insist on viewing the magazine narrowlY9 focus

sing entirely on detail for then one can never hope to appre

ciate either the magazine as a whole generally or the expres

sion of editorial opinion particularly, both of which formed

the basis and are the proof of the success of the Gentleman's

Magazine in the eighteenth cent~~y.
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ing by Edward Cave until his death; 1754-1778, reorganization
under Richard Cave (d. 1766) and David Henry; 1778-1826, be
ginning of John Nichols's association with the magazine, his
takeover as sole editor at the time of Henry's death (1792)
until his ovm death (1826); 1826-1868, transition out of the
bands of the Nichols family; 1868-1907, radical change in

105
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editorial policy, decline and demise. This study focusses
generally on the magazine in the eighteenth century and more
specifically on the period basically para11e11ing the 1770's.

11 See also Dora Mae Clark, British Opinion and the
American Revolution (Hew York, 1966)7 p. 289;' and- Solomon
'L'Utnick, The American Hevolution and the British Press 1775
lli2. (Colma'bola, [19'b"7j), I)P-: vi:L-vf~ . -

12 D. F. Bond, I1The Gentleman's 11agazine", I\1P,
XXXVIII (1940), 86. - - -

13 Anon., "A utobiography of 8ylvanus UrbanI!, GH,
OCII (Hal'. 1857), 283. r.rhis work will appear in future re
ferences as the ltA utobiograpllY~1 • l!'or notices of various re
prints see the prefaces to the collected volumes for the
years 1745,1746 and 174-9. Cf. IlAdvertisement ll , mI, LII
~1782), iv; GI, III~ lxii; "Index Indicatorius" ,m-I, LV
\.1785), vi. See IINtl, "Royal Paper Copies of thell(}entleman's
11agazineH , N &~-9" XI (r"1a;)' 4, 1861), 349, for a cormnent on
special editions.

14 J. Leed, "Some Reprintings of the Gentleman's
!1.~~zir!;~tt, §]., XVII (1964), (210J -214. - ... ,..

15 W. B. Todd, "A Bibliographical Account of The
G-entleman's 1'1agazine, 1731-1754", BE, XVIII (1965), 81--93.see also, fClT a further di:3cussionof the type of research
needed, his article, liThe Printing 01 Eighteenth-Century
Periodicals", 1'l.bra.Ell, ser. 5, X, No.1 (Hal'. 1955), 49-54.

16 J. C. Francis, liThe 'Gentleman's Magazine'",
N & Q, ser. 9, III (~ar. 25,1899), 231, makes a few errors
\-lhich Todd in his g article, ~2=!-1., p. 90 ff. corrects.
A comparison of the illustrations, pp. xiv-xvii above, re
veals a constant change in format from issue to issue. My
own research has shovm differences between unbound and bound
volumes of the same issue, April, 17750 The cr~nges appear
to be minor. In addition, in randomly checking references
to material Quoted from the ~.~lemants by various secondary
sources against the volumes in MCMaster's Rare Books Room,
I found variations that appeared to be more the result of er
ring scholars than evidence of textual variations between is
sues.

E. Hart, ed., ~llor Lives: A C~11ection of B}Ef~~~
.Qy J2!:ill. Nicl:l?11! (Cambrid~94, mentions t J.e exist·
ence of annotated editorial manuscripts in the Folger Shake
speare Library, documents that would be of importance in es
tablishing the criteria used by the editors in creating a ma-
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gazine and of importance in providing a basis for biblio
graphical comparison" Hart's \'fork appears in future refer
ences as Mino,r ~.i"'!£! ~

17 James Marqu.is Kuist, The Gentleman's ~aga2-nelt.
1..754-18.QQ.?__A....§~G~dL..2f_I~~~eloPE1.~n.~ a~. a VeTiTC e f'2.r t l~
Discussion of Literature. Unpublished doctoral dissertation.
TI9b5) 9 p.l)5 ~ -

18 See Appendix 0 for "Advertisement", March, 1731,
quoted in full. Examples of important prefaces are those
for the years 1774 9 177'7, 1782, 1784" A few examples will
demonstrate style and development.. In the "Preface", .9-11,
VIII (1738), the editors rather politely state that

The usual Design of Addresses of this Sort is to im
plore the Candour of the Public. " " "

By 1759, the prefaces were becoming tedious:
The irksomeness of a 1abolIT as often repeated is al~

leviated only b~{ "the acknov/ledgment of our obliga
tions; for the pleasures of gratitude are scarce less
than those of generositY9

By 1785, their writers considered. them almost a formula:
Preface has succeeded Preface, as Year has suc

ceeded Year, for more than Half a Century, till a
Repetition of the same AcknoWledgments, and a Re
quisition for the same Favours, have become like
Birth-day Congratulations at Court, ..,..,hioh vary only
by being presented in the splendid Decorations of a
new Dress~

Cf. "Preface", Q!1, XXVII (1757). Outright solicitation by
management for increased readership occurred, for example,
1n the prefaces for the years 1777 and 1785. Expressions
of especially strong editorial statements on government ap
pear,. for example, in the apreface ll , Gti, LXI (1791) 0 Cf.
GI, III, lxxi; J. M. Kuist, t~~~i1o,~p. 9~ Kuist presents
a-slightly different view regarding the importance of the
prefaces.

For a discusS:tOll of "Tho "Irate the ~refaces see:
E. A. Bloom, ~~_J~hns2~~_inG~b8treet tProvidence, 1957),
p. 10; "Autobiographyll, .ill:1, COIl (Mar.J:'857), p. 287; Q1., III,
1viii, 1xxi ..

19 Of. D.. F. Bond, ~iJ2.", p. 87; J .• r-L KlLi.st, Sll?.:.
cit. t pp. ix, 23-24; and 1 GM, XXXV (Apr. 1765), 187 ff •
.- -

20 This type of edi torj.al comment is scattered
throughout the magaZine, often tn very small s~aces. For
an example of the latter point, see GM, XLIII tOct. 1773), 525.
Material that is definitely editoriar-exists in abundance.
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The identifying editorial signs and symbols are: *, ***,
crosses; tiEd. 11, llEdi t. H, llEdi tor", "Edi tors", "Sylvanus
Urbanu , liS 0 Urbanll , "8 .. U" II; finger pointer, italics, r01.Uld
and square brackets, and tlN.B 0II Many such cOL.wents use the
edi torial uwe '· though some occasi oually employ the passive
voice. For further discussion see the UAutobiographylt, m1,
ccr (Nov. 1856), 531; J. M. Kuist, .QJ?.!w ell., pp. 124, 13"4;
351.

21 See, for examples of short comments, GM, XLIX
(Nov. 1779), 54,2; GH, L (t1ay 1780) t 214. For anexample of
a longer co~nent, see ffii, XLVII (July 1777), 3040 Some of
the comment is no longer avallable for it appeared all the
blue covers or wrappers of a single issue! They are now
rare. See UAutobiography", GM, CerI (Feb. 1857), 1560

22 GN, XLIX (Aug. 1779), 386e Such comment may be
intentionalyY secretive for the benefit of the individual'
ooncerned. Notices like tbat \>lere also entirely ftmctional ~

being direct and inexpensive by avoiding separate mai1ingso
See R. 1'<1. Vliles, Fresh~st~hi:¥"-~s:~=s.~_~.i£c~~~~
.llilEe.£..fL.i.XL!~~--CC001umbusj,(1965J), po 8 f 0

23 GM y XLI (Apr. 1771), 152. efo GM, XLIV (Febe
1774),56; mi~ XLIV (Feb. 1774)., 56; Q,tl, XLIII (Aug. 1773),
368; SH1, XIJI (Jano 1771), [17J; "Prefacea , Q!i, XIJVIII (1778).
The editors concentrated many con~ents in the seventies in a
minor feature titled uTo our Correspondents ll , replaced in
the 1780~s wLth another feature, titled "Index Indicatorius!1 o
For the rationale of the latter see ttPrefaceu , my!, LV (1785) ..
Cfe J'. }1e Kuist, .££... £U., pp. 16, 122 ff. Forother se
lected examples, see~ GM, XLI (J~ly 1772), 304; GM, XLIV
(June 1774),248; GI-f, XLVIII (IIIar. 1779), 137. -

24 Chapter II examines circulation while Chapter IV
analyzes readers' criticism and editorial impartiality.

25 Among the many other sou;ces of importance, which
appear in passing, the boo~ entitled ~ri~~shiP. S'~~ikin~l,

EXb;ibit,~ in a llew.... Lie;1l1, is of special significance. T e
NewCambri5igViblJ.,.£J:'ra- hy of En9;lish L~Jeratur~66..9-1§QQ
(Cambridge, 1971), II, 129" attributes it to D. Bond, and
the tone of the writing and the sources used affirm Bond's
authorship. The book provides a different viewpoint on
printing practices in the seventies. An examination of
Nichols's accolmt of the same period in g, III, 1viL, cor
roborates the general sequence of events. Though the tone
of Bond's work is harsh and bitter, his logic is clear and
the feeling sincere. For a discussion of the few biographi
cal details on Bond, see J. M. Kuist, ?p. c~t., p. 356 f.
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26 GI, III, IV-I.--
27 vial tar Graham, ~ll£L~iterary Pe&~ls.

(New York, 1930), p. 43. For oplnions on that change and
the tendency for magazines to specialize, see J. 1'1.) Kuist,
~~., po vii; and R. D. Mayo, 2p.-£i!., p. 175.

28 W. Graham, ~., p. 191. The magazine has
attracted scholars because of Johnson's association with it.
See, for example, Graham's review of Carlson's work, Journal
of IW£l:h..s..h OEA Germanic Phi.loJ2.EX, XXXVIII (1939) 9 638; aJid
A:""l3nerbo, IrSa~ohnson and the Gentleman's Hagazine,
1750=1755", in J ohnsonian Studies, Hedl""t'ea by r.vr;\i78Jiba-:
(Cairo, 1962), pp7-r:T2'3l=r5'9TOTIver Elton LS~~:t:
~l~~~t~re172-0pihl§Q (London, 1928), I, 88. But the
publio was not generally aware of Johnson's associations With
the magazine until the publicattol1 of Boswell's Life (1791) ..
Therefore, neither Johnson's activities or his na-me-=serve to
account for the magazine's continued success f and Graham's
assessment gives a somewhat false impression.

29 C. L. Carlson, ~~~_"cit&, p. vii~ Of. W. Graham's
review~ ~., p. 637 ..

30

ever,

33 Donald Earl Keesey, Dramatic Oriticism in the
il£Il:.i!-~J.!l:'1.nfs l'lfh.~~ 1.747-:.lli4.~Unpublts-hed do-Moral (1i8
sertation-t!964), p. 23. For other examples see Johannes
Adler, Zur Shake~e.8;.re-~riti.E-2:.~~ 18_ cLahrhtmderts (Konigs~
berg, 19m~a.Allison Burroughs, Jk;~PK~:§LJ2hio~J:.n~h~
~tLem2ni D I1~J@z,J..ne J_1740 f S ..§tnd .1;,.I90.~. Unpublished doc
toral dissertation. \197(5)TCJalvin Daniel Yost, Jr., Tho
~ry of__t.h~_Cientleman I s H£~in~ 4.-Stud~ ~n_ Eigh~~.;;eil"'m
Century IJiterar~ladelphi.a,193b •
..*"" - --....-..

34 James Boswell, ~j.f<L.2.f Jop.pso:q. Edited by Birk~
beck Hill. Revised and enlarged by L. F. Powell (Oxford,
1934,1950), I, go, in. 4. Future references will appear
as Boswell' s Li.:f~. Dr. Warton t s comment appears quoted by
A. Chalmers i'iil1'f1emoir of John Nichols, Esq. F.S.A. tl t

[London, 1826], in I!~s~t~~ES of the 1;1 terar Hi~tory 01
the Eighteenth Ce~~. Edited by JohU Bowyer Nic~ols
TLandan, 1858T;-vrr~---x. ]\uture references appear as I]);;,l~-
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trations. ]'or E. Hart's vie\'l~ see ttAn Ingenious EclitoI'~

~hOl~ and I~he ~e,llQ~1~?2l::!Ll1Qd~~;..~~~It, ll£cknell Reyiey!p
X (1962), 2)8. Cf. !1.J.no.:£...!Jl\T=, p. XVlll.

35 The best sources for information on Cave are:
[Samuel Johnson] t "An account of the Life of the late l~r.
Edward Cave'I, GM, XXIV (Feb. 1754), [55]-58 (to appear in
foriOw:rngrefer~enoesas J oh11.Bon y 6 ''iLifeU); the ttA utobiogr8.phytt 9

. eeL. Carlson, ~ill. For Jobnson, the best include Bos
wellis Life; Sir Jo!m Ha\"l.kins 1 The IJife of Samuel Johnson.,
Ed.i ted ,a"""5'ridged, and wi th an intro7fi.'iCtron 4b-~r:Bertr'am1f:--Da~
vis. (New York, 1961); C. 1. Ca.rlson, Q~cit.; E. A. Bloom,
9.J2..~cit.; Ae Sherbo, .2.£2......9.?-~ ~; James IJ-:-CTi fToI'd, ,T:p.e YOlU,lg
Sam tIoIL.'1.son (Ne\'/ York, 1955). J?or Henry, see GM, LXXII (Jill1e
r~57S::9; Q1. ; J' obn l'I i cho1s, .!Ii t~r.:.!'ir.u2},££,d-ot es <?f.~
E!f~p:11.~en:itil .Q£I1tl.fl:1l (London, 1812--1,815 r; III,.~ rto ap
pear in fol1owlng references as ~:; Jo M. KUlst, ~ cit.,
p. 38 if. For Nichols, see Illlu1trations, VIII, 1 if.; IIA,
VI, 627-637; DNE; Austi.n 1)obs<c)il;-"n'X-=:CI Eerary Printer", i'Yt=
his ll£~..~11?~~J~r:~J]:u~,r}~cq:..-~2:1(L.9':'!.h:"£=J?ape:£J3. (Freeport 9 1915, 1970),
ppo 195-228; E. Hart, HhlOr J~iV8S, T167J-194-, plus his three
artioles (see the bibl·[ogi~Il.y>;··~.lL H. Smith, tlJohn Nichols,
P:d.nter and Publisher", 1412!.~L!' sere 5, XVIII (1963) 9 169
190.

Some critics have attempted to compile bibliographies
of works and \'lriters in the magazine" See, for example, O. L.
Oarlson, Ope oi!., pp. (243J-265; D. F. Bond, ~~b~i1., ppe
89-100, for corrections and additions to Carlson's list; J.
M. Kuist, .Ql?. oil., p. 360 ff., for a bibliography of arti=
cles on Pope and Swift in the magazine 9 J. A. R. S6guin t

Voltaire a~_the .Q:~ntlerg.:-?~n~JI§j~!i?::..ine~lTIl-~ (New' York,
~dexes of lJl8 magazine are to date very unreliable.
11uch worle 9 therefore, still remains to be done.

CHAPTER II

1 eeL. Carlson 9 0:e..:... ci t., p. 29, and others refer
only to the "Preface!l for~the-co'11eoted volume (1731). See
Appendix C for the "AdvertisementU , 11aroh, 17310 Appendix
B has an even earlier tlAdvertisement ti which. appeared in the
Universal Spectator and whioh indicates editorial aims to a
certain extent. Footnote references wIll not appear for 1n
dividual passages quoted from the tlAdvertisement ll , J:.-1arch,
1731, unless additional information is supplied.

2 One may justify the use of "author" here by its
appearance in the last paragraph of the "Advertisement".
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3 The m.:unber~ "200U , though possibly an exaggeration,
shows that those papers were numerous enough from the authort~

viewpoint to vlarrantgathering them together and giving them
to the public by such means as abrid~aento

4 Though the word, ltGent1ementl , implies the partici
pation of more than one important person in the project,
they appear to be acting as a collective unito

5 See the Glossary for a definition of the word,
\Imagazine tt •

6 Though selection implies a preference for one item
over another, the author in using the adjective, "impartial",
promises to use criteria based on consistent, logical rules
rather than on a fancy or a whim.

7 J ob.nson' s uLife tt , po 57 e Of. npreface", GIYI, XXIV
(1754). For a discussion of early editions, see W. Bo Todd's
§li artiole, ?E: c!1., pp. 81-93.

8 W. Roberts, tiThe History of. ];The Gentleman's
I'1agazine' n, ~o~wor!1!, III (1890) 9 [98] ~

9 o. L. Carlson, ~~', ci~o, p. 54.

10 Ibido 9 p. 53. Of. ibid., PP. 45, 46, 51-52;
E .. A 0 Bloom, .9..~. 01 ~., p. 7; R7D7 J.';1ayo, 2.1?-!_gj.. t., p. [209].
F?T a full discussion of predecessors, se~\!:-t-raba~, g;l?~
.21.!0 pp. 145=160; and C. L. Carlson, .212: Cl']q pp. 31~~4:J.

11 Minor Lives, p. xxi. Cf. j.bid .. xxi-xxii.. SOIlle
of the illu~artmentions in the latter reference
appeared in colour. See the uA utobiographytl, Cell (Har Q

1857), 282; and, W. Toddie SB article, £Eo c~1., p. 86.

12 For comments on sources see C. L. Carlson,
~o, pp. 4-7, 106, 149; the "Autobiography lt, G1'1~ CCI
(,Aug. 1856), 132-133. Cf. "Preface", illi, XLV (1775). For
a variety of examples see: Gl\1, XL (Jan. 1770), 45; GH, XL
(Feb. 1770), 59-60; GM, XL TFeb. 1770), 93; GM, XL \Nar.
l77?) , (1'37] ~ GM, XL\Aug. 1770), 373; Qk'!, XL:!II ~A~r. 1777) 9

188, G1'1, XLIX \Oct. 1779), 511. See also S. Lutnlcy", ~
£i1.,-p. 8; C. L. Carlson, ~ ~~1., pp. 48, 108; and, C. D.
Yost, ~Q cit., p. 10. Former magazines were sources. See
GM, XLIII"('NOv. 1773), 548.. So too Vlere books, especially
IT they \>lere foreign publications. See J~. A. Bloom, "'Labors
of the Learned 1 : NeOClassic Book Reviewing Aims and TechniqueB Il ,

§f, LIV (1957), 538-539; C. L. Carlson, ,Ope Ci1., pp. 53, 149-
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150. Interested persons su.bmttted information. See ttpre
facet!, GIl[, XXV (1755); ID'1, XXX (1760); itA utobiography" ,
CerI (Feb. 1857), 155. Furthermore, the editors could
boast of original work more and more making an appearance
in the magazine. See the tlAutobiography", GN, CCI (Aug.
1856), 132-133; C. L. Carls"on, ~9=li., i1Appendix", p ..
(243] ff.; D. F. Bond, QJ2. ci1., pp. 89-100; Charles Harold
Gray, Theatrical C1'i t:LciBm kj;J2..='1don .i£..J-7.35 (New York,

'1931, !9b4), pp. 102-10); 9-1i, XV1(11ar. 17;f7), 133; "Pre
face", GN, XLVIII (1778); Ilprefacen , GH, XI (1741); "Pre-
face ll , 'GFf, XXVII (1757). -

13 For a fuller discussion of the responsibilities
of Cave and his associates, especially Johnson, see C. L. "
Carlson, .012. cJt., p. 12 ff.; Eo A. Bloom's book, 2J~. c.tt.,
pp. 5-62, especially 5-9; and, A. Sherbo~ ~., pp.
[133J -159.. J. M. Kuist, .92~2i!., contains an important
discussion of management in the later eighteenth century.
The authoritative sources are ·the magazine, the statements
of the managers and their close confederates. See also the
tlAutobiography", illl, CCII (Nar. 1557), 286; \t. H.oberts, n~\he
t Gentleman's Hagazi.ne' and Its Rivals it r Athenaetun, XXVI
(Oct. 26,1889),560; Roberts's Boolrwornll:ITtIcl:e; 01). cit.,
284-5; Robert L. Haig, The Gazetteer~ 1735-1797 (Carbondale~
[1960J), p. 156. See Cliapter T';-fn. iO, above; for a brief
outline of management. For contemporary use of the \'lord,
llmanagement", see: Frien.2-=~hiJ2r p. 20; Ivano!: IJi'y~, p. 234;
LA, III, 295; and Illustrations, VIII, xiii. Their use of
1Jne word refers toan actioilWliile the use in this work is
to both the aotion and a collective group of people.

14 See Johnsonvs tlLife", pp. 56-57. Cf. GH, IX
(Mar. 1739), (lllJ.

15 The sources of information for R. Cave and D.
Henrr are: g, III, lvi, lxxii. See also~ m.1, LXII (July
1792 , 671; and a letter signed, "N.L.L.ll in Glr1, I1XII (Aug.
1792 ,697-698. The sources for Miss Cave are: QI, III,
Ivii; FriendshiE, p. 6. For Nichols's role in ownership,
see: Qr, III, Ivii; ~riendslrip', p. 6. On Newbery's part,
see C. "Welsh, A B.ooksel..l,.er o!~_sthe Last gentury. yeing Some
Aocount of the j.J~-2J Jollli.J~e\'lbery (London, 1885), :p. 84,
fn. Cf. S. Roscoe, J~~ewberv and his Successors 1740
18=h.4: A Billi5?gra~-mrormreYJ&;-(19r3IT;--p;--'r:-rr1ie lat"":'€er,
p. 11., corrects a misinterpretation by \Y. Graham, 9p • ..2.i1q
pp. 157-8, who erroneously states that John Newbery was al
rectly involved in ownership.

16 Legal factors, a~ for example, the existence of
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a contract, apparently not now known, may have placed cer
tain restrictions on management freedom. For an example
of a contract with such restrictions see R. Haig, ~. cit.,
his Appendix B, p. 270 ff.

17 For comments on the importance of the printer,
see W. ROberts's ;POOk\'l9~ article, 0E •..ci~., p. 45; and,
R. Haig, .9~.ill., p. f6).

18 On Henxy's retirement, see GI, III, 1vii. But
~~ndshiR' p •. 6, notes his importanc~-as a printer. in the
role of supervJ.sor. The name of J. LJ.ster appears :Ln the
colophon from January, 1769, until January, 1770, with the
exception of December, 1769. However, H. R. Flomer, et. al.,
A Dicti.QE:§Lr1..,91: ..:tl~ P~1t~.1tn~" B9..<?1~?~..~.ll~r~o. were ~..:l-wor1s
Ii11~lgla~__Sc01lal1d "~~..-Jj":J21::§.nd. frq,m illS ~o I'tll.. COxford,
1932 , gives no informatlon on him concerning fils relation-
ship with the magazine. For information on Miss Cave's
function see GI, III, 1vii. Cf. Friendship, pp .. 6, 27; GI,
III, 1vii (Nicno1s' s role); tlAdverUsemerrrrr , Cl.U, LI1 (1782),
iv.

19 See Friendship, p. 6. Bond outlines in detail
there the methodS=JienrY-used to give Nichols the position
of printer.

20 See the Glossary for definitions. Cf. "Preface",
£ill, XVIII (1748); "Autobiography", ill:!. , Cell (Feb. 1857), 1550

21 g, III, 424"

22 Compare GM, XLV (May 1775), 235, No. 29; and
GM, XLVII (Oct. 1777), 494, No. 87. The result shows the
reviewers using the terms, "boolcsellertl and upublisher tl

synonymously. See F. A. Mumby and Ian Norrie, ~ublish~ng

anq ~ooks~lliE~ (London, 1974), pp. 127-186. Cf. C. V~lsh,
~~., p. 84; gM, XLIV (Oct. 1774), 463. J. M. Kuist,
o:e.,,=~li., p. 119, examines more evidence in the 1780's. See
Gl'1, IJI (1781), 312; Sill, LIII (1783), 484; and Gr1 LTV (1784),
407; also GM, XLVI (Aug. 1776), 344; and, GN, XLIX (Jan.
1779), 30.- -

23 See the Glossary for definitions.

24 J. M. Kuist, ~£i!., p. 86, quotes the whole
letter, dated 1775, to Samuel PeggeD The letter is in Bod
leian MS. English Letters, d. 45. ff. 209 and 210.

25 Minor...l:ive~~, p. 234. Cf. E. Hart's~ article,
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~~it~, p. 394; !!i~tE, pp. 14, 18.

26 Johnson was one of the more important, earlier
editorial assistants. See especially E. A. Bloom's book,
~ cit., p. 10. So too were Moses Browne and John Duick.
See""'t'h8 "A utobiographyU and g, )2t},ss1!!!.

27 D. D. Eddy, IIJ oh11 Ha\'lkesl'lorth: Book Revie\ver in
the Gentleman's 1\1agazine", l'Q, XLIV (1964), 223-4. The
·letteror1ginal.iy"~appea:red III A. Chalmers, The General Bio
,graEhical~orJ9....£Y- (London, 1812), XVII, ~~)8, daten
November 8, 1765, but not snowin8 an addressee. See also
the t1A utobiographytl, GH, 0011 (l\1ar. 1857), 2857.6; GI, III,
Ivi; o. L~ Carlson, ~., p. 24; O. H. Gray, ~.,
p. 172, fn. 22; and J. M. Kui~t, o~~~t., pp. 23, 42.

28 The som."ces of' information for John Hyland vs
aotivities with the magazine are: ~, LXVIII (July 1798),
629; LA, IX, 500; the tlAutobiographyn, Gf.L, CCII (Apr. 1857),
380. For John Duncombe's assoc1ation, 'GI, III, Iviii. For
information on Riclmrd Gough, see: Qll, LXXIX (March-April,
1809); LA, VI, 262-343, 613-626; DNB; Illust:cations, VIII,
xiii 0 ~- --='" ---~

29 T.he founding or history of the magazine in 1731
actually dates from this point in the process, the comple~

tion of the first issue occurring early in February of 17310

30 Johnson's lILlfeu , p. 56. See also O. L. Carlson,
~ cit., PP. 11--12 if. Detailed financial records for the
magaziile do not exist. Presumably either the fire, rf(ay 7,
1786, GM, LVI (May 1786), 437, which destroyed Mrs. Newberyt s
shop, or the fire, February 8, 1808, £~, LXXVIII (Feb. 1808),
99 , that did likewise to Nichols's priJ:lting establishment,
consumed the majority of such materials. F~~li~ is an
important source. So also is D. F. McKenzie and J. Co Ross,
ed., ~ Ledge~of Ch~r;~.8-A~cke~ (London, 1968), (to appear
followrng as AC0CerS). See also Patricia Hernlund, "William
Strab..an's Ledger's :Standard Charges for Printing, 1738-1785 tt ,

SB, XX (1967), 89-111. Ackera is especially useful as the
WOrk describes specifically magazine production, the printing
costs of the 10ndon ~agazine in the period of the thirties
and forties.

31 Of. O. \/elsh, 2.l?:. .£i1., p. 84.

3"~ See gr, III, lvii-lviiii. Cf. A. H. Smith, ~
cit., p. 178. On the importance of London to the printing
iridustry, see S. Lutnick, .~~ cl~., p. 10. London was also
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]'01' example, see npreface tl , G}'I, XXVII (1757). Cf.
ttPreface", XXV (1755), uN.B.n; and 11 Preiace tl , XXX (1760) ..

37 fttl, XLVIII (Aug. 1778), 3440

38 GM, XLI (Apr. 1771), 152. Cf. GM, XLI (May 1771),
200; G!-1, XLr( July 1771), 296; GlVI, XLIII ("Jan. 1773), 8; GJYI,
XLIV \Feb. 1774), 77; GM, XLVI Tiov. 1776), 496; GM, XLVIII
(Nov. 1778), 5J.0j Q11, X'tVI (Nov. 1776), 492; "Index Indica
toriusU , GlVI, LV \.1785), vi" For further comments see C. L.
Carlson, 012 .. ciJ~", p. 223; and J. M. KUist, OE. ..~ ci'~q p. 135.

39 Fri~~, p. 6. Cf. DNE article on Duncombe
who is proba'6'Iy -the "Gentleman in t11e Country". See also
Je Me Kuist, Ope ci~., pp. 56-57.

the centre of England's transportation system and had fairly
easy access to centres in the countrYe See A. S. Turber~

ville, Jo@!.son's_Eng1..an"d (Oxford, 1933), I, 140,141 ff.,
154 ffo London was also of importance in supplying raw ma
terials such as paper to the printing industry. See J. A.
Cochrane, Dr. Johnson's Printer: The Life of vlilliam Strahan
(London, [I9b4Jr, p. 'fb:-cr:-!:rre~fshlll,I)~-_.. _.

33 st. Joim's Gate in Clerkenvlell, Nichols at
Cicero's Head just off Fleet street, and Newberyv s book~

selling shop in Ludgate Street, the corner of St. Paul's
Church Yard~were very close to each other. See R. Horwood,
Plan of the cities of London and Westminster [map] (London,
~799J. ~~~

34 Friendshi~, p. 14, fn. Cf. ib}~., p. 70 Proxi=
mtty did not always ensure the efficiency of joint printer
slup. See ~~?ship, p. 20; and, Gl, III, Iviio

35 London attracted labour, inclUding Johnson. See
J. Clifford, .2.E..~ cU., p .. 170 f.. Furthermore. the country
provided opport1mities for gaining experience as Cave and
Henry discovered. See Johnson's ULife", PI> 56; Co L. OarJ.~
son, ~oE' c;L~., po 8 fr.; Q1.; III, lxxii" Hi London, itself,
a young man such as Nichols could serve his apprenticeship
With an experienced Master printer such as BovGero He COQld
also become a partner and even inherit the business. For de=
tails on apprentices, see Ackers, pp. 1, 19-21, 32.. For o
ther references, see.Q11, XLI--rJ'Uly 1771), 296; the I'tAutobio·
graphytt, illi" OCI (Dec. 1856), 671; o. I;. Carlson, .2J2.:_...2i1 q ,

po 60; E .. A .. Bloom's book, .Q.P~~cit., p. 69; Colin Clair,!
~~FJl-0f ~£tntiD~~ita~~ (London, 1965), p. 163 ff;
and, R .. 1'10 \'Jiles, ~ cit., pp. 131-132, 1360

36
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40 GI\1, XLII (July 1772), 304. For similar examples
see: ~M, XL-rJune 1770), 270; gr1, XLIII (Apr. 1773), 164;
ill:!, XliVII (Supp" 1777), 624; §!:1, XIJIX (Aug. 1779), 400.

41 GM, XLIV (Oct. 1774), 456 squa.re brackets" Cf.
GM, XI,II (JUly 1772),304·; Q!1, XJ-lIV (July 1774), 296; J. A.
COchrane, op. cit,,~ p" 19. See also GH, XLVI (June 1776),
248; GM, XLVI--rITept. 1776), 396. --

42 Friendship, p .. 11" C£. ibid., p. 6. For the
limits on thearrtoUiir=of printing tha=r'~could be done, see
Ackers, pp. 13-150 For Nichols's outlays for type, see
~B.-=-Smith, ~<ll).SJt., p. 181. The necessity of keeping
type so long led to the poor aesthetic quality of printing.
See. J. A .. Coohrane, .£E=~£.:i.~., pp. x, 20. Cf. npreface ll ,

Qll, XII (1742); A. H. Smith, ~_£i1., p. 188; R. D. Mayo,
~?i!., p. 163 ..

47. .
;) Frj~_end2hlp, pp. 12-13. See also the IIprefaceu ,

GM, XVI (1746), fn.

44 Do D. Eddy, OPe cit., p. 235 .. For a reference to
management's salary see<'T~rI4:~e~, p" 234. Ack~, p. 14~
gives informatton on labour costs.. See also t'fi81'Autobio
graphyH, ,ill1, Cell (]\eba 1857), 150. Of .. O. L .. Carlson, ~
c1 t .. , pp. 197~8. l~lso "Autobiographyn, 911, CCII (Feb. 1857),
15'"3; and, E. A. Bloom, in his g article, Ope cit .. , p. 553.
Generally the income accruing to individuals working for the
magazine as vl1'i tars generally increased.. See Eo Kimber,
[~ist gl'= J3o.ok"~.2..."':~~!h ~nl1u,9-,;~ Ip=dexos..and the tl1de3C ~to t!le
~i.rs~.J~Gr~!l Yea~~J [Londou, 1752, 19bbJ, (iiiJ. Cf. s.
Lutniclc, op. cit <>' p. 8.. Profits were also substantial.
See Acleer'S; 1;:~:r3 i'., for an. idea of profits in the forties ..
Whatever the figure, it must have been high to have allowed
Henry, whose chief interest vfas the magazine, not only to
retire in 1766 at the age of 57 but also to buy a large farm
in Beckenham, Kent.

45 The price, a.ppearing either on the blue covers or
on the title-page, remained at 6d until the expansion of the
magazine in 1783 when the price became Is, changing to Is 6d
in 1799 and to 213 in 1809. Cf. W. Roberts's Boobvorm arti-
cle, 0E. cit., p. 100. --- .

- The references to figures of circulation are many.
See 'v. Roberts's Athenaeum article, opo cit" t p. 560; W. B.
Todd in hi s .~tB arTICIe; .o:e..' _qJ::...~ .., p •85; !\.9",ke.:r:sb p • 11;
Boswell'S L~f2, III, 322; Sir John Hawkins, £Po cit., p. 57;
"Autobiographyll, mil, CCII (Feb. 185'7), 149; a poem prefixed
to Q11, VI (1736);-ifpref'ace", GH, XVI (1746); o. L. Carlson,
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OR. cit., pp~ 62-63; D. F. Bond, on. cit~, p. 86; W. Bo Todd?
Inhis'SB article, .2.~.. , p. 87)'f.; iT"preface ll , GN, XV
(1745) ;'"'"Preface l1 , GH, XXI (1751); G-lll, XIJVI (July T776) , 297;
W. ROberts's Bo~o2Jll article, ~9J.?.. ci~q p. 356; A. Dobson,
a~., pp. 218-21.9, fn.; R .. D. Naya, ~Q12_" clio, po 430
Perhaps some of ~pose issues were returned unsold as ~1, IX
(Mal'o 1739), [111J, claimed was the case of some 70,000
copies of the ~o~d9~J1ag~~~. Moreover, a large circula
tion was also an expense" See nAutobiographyU, Q1:1, OCII
(Mare 1857), 286.

46 See Co Lo Carlson, E~~., p. 53, fn. Cf.
W. Robertsts Bookworm article, OPe cit., p. 283; F~~Ed8hi~9

p. 7; mil, XLIII(Apr; 1773), 1'(2"': -

47 .9-11, XJJVIII (Apr. 1778), 160. Of. !E1e~lld8hi"'\12, p.

48 GM, XLVI (Nov. 1776), 492. See also GM, XLII
(May 1772),208; QJl, XLIV (Oct. 1774·), 4·63; GM, L(Har. 1780),
129; and Co Lo Carlson, .£.E.. c:L"Ge g p .. 199.

49 See P. Mo Handover, Pr~ntl~~~on~ (London,
[1960J), p. 138.

50 tIll. utobiographyll, m'l, 0011 (Jan. 1857), 7. See
also the anonymous author of tiThe G~~....N~J~?~inell,
TLS, (Deco 9, 1939), po 7240 For further discussion see Po
~Handovers op. cite, po 141; and, R.. D. Mayo, ~. cit.,
po [159]"

51 Johnson t s "J-lifeu , pp., 57-58" Of" UAutobiography" ~
GM, CCII (Jan. 1857), 4, quoting from M~m~~£s of the Socie~
"Or Grub-stree-t, 1737, nprefaceU

4 p. xii"
~_~_'lif!;;I!:I ~

52 See Re D. Mayo, ~_cit., po 160" Cf. Lyman Ray
Fa tterson, 5L9J?1IT..t.ght .i.~.Hi~t02:iga1~>~,rspec!ii ve (Nashville,
1968), especially Chapters ~and 8; E~Skone James,
~ger al1d. Skon~James _~~ C.~l?.Y~o 11th edo (J-Jondon,
1971), p. 7 ff.; R.. F:'"lT'hale, 2.2JEL~Eht: Evolut=h9}1.2. The9:sY:
and Practice (Totowa, 1972), especlally-cnapters 1 and-2.
"TE.e quotation is from R. D.. Mayo, ,~.E. cito, :po 160. See also
Sir John Hawkins, .£Eo cit,., p.,16 .. O. L. Carlson, .~.,
p. 204,· is incorrect in saying that there \'lere tina copyright
lawa ll at the time.

53 "Preface tl , §:ll, XXIX (1759). Of. npreface tl r ~ll,
XXVIII (1759). See also R. D.. Mayo, ~£h1., p. 160. ~or
further examples and more information witlun the magazine,
see GH, XLII (Nay 1772) ~ 229-230; Q!;1, XIIIX (July 1779), 346;
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GM, XLIX (Dec. 1779), 608. Surprisingly enough publishing
WOrk in the J2.res=~ was sufficient reason for claiming exemp
tion from the copyright law in eighteenth-century England.

54 t1Autobiographyl1, ,Ql1, ccr (Nov. 1856), 532. Cf.
iJ21J!., p. 534.

55 "Autobiography", Q!1, ccr (Nov. 1856), 541. Cf.
ill.~., p. 533.

56 For the material tl~~t actually occasioned Cave's
trial before the Lords in 174'7, see Gr1, XVII (Hal'. 1747).
See also C. L. Carlson, .2J?";.•....9il., p."l04·; Fr. vlilliams,
p~~_:;"ous Estate: The Anatomy ofJ~p.e:r:.!3. (London, 1957),
pp. 35-3. For the magaziners-Gwn astute justification for
including the debates, see Qll, XXII (June 1752), [247J" Cf.
"Autobiography", Q!':1, Cell (:b'eb. 1857), 1570 For various
explanations andey-p1ications of their use of disguise, see
GM, VIII (June 1738), [283]-287; "Anagralmnata Rediva; or the:rot of Coniposing and Resolving Anagrams •• "II, GN, IX (Supp"
1739), 699;~, XL (Feb. 1770), p. [5r1, f. Use of dis
guise in the seven-ties continued until 1782. But other
periodicals had discontinued that practice earlier. See GI,
ill , xlvii-xlviii, fn.; and "Autobiographyti, @, CCII (J!1 el;7
1857), 157. For the effects of others laws, see, for exam
ple, D. E~ Keesey, 2£ • .£it .. , p. 37. Cf. C. H. Gray, 2p. a.lio,
pp. 103-104; and, c. L. Carlson, op. c~., p. 136.

57 S. Lutnick, or cit., p. 5. Cf. ibid., pp. 6-7,
220. The early seventie-s-saw famous trials on~he question
of a free press, covered extensively in the Gentleman's. For
accounts and analyses of the same see Bosweif1~~f~v, 140,
n. 1; T.. B. Howell, A Compl~te.Collecti?n of s~~~Er~~
(London, 1813), XIX-XI; BenJamln Beard Hoover, GamueI J on...11.
f.!on t s Parl=!:am~E~~...1L~-P2rtig1SJ Debates iI?-_. t?~ sj'ililij- of-
~Berkeleyand Los Angeles, 1953), p. 31; MiCflael
MacDonagh, !h~.Ji~.E.2.E.1-e£s G~ (London, n.d.), pp. 186
26 tl; and H 0 R 0 }j'ox Bourne, £iE£li~ N~~:..pap~ (London, 1887),
I, 214. See also H. H. Bellot, ~Parliamentary Printing,
1660-1837", Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research,
XL (Nov. 1933), 8)--98. - . ~-, -~

58 The jury decided who was responsible for pub
~ishing a libel; the judge determined if the content of a
publication in question was actually libellous. The most
famous cases for libel occurred in the seventies over the
Junius' letters, the \,[ilkes affair, and others.. Significantly,
the Gentlemanls was not involved directly in any of those
ca8e~-=furtherdiscussion, see R. Birley, Printi~g ~l~
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pe~~fa9X (London, 1964), p~ 27; R. Haig, £E~., p. 82;
S. Ilutnick, 02. oi t .. , p. 3. On the question of responsi
bility specifi~ry, see S .. 1utnick, Ope cit. s p. 180;
and, R. Haig, 2.:12,. 0:Lx1i.., p ~ 25.. Peter~:B17'carter-Ruck,
Libel and SlanderTlJond 011. , 1972), and F. S. Siebert Free=
S!~lePr8-~~~J:~LEnlQ..~~147§..-~-176 (Urbana, 1952) ,·-provj.de
broad perspectives on the issues. Laws, therefore, do play
a significant role in magazine publieatioll in particular.

59 npreface ti , Ql:l, XII (1742), iv.

60 "Preface", mil, L (1780).

61 A discussion of the effect of correspondents on
the magazine appears in Chapter IV. The discussion here on
oompetition focusses on the magazine's attitude and response
tmvarcls competitors. See C. Lo Carlson, ~., p. 82.
Cf. ibid., p. 27. For expressions of superiority by the
edi tc:Jr8; seB t!}?reface", Q11;. XXVII (1757); npreface", GH,
XII (1742); llprefaceH , m1, XVII (1747); and, "Preface''':' Gril,
XXVIII (1758). - - -

62 "Preface" p G~l, XXVIII (1758)"

63 lid\. utobiographyU, G-I-l, cell (Jan, 1857) 'J p. 4 f.,
quoting from ~t~1!l2iE.E..-2l tE:.~.]i2.9i~2~1L~Y1J-st~~,1737,
llPreface tl ~ p. xii"

64 No major study has appeared on the ~d0!.L11~
~~~. An important work on the tL~l}tlih~R~v.ie~ is N. E.
Oalces, lifll:ph Grl:ff~'~hs an~.he l\1<?]li;h~~ H.o"yi.o~,!. ~npublished
doctoral d1.sserta't1.on.l19bly:--8ee JormsollTs uLl.fe ll , p. 57,
for a comment on the Ag~l_Maf#zj.ne. Of. \'1. Hoberts' s
!..:~l1e.~a_eu.m article, .£.h cit., p. 560; and, C. L. Carlson, .2P...:.
£11., pp. 66, 80.

65 Another ~ffect of competition was the trend to
print the ma~zine as early as possible in the fo110vdng
month. See C. L. Carlson, Ope cit., pp. 61, 79; Wo ROberts's
B<?.2):cw9£.!!! article, ~.,pp" "99-100; llll. utobiography", Q1'i,
CCI-cJan. 1856), 9. Fri~n~~p~£, p. 20, confir~s the need for
early publication. D. D. Eddy, ~., p. 226, fn., offers
a qualification on the establisp~ent of precise dates. Cf.
"Autobiography", G!'f, ccr (JUly 1856), 9.

66 Early competition was quite stiff. See W.
Roberts's ~cw~ article, ~pit., p. 287; and his
AthenaeU"lQ article, .9y. ci!., p. 5bO'. In tile early years,
~lemant~was a vigorous participant in the mUd-sling-
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inge For J'ohnson's part, see E.' A. Bloom's book,.£Eo cit.,
p. 10. Of. llpreface", Gr·l, VII (1737); npreface ll , m,r;-vITI
(1738); Q~~ VIII (Feb. I738)~ (59J-61; §tl, IX (Mar:-1739),
112" "Preface" GM XI (1741)., , ~~-'

67 \lPreface\l, GM, XXVIII (1758). Cf. "Preface",
GM, XI (1741); ttPrefacEi1', XXI (1751); "Preface", GH, XXVIII
"(1758); llJ?reface ll , Gr·1, XXX (1760) ..

68 .A.n insect metaphor occurs i.n the t1preface", GM
XX (1750)" Of. uPnOJface" ~ Gri, XI (1741), npreface", GrI~
XXII (1752); tlpreface", GH, XXIII (1753).

69 See Illustrations, VIII, xi. Cf. G~T, XLI (Feb.
1771), 76. Bot~lmpry drSdain of competitors:- Generally
in the later period, editors were very tolerant of each
other 0 See npreface ll , GH, I,IV (1784), iii. Cf. R. Haig,
op" cit., PP. 122-123. -]'or an example of patronization, see_
G~LVI (Supp. 1776), 603-4. Of. C. L. Carlson, Ope cit.,
p: 125. ]\u.rthermore, in the fifties, the financial position
of the G-cntleman I s allowed the m'rners to set llP rivals of
their OVITlto=beatdown competition even though they them
selves might suffer somewhat of a loss. See~, LXII (Aug.
1792), 697-698, for more details on Henry's establishment for
such a purpose of the Grand Maga~lne ofM~~ in the late
fifties ~ 4a~~"'-~~ \SWJ 1Qri1.itbfiM3

70 u:preface" ~ illl, XLIII (1773). Cf. "Preface",
GM, XLIV (1774).

CHAPTER III

1 See Appendix C.. l!'or the etymological roots of
the '"01'0., Ilmagazine H ? see the ~ and specifically the
tlAutobiographytl, Ql:1, celr (July 1856), 8. See the Glossary
for definitions of the words t nmagazine tl , IImisce1lany ll and
"perlodical". A magazine is both a periodical and a mis
cellany, in the g.~D:.tlemanI sease, a "Monthly Collectionll •

2 Despite the apparent change noted in the illustra
tions, pp. x.i v-xvii above, the main title di.d provide a CEm~~

tre of stability which was not always the case \ath other
periodicals. See E. A. Bloom IS g article, op. oi1.. , p.
544!' See also 1'1. B. Toddls §l3. article, gR. cU., p. 81 ff.,
for his findings on sub-title changes in the magazine.,

The mottoes were important as general statements of
purpose. The "Advertisement", !t1arch, 1731, makes that clear.
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Cf. UPreface ll , GN, VII (1737); "l'reface", mil, XIJVIII (1778);
"Autobiography", Gl\1, CCI (July 1856), 9; L. F. Powell, !tAn
Addi tion to the Canon of J orills on IS Viritinge", Essays 0.nd
.§tudi~, XXVIII (1942) 9 39.

3 A feature entitled, lIDissertations and Letters
from Correspondenta ll appeared in 1735", See the annual
title~page for that year. The HDebates in the Senate of
Magna Lilliputian appeared in June, 1738, [283J if.; the

"Book Review section in April, 1765, p. 187 ff. titled "List
of new Books published, with Extracts". All had appeared
earlier but they were not regular or formal as features,
and by the seventies the sections were not qUite as clearly
definable as those in the earlier period. Compare the il
lustrations, above. Furthermore the sections did not
restrict the appearance of related material in other sec
tions. For example, see Gl"vI, XLVI (Apr. 1776), 178; Gt'1 s
XLIV (May 1774), 232; GM,-XLIV (Jan., Feb. 1774), 29=)0,
78-80; Gl\1, XLVIII (Har. 1778), 127; Gril, XL (Aug. 1770),
383; GIVJ.~XIJ (Sept. 17'70), 432; GIVI, XL-{:E\eb. 1770),72;
GM, XLVI (June 1776), 262. Apart from the necessity of ac
comnodating lengthy articles, the adjustment of such mate
rials reveals an editorial awareness to make the content
of the magazine as fluid and as consistent as possible.

4 The ~ond~~M~ first made use of the supple
ment as a feature in 1732. See C. L. Carlson, .2.£..~cit.,

pp" 91-92" The Qenileman's followed suit the next year.
Of. llpreface tl , GH, LI:fT\'I783) 9 iv, fn.

r-:
~ See Qli, X (May 1740), 250; gr, III, xxx.ii-xxxiv.

6 See npreface tl , GJv1, LI1 (1782); "Preface", G11,
LIll (1783); QI, III, lix:- Occasionally the magazine-could
add additional letter-press. See qM, XLV (Apr. 1775), 160;
GM XLVII (Oct. 1777), 463,ft Such a measure incurred a loss
generally in profits for the price remained stable.

7 The editors used that method to accommodate mate
rials in every section. For example see: Ql1, XLV (Feb.
1775), 83; GM, XLV (Supp. 1775), 639; GM, XLIX (Mar. 1779),
144; GM, L "(Sept. 1780), 433; Qtl, L (NOV. 1780), 528. Cf.
J. M.~uist, Ope ct1., p. 197. For a discussion of the use
and implications of serialization in other works, see R. M.
Wiles, Ser~~ublicati~s in Eng~~nd_~fore 1750.

8 See the Glossary under tleditor"; and Chapter II,
fn. 27, above; and fn. 58 on the question of responsibility.

9 C. 1. Carlson, 2~. cit., p. 57.
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10 npreface", Gr.1~ XVII (1747)"

11 ttPreface H , G!1, L (1780). Cf. IIpreface tl , GJil, VII
(1737); "Preface tl , Gr'l,XI (1741); uPreface ll , GN~ XXII~(1752);
tt:preface lt , QJi~ LII U782); t1preface", Ql;l, LIV{1784)? iv.

12 See the Glossary for a definition of the teTm,
t1 abridgment It 0

13 ~, VIII (Feb. 1738), 61.

14 G1'T, XLIV (~1ay 1774), 204, square brackets. Cf.
GH, XLI (June 1771),248; G!1J:, XLVI (Aug. 1776), 360; ttIndex
lndicatorius", GH, LV (1785"), iv; Gr-l, XJJVII (Dec. 1777)1
589. - ==

15 GM, XLVIII (Nov. 1778), 516. Cf. E. A. Bloom~s
SF article,~~~_£i!o9 p. 556; and, Co L. Oar1son, _22~~2it.,
po 93.

16 GlI, X (rllay 1740), 250. Cf. G11, XLII (Feb. 1772)1
75; GM, L (Apr. 1780),169; "Index Indicatorius ll , Ql:.1, LV
(l'"18-5)~, i v.

17 Gr'l XLVII (Sept. 1777), 441.. Cf. Q!1, XLV (Jan.
1775), 24; QE: XLIX (Mar. 1779), 137.

18 npreface", Ql;1, XIN (1775).

19 The editors omitted many articles, however 7

simply for want of room. See, for example, notices to the
same inGN, XLVI (!·lar. 1776), 124; GH, XLVI (June 1776),
266; (H\l,XLVII (Apr. 1777), 178; Gl\1~X1VII (July 1777), 314.
Even major features could suffer SUch a fate at times. See?
for example, Gtt., 111 (1782). Cf. C. II. Carlson, Ope cit.,
p. 104. -~ ~=-~

20,Ql1, XLV (Oct. 1775), [459J. Cf. Q11, XIJIII (Dec.
1773.), 602.

21 GH, XLIV (Feb. 1774), 67. efe Qkl, XLV (Dec. 1775),
572; Qli, XLVIII (Kar. 1778), [99J.

22 "Preface", XXVI (1756). Cf. llAdverti sement lt , g-r-1,
1 (1782), iii.

23 GM, XLVI (Apr. 1776), 187. See also GM, LIlI
(Oct. 1783)~877 ffo; and S. 1utnick, 0E~ cit., pp. 142, 157,
207-208. Cf.~, L (June 1780), 264.
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24GIv1? XLIV (l1ay 1774-) ~ 198. For the insecure posi
tion of the~ebates see yM, XLVII (Nov~ 1777), 516. Cf~ D.
Do Eddy, £go cit., p. 235; GM, XL (Deco 1770), 578; GM,
XLII (July r(72) ~ 303; .ill:1, XLVII (Oct. 1777), C463].-

25 uPreface", Q!1, xxx (1760).

26 GH, XLVII (May 1777), 237. Of. G·M, XI,IX (Mar.
1'779), 137;'fIndex Indicatorius ll , GN, LV (1785); GIvI, XLIV
(Apr. 1774), 184; and GM, XLVIII (JUly 1778), 326:- For a
general cOI1l..'1lent on. the~effect of timeliness among book re
viewers, see E. A. Bloom's S~ article, ~cit., p. 549 f.
Cf. D. E. Keesey, op. cil., p. 16; O. D. Yost, QP. £}~., p~,

11, with in.

27 npreface\l, SHi, XI (1741) ..

28 "Advertisement", Gl\i, LII (1782), ii. Of. "Pre
face", Ql1, XXVIII (1758)" --

29 GM, XLIX (Sept. 1779), 439. Of. GM XLIX (Aug.
1779), 393 ;-n''rndex Indicatorius", Gr1, LV (1785~, vi.

30 See Q!1, XLV (Ii'Iay 1775), 234·. Of .. GH, XLIII (r1ay
1773), 212; and §tl, L (June 1780), 281.

31 §li, V (Oct. 1735), [6J16.

32 Glil, XIJIX (Apr. 1779), 192. Of. Henry's letter to
S. Fegge, quoted in J. M. Kuist, ~~cit., p. 86.

33 G~, XLIV (June 1774), 248. Cf. Qtl, XLV (May 1775),
239; Gr-1, XLVI (Nov. 1776), 500; Gr·1 L (SuPP .. 1780), 604·;
"IndexlndicatoriusU , GN, LV (1785~, [iiiJ. Cf. Gr-!, L (Apr.
1780), 169.

34 GM, XLIII (Feb. 1773), 66 sQuare brackets. Of ..
GM, XLVI (Mar. 1776), 124; GM, XLVI (Nov. 1776),523; GM,
XLVII (Mar. 1777), 117. -- --

35 HPreface ll , G£'I, LIV (1784), iv.

36 ttPreface tl , mI, XLVIII (1778). Of. "Preface", G}~,
XXVII (1757); tlpreface", GH, XJJIX (1779); and npreface tl GM

( - , -'LIV 1784), iv. For an astute assessment of the Gordon Riots,
see GM, L (Aug. 1780), 269. The Riots had occurred in June and
receIVed some preliminary comment, but the delay between then
and the August issue definitely aided the assessment. For fur
ther discussion of the magazine's advantage over newspapers, see
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S. Lutnick, _Q.P-!-22- t., p. 22; Qi1, XLVII (Oct. 1777L 501;
9-11, XINI (MayTT7bT, 231; C. :E. Carlson, ..9.£. cit., pp. 62 9

84; D. M. Clark, ~it.• , p. 11; S. Lut:ntck, .Q.p. ci_t., p. 9.

37 J. M. Kuist, ~~i~., p. 130 f.

38 GM, XLIX (Dec. 1779),5880 Cf. GIv1, XLI (Mar.
1(71), 104;1G11, XLII (Sept. 17(2), 414; GM,-XLVII (Sept.
17(7), 422; GM, L (Nov. 1(80), 508. --

38 See the first paragraph of that "Advertisement ft ,

Appendix o. Of. tipreface lf , 01'1, XXX (1760). See also J. M.
KUist, ~QJ2.L..c=h~., pp. 114, 12'6u~~

40 Qtl, LIV (1784), iv.

41 GN, XLVIII (Hay 1778) 9 [195].

42 QN, L (Supp. 178~f 604. Cf. Co L. Carlson,
02. ~1., ppo 56-57, 90.

43 nprefaceu , Ql1, VII (1737). Of 0 ill'i, V (Aug. 1(35),
556. For a discussion of poetry alterations, see C. L. Carl
son, ~., po 229.

44 9'1'1, XLVI (Jan. 1776), 20. Cf. Ql:1, XLVI (SuPP.
17(1), 608 •

.45 GM, XLII (Feb. 17(2), 75. Cf. GM, XLIII (May
1(73), 212;'.9l1, XLVI (Apr. 1776), 163; m'1,XLIX (Oct. 1779),
484. Often the editors will ask for complete materials in
order Uto jUdge of their merit H • Of. GT1, XLII (Jan. 1772),
9; GJ.Vl, XLVII ,Supp. 1777) ~ 436; 9"1-1, XLIX (Nov. 17'79), 530;
ll, III, xxx. See also Gtl, XLVII (Supp. 1777), 624; GJ.vl,
L (June 1780), 264. Cf. ilIndex Indicatorius", Q!1, LV""'T1(85),
iv.

46 c. L. Carlson, .£P~ oi ~., P·. 46.

47 GM, XLVIII (Apr. 1778), 152. Cf. GM, XLI (June
17(1), 248;-GM, XLVI (Sept. 1776), 402.

48 GM, XLVII (Nov. 1777), 540-542. Compare the two
entries in G'ff, XIJVII (t.Tane 1777), 33-35; and the several
ones in GI'1,~XLVIII (Apr. 1778), 182. See the uPreface",
GN, LIV Tl'784), iii, for an edl tori.al statement on policy
fOr book revieWing. :bior further discussion see E. A. Bloom's
SF article, 2~. ~i1., 537-563; D. Eo Keesey, 2~~ sit., pp.
13 ff., 171 ff.; J. M. Kuist, ~. ci~., p. 23; and R. D.
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lVlayo, oE..: qi1., p. 176 ff.

49 GH, X (r.1ay 1740),250. Cf. GH, XLVIII (Dec.
1778), 588;G}'~, XLIV (June 1774),24·8; GM, XLII (Sept. 1772),
4·00; GH, XIJVl'Y (Apr. 1777), 168; and ltIndex Indicatorius",
Ql:1, LV(1785), [iii) ..

50 npreface tt , GN, LII (1782). Cf. npreface", Q!:1,
XXIII (1753). --

51 GH, XLIV (~1ar. 1774), 109, square brackets .. Cf.
GM, XLIV (~1ay l7'7!~), 200; GN, XLIX (Sept. 1779), 459; tlpre
fucetl,.9l1XI (1741).

52 "preface", Gt1, XIJIX (1779). Of. GM VIII (Feb.
1738), [59]=61; and llPreface", mi, XXIII (17?'3). For fur
ther discussi on see the "Autobiographylt, Gf:l, CCI (lifov. 1856),
535; C. L. Carlson, ~~., pp. 87, 109o~

53 Qtl, XLVII (Oct. 1777), 472-74. Cf. GM, XLVI (Mar.
1776), 133.

54 GM, XLV (Oct. 1775), 476. Cf. GM, XLVII (Sept.
1777), 433;and GN, L (Dec. 1780), 5'74-5.; E: A. Bloom's·
§E article, 2P~., p. 555 f.; Boswell's ~, I, 71; II,
226; IV, 308.

55 "Autobiography", GH, 001 (Dec. 1856), 668. Cf.
L. Hanson, Government and the-Press (London, 1936), p. 79;
E. A" B1oom~~; £E.:_-.:c~. , pp. 542, 550.

56 GM, XL (July 1770), 298. Cf. GM, X (May 1740),
250; uPrefacetl , ~, xxx (1760); and ID1" XLVI (Feb. 1776),
65; Ill~~t~~ions, VIII, xi.

57 GM, XLVII~(June 1777), 294. Cf. GN, XLII (Dec.
J.772), 552;Gl1, XLIII (Nay 1773), 212; GiYl, XIJVIII (Supp"
1778), 625; E. A. Bloom's SP article9~~,cit., p. 559. See
also GM, XLVIII (Oct. 1778)"; 487; GN, XLIX-COct. 1779), 4·83.- -

58 For background on this particular period see: D.
Jarrett, Britain 1288~lJ1h2 (New York, 1965), pp. 281-88; D.
Marshal1,~e~1\thCenj;ury Eg,g1aE.~ (London, 1968), pp.
348-359, 400, 410-11; Sir Lewis Namier and John Brooke~ The
History of Parliament: rrhe House of Commons 1754=1790 (I;oTi'4
doil;-i964),~r;-ix~7ff., 73-f.r., 80ff.;·R. R. Rea, .T~
El1£.!-l.sh Press in ~_91j.tis:'? 1760-1774 (Lincoln, 1963), pp. 174· u

'187; R. K. "78bb, H~~J.~~gl~~d; foE-om the~hieenth Centur.,.'[
to the Pr~seg1 (New York, 1~b8), pp. ~'., 81 n.
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59 ~, XXXIX (Feb. 1769), 65.

60 GM, XXXIX (Dec. 1769), [563J. See H. S. \'1ood
fall, ed. , Junius's Letter.ll (London, 1772), II, 29~56. Of.
G!'1, XL (Aug .. TI70)~391; Ql1, XL (July 1770),298.

61 The letter appears in Q!1, XL (June 1771), [242J.
ttG - uti refers to Grafton. Junius himself considered that
Grafton letter to be his best worle. See Job.n V/ade, ed.,
The Letters of JUlli"lls (London, 1907), I, 224. Appendix D
contar~letterfu11y quoted. The edition used for the
purposes of comparison and of comp1et:Lng the omitted por-
tions is H. S. Woodfall's, ££. c~~., II, 182-189.

62 See Chapter II, fn. 56, above. Inconsistencies,
hovlever, do occur. Note "1'1 - r n in paragraph four \'1hl1e
paragraph six contains "Hurderu • The references to the let
ter appear following in this study without footnotes unless
the addition of furt;her information warrants the same.

63 The punocuation also functions to sustain that
control"

CHAPTER IV

1 "Prefacon , Qk1, XVII (1747).

2 uI?refaceu 9G~1, XVIII (1748). Cf. Ql1, L (July 1780),
309; "Prefacen , LIV (1'784), iv; and R. D. t-'Iayo, .212.:......£i1., p$
162" See Charts I and II for a breakdo~~ of contents.

3 A. Aronson, liThe Anatomy of Taste: A Note all
eighteenth-Century Periodical Literature", !'1.Iili" LXI (1946),
228 ..

4 Ibid", p. 236. Cf. ibid$' ·P. 234.
- -=-

5 ~, I (Feb. 1731), ?5, an article from the YLe~kll
Regj.s:te..fr' February 6, 1731, t~t1ed "An Essay on Taste in
General. See ,A. Aronson, £p. ci-1., p. 233.

6 "Preface", Lon.don lVla.gazine, XIJ (London, 1771).
See R. D. Mayo, op. ci~., pp. 183, 185-186. .

7 For further discussion see: Ian Watt, The Rise of
.!.he Nov~ (Los Angeles, 1~57), pp. 53-54; R. D. }iayo;~£~it.,
p~ 1~2;: C. D. Yost, op. Clt., p. 17.
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8 GM, XXIV (Mar. 1754), 128. Cf~ C. L. Carlson,
.2.]2. cit., p: 60. See also lIPrefacen , GIll, XVII (1747);
111?refuCe", GM, XVIII (1748); and II)?reface t', GM, (1777).
Many readerslived in forCirn countries 0 See'lt:preface ll ,

GM, XXIII (1753); GM, XLII Dec. 1772),552, Holland);
GM, XLIV (Nar. 1774),124, Spain); G]\'I, XLII Aug .. 1772),
:>55, (New Orelans); ~l, XL Dec. 177OT, 565, ~Bengal, India).
Cf. R. D. Nayo, op. ci.:.!l.., p. 16; and C. D. Yost, .£)2. ci~"!!..,

p. ll~;.

9 tt:Preface", Gl\1, XLVIII (1748). Cf. R. D. l'"f.ayo,
.212..~---22- t ., p. 163" ~~

10 t'iAutobiographyu, GH, CCI (July 1856), 4. }l'or a
discussion of "the legal definition of the term, IlgentlemanH ,

see \'10 A. P [hillips] and X (the Editors], En9xsJ"CL12?ec1J.~:i~
tannica, (1971), X, 112-J13o Cf. Harold Nicholson, Si22.£
'B81-;:lvlOur (London, [1955J), p. 187. Nicholson examines the
'con~c'f~p-fof gentleman 8.S defined in English terms by Braith'=
waite. Of. \L ROberts's J3~10.r.m article, ~0J?~ ci,t., PP. 98
99; C. L. Carlson, 2£~~j~o, p. 200.

11 "Preface", GI\1, LIV (1784), ii:L Cf. R. D. May09
on. cit., p. 162. -
~_...-

12 See GM, XLVI (Dec. 1776), 543; GM, XLIII (Feb.
1773), 82-6; G}f;-XLVIII (May 1778), 224-5;-rrM, XLVIII (Septo
1778) 7 4:::5-6.~~ -

13 "prefaceu , GI'1, XXII (1752). Cf. Q!1, XLIX (Sep-t.,
1779), :152. - -

14 C. L. Carlson, £p. _~it., p. 8. Cf. ~., p. 56;
E. A. n~<OOL'11 s S1' article, .£.E.. ci~~., pp. 552-3.. For further
di5CUOB.lOn. of reasons for anonymity see James Kennedy, ed' 9
Dicticr"~"lhf of AnonXIllous and PseudollX!Q;oUS Engl:i.sh Literature
·nte\~·-,(~i~'l~:<YrLT, -1).=xC- . -- ~-----_.~--

15 GM, XLIII (Supp. 1773), 641-642. Cf. GM, LVII
(J)E:c. 1:~~er;-104~; Ql1, INIII (~e~. 1788)? 122; Ql1-;-.1~VIII
(Jan. 1,LB)t 3-4·, and J. r1. KUlfJt, .212. _Cl~., pp. 118-119.
For the uditorial position in the eighties, see GM, LVIII
(Jan •. I'fee), 4. -

16 "Preface", m'l, XLIX (1779). The problem of i
dentLfyiIif: those \'lriters is a difficult one." See GH, XLIX
(JUlIJ .L'n')), 318; GH, XLIX (Nay 1779), 261-2; Gill, XLII (Sept.
ITf?) ,400 0 .. Cf. n-:-F. Bond, op. cj.t., p. 89; R: Haig, .2.C
s~·, jJ. lLI; GJl1, XLVI (July rnbj, 309. Identification,
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however, is possib1e~ For examples, see Minor Lives, pp.
9-10; GH, VIII (Hov. 1738); GI, III, 1xxiv-lxXVJ..:rr;m1,
XLI (NOV. 1771), 499; Gll, XLr-(Dec. 1771), 546; GM, xtIII
(Nov. 1773),571; GH, xl~III (Dec. 1773), 613; GM:-XLIV (Har.
1774), 136; GM, XLIx (Nov. 1779), 558; and Illustrations,
VIII, x. -~ --- -

17 tlPreface ll , G1'1 XXVI (1756).
--""~,

18 npl'eface lt , Q1'1, LIV (1784), iii. Cf. J. 111:. Kuist,
~~Q~ pe 120.

19 GN, XLVIII (Apr. 1778), 183. Cf. C. D. Yost,
QP.. cit., 1'8;' R. I'L \'/iles, ttI'1iddle-Claf3s Literacy in
E{gIiieenth~Ceni;ur:yEngland: Fresh Advice", in R. F. Bris8en~

den, ed. 9 .§..t~di.e~_~E~~thS.,J;;i~t~lth C"'£J'l,t.u:ril (Canberra, 1968) 9

pp. 4-9-65"

20 A. Aronson, 9,P~ cit., p. 232.

21 GlVI, XLVI (J)ec. 1776) ~ 543. Cf. QM" XLVII (Sept.
1777), 4·33 ;--

22 lIPrefaceH , m,1, XXII (1752).. Cf. ttPreface ll , GH,
VII (1737); tlpreface ll ,-'UI:l, XI,III (1743); lI:preface", GH; xV
(1745); npreface ll , Gr1;, JJXIV (1794), iv; .GM, XL (Apr~ 1775),
168. !or e:Ka1l1ple~{_.of ~wnt~'ib,:-tors w~o \tJ~r: highl~ stat~on~d
personb, see yI, III, lX, in., y~, LIl (~aI. 1782(, 128, GM,
XLVIII (Oct. 17'78) , 44·8; G-ltl, XLVIII (Nov. 1778), 519. Cf.
UAutobiographyU, .Q:ll, CCI tSept. 1856), [267J; I11ustrati.0Jl~'
VIII, xi; E. A. Bloom's book, ~t., (Providence, 1957~
p. 69; C. L. Carlson, 2£~=9l!., pp. 168, 231, 237; and J. M.
Kuist, .£E •. oj-t., p. 142. See also uPrefaceu , G!·1, LIV (1784),
iii.

23 IIpreface tl , CHi, LIV (1784·), iii. For a discussion
of -the profession of a"i1Tiquarian, see ~..2.E...14~, p. [xv] ..

24 For the serialized biography of Pegge appear;i.ng
j.n the Gentleman IS, see Gl-1, LXVI ~June 1796), 4·51-4·54;
(Aug.) ,-b27":=b~COct.),~803-807; (Nov.), 891-895; (Dec.),
979-982; (Supp.), l081~1085. Cf. LA, VI, 224--259; DNB;
lVIinor Lives, pp. [127J-147; J. H. KUist, 2P. cit., P:-"172.

25 An examination of the list of contributions at
the end of the biography in the GentleTI13.n's reveals that he
signed some of his works~ anonJm~~g his own name,
Samuel or S. Pegge; arranged the letters of his name into an
anagram to form a new identity, Paul or P. Gemsege; used tl~
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ftrst letters of The Rector of \1hi ttington, his professional
position, to obtain yet another-personality, tlT. Row"; em
ployed different arrangements of the first and last letters
of his names to disguise himself further as uS.P.t!, tlp.S.".,
up.G.", "P.E.Il, tlG.P.", or "L.E."; finally, adopted pseudo
nyms such as "Vicarius Cantianus ll , "Portius", "S enex ll, tiL.
Echard ll , "A Ploughist", and others. Significantly, what ap
pears to be many correspondents is in fact in his case only
one. If this is true of others, as it is, one concludes,
therefore, that the magaZine was more the domain of a com
paratively smaller nmnber of correspondents than of a great
many persons, a fact that tended to unify ideas and interests
even more o.

26 See Henry's letter to Pegge, quoted in J. M. Kuist,
~~p... c1~0' pp. 84-86.

27 The editors came to refer to materials from cor~
respondents as t11etters to the editor". See QH, XLIV (Nov.
1'774),5120

28 GM? XLII (Dec. 1772), 552. For examples of cor
rections from correspondents, see G~, XLII (Sept. 1772), 416;
GN, XLIX (Mar. 1779), 137; and Qtl, XLIX (July 1779), 354.

29 For further discussion see J. r.1. Kuist, ~. 9

pp. 111 ff., 142, 261, 278, 344.

30 npreface", Gl\1, XXVII (1737). Of. npreface", ill1,
XVIII (1748); and "prefacen , mil, XIX (1749) e See also J. N.
Kuist, ~ ~j~., p. 344. Editorial gratitude Was profuse.
See Gl\i, X lI-1ay 1740), 250; "Preface" 9 Gr-1, XXVI (1756); "Pre
faceV;- ill!, XXVIII (1758); and "Preface-n-; G1'o1, XLVIII (1778) ..

31I1Preface", Gl1, LXIV (1794), iv. Cf. Q!1, X (Hay
1740), 250.

32 "Preface", GH, IJXVII (1777).. See also Gl1, XLIII
(Jan. 1773), 18; Q!1, XLIX (Sept. 1779), 472. Cf. npreface",
ill.1., XVIII (1748); "preface ll , §li, XLVII (17T{) 9~,
p. xi.

33 GM, XLVIII (Jan. 1778), 16. Cf. g~, XLI (Apr.
1771), 152;-and~, L (Dec. 1780), 561. Sometimes the edi
tors passed on or sponsored notes advising or asking for co
operation. See GM, XLVII (JUly 1777), 304; GM, XLVII (Aug.
1777), 389; ~1, XLVIII (J~n. 1778), 16; gu, XLVIII (Feb. 1778),
77; GlVI, XLVIIT (Hal'. 1778), 125. See also GH, XLII (June
17721: 375; GM, XLVII (JUly 1777), 338; Qtl,~ (June 1780), 272.
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34 nprefacen , Ql'1, XII (1742), iVe Cf. "Preface",
GM, LIV (1784), iii; E. A. Bloom's SP article 7 ~ cit.,
P:- 553, fn. 27. See also illi, XLVlIr(Feb. 1778), l).r;-SH·1,
XLVIII (Sept. 1778), 400.

35 For examples representative of the various aspects
of solicitation, see GM, XL (Sept. 1770), [455J; QM, XLVI
(Aug. 1776), 357; GH, XliVIII (Sept. 1778), 400; GN, XLIX
(Mar. 1779), 131; GM, XLIX (Mar. 1779), 137; GM,-r (Apr.
J.780), 187; GIvI, L TJune 1780), 264; G~''I, L (JuYie 1780), 264-;
G-1'I[, IJ (Supp ..1780), 605.. Cf. nprefacel1 , GI"i, XLVII (1777);
QH, XLVIII (May 1778), 200. --

36 npreface tt , Gl'1, LIV (1784), iii.

37 GM, XXV (Jan. 1755), 37. Cf. GI, III, xxxii
xxxiii; GM,~XLVII (Nov. 1777), 516; GM, II-rSupp. 1780), 618~- -

38 GM, XLVI (July 1776), 313. Cf. GM, XL (July 1770),

f292J; QN, XLIX (Dec. 1779) p 597; and IlPreface ll , Gl"l, LrV
1784), iiio Occasionally editorial respon~3 to suggestions

depended on economic considerations .. See GM, XLII ~May 1772),
208; GI1, XLIV (Octo 1774), 463; Ql1, J~ (Mar:-1780) l' 129.

39 See~, L (July 1780),337; GM, XLIV (Mar. 1774),
136. Cf. Co L. Carlson, ~cit., p. 1b9o

40 A. W. Hutton, Ope cit., p. 666. Cf.
Gl\1, XLII (Apr. 1772), 161; Gr-I;- XLIV CJuly 1774), 328; and
J: M. Kuist, £P. ci!., p. Ill.

41 QN, XL (Apr. 1770), 153.

42 GM XLII (Feb. 1772), 59.-'
43 R. D. Mayo, Qp. ci~., p. 322.

44- mi, XLVIII (Supp.. 1778), 644. Of. GJvI, XJJIX (r-iar.
1779), 128.~

45 GM, L (June 1780), 264.

4-6 GM, X]~I (Dec. 1771),532. Cf. uPreface ll , G1\l,
XXVII (1757TTm.l, XIJI (June 1771),24-8; GH, XLVI (Oct-:--1776),
448; Gm, XJJIX "(Hay 1779), 225; ltIndex IndIcatorius ll , GM, IJV
(1785"); [iii] ff. . --

47 GM, XLVIII (Jan. 1778), 16. Cf. Q!'1, XLIII (Har.
1773), 123.-
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48 "Preface", GN, XXVI (1756). Of. "Advertisement" 9

Q!1, LII (1782), ii; npreface ll , LXIV (1794), iv.

4·9 GM, XI;III (Ji'eb. 1773),71. Cf. GT>1, L (Aug. 1780),
374; Illustr~ii~1LI!, VIII, xi; O. L. Oarlson-;-Q,p. ciJ,q p.
240; J. M. Kuist, 2~. c~1., pp. 298, 307 ff. 9 Minor Lives,
p. 54; C. D. Yost, ££. ci1., p. 136.

50 uPreface tl , GH "XXV (1755).-'
51 uPreface", Q,!1, xxv (1755).

52 For authentic reader comment on general subjects
included in the magazine, see GM, XLI (Mar. 1771), 109; GM,
XLIII (Oct. ~773), 499; Ql1, XLVIII (D?c. 177~), 581; Qi~,-
XLVII (.June 1777), 266; GN, XL (Jan. 1770), 38; Gr:T, XLIV
(Apr. 1774·), 161; GH, L "(July 1780), 336; llprefaPce", GM,
:CLIV (1784), iv; GN, XL (Dec. 1770), 583; Gr1, L (Oct.-1780),
460; ~, XLVII (Mar. 1777), 110; G~, XLVII-rAug. 1777), 365.

53 GM, XLIX (Mar. 1779), 132. Cf. GM, XLVI (Mar.
1776), 112;-Q£1, XLVI (July 1776), 309; m'i, XLIX (Oct. 1779),
484. See also J. M. KUist, ~~r1!., pp" 108-109,344·; and
O. D. Yost, Ope cit., p. 113.

54 tiprefacen , GN, XLVII (177'7) ..

55 For further examples of complaints see It]?reface'',
GJ't'[, XLVII (1777); npreface il , .@1, LIl (1782). Of. Q!1, XIJVI
WOVe 1776), 496; Gtb XLVII (Jan. 1777), 13; Ql1, XLVIII (Jun.e
1778), 247; GM, XLIX (Apr. 1779), 173. See also G~, XL (Aug.
1770), 373; GN, XLVII (July 1777), 322; and .Ql1, L '(Nov. 1780),
506. For complaints against the poetry section, see GM, IX
(:£vIaI'. 1739), 157; uPreface ll , GM, XIX (1749); cf 0 c. L7""Carl
son, opo cit., p. 230. For complaints against editorial in
accuracy, see GM, XLVIII (Feb. 1778), 88; GM, XLIV (June
1774), 268 .. Of""';' uPreface tt , QN" VII ~1737);.Q:H, XLIV (Oct.
1774),463.

56 GM, XLV (Aug. 1775), 365-366. See the whole let
ter quoted in Appendix E.

57 Qll, XLVII (Dec. 1777),569. Of. G~, I (Aug. 1731),
319; GM, XLVII (Supp. 1777), 624.

58 "preface tl , m'1, XXII (1752). Of. GM, XLIX (Feb.
1779), 92. For furtherdiscussi.on on the technique of in
fluence see D. M. 01ark, ~to, p. 10 f.; J. M. Kuist,
.2~. cit., pp. 114, 138.
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59 uPreface u , mil, XIII (1743). Cf. "Preface", G1JI,
XVII (17 /}7); "Prefaceil-;-9-H, XIX (1749); "Autobiographyll~
9"111, Cell (Feb. 1857),157; and :L. Hanson, QR. c.it., p. 81.
See also the tipreface 11 , GN, XLVIII (1778) ;IIPreface", .ill}1.
~IV (1784). --

60 uPreface", m'l, :LXI (1791), l:11. Cf. "Preface",
G!vT, XXVIII (1758); uPreface u , Q1'1, XLIV (1774); npreface tt 9

§11., XLVII (1777); H]?reface", Ql':i, IJX (1790), iii; t1preface",
GM, C (1830), v; I~!~~tr~~li~~s, VIII, xi-xii; C. L. Carlson,
~ oi~., p. 196. Readers shared similar views. See, for
example, GH, XIJII (Sept. 1772), 404. Of. GN:, JJ (Oct. 1780),
486. Yet the editors were capable of perceptive criticism
especially of the politioal situation. For examples, see:
GM, XIN (lYlar. 1775),201,305; GI1, XLV (June 1775),295; GIvI,
XLV (Aug. 1775),397,405; G}\1, XLV (Dec. 1775),597; GH, 
XLVI (May 1776),221; Gg, X'~GVI (Sept. 1776), 4-76; GH,-XLVI
(Dec. 1776), 573; G-lV[, XIJVII (Nov. 1777), 549; GN, XLVIII
(Sept. 1778), 413-Itf; m:l, XINI1I (Oct. 1778), 489; Gf>1, XllVIII
(Supp. 1778),629-38; G\Vl, 11 (Jan. 1780), 31-32; GH-;-I,I
(July 1780), 337; Qll, l.Ir \.~·eD. 1782), 82-83; QI1,LIII (]'eb.
1783),145,155. For important discussion of press opinion
in general on the political climate in the eighteenth cen=
tury see: D. r1. Cle..rIt, 2.:r.:'.-2i1.; s. Lutnick, ~.; R. lL
Rea, .2.E.:-=ci t .; R. :0. Spector, ~}:i;.~b; J!lli.£.s~.E~L~~Eio.s-li2.?-ls
and_-!.t~.lJr~.§-.~JL.2.f.J~Rotl].t~B:.-~l~in.P':i-t he ~£Y!:P-r::llE..s i Waf (l-rague,
PB:ris, 1966). See a~so. 31:[' Lewis Namier ~ ~d i.n .!E-e Ap,,=e
of the American ReyolutJ_on (London, 1961); and J. Steven wat~

son, !lie]reTt;ll.RJt~~~~JLL17.l~Q::l-"?15(Oxford, 1960).

61 'lAdvertisementH , GN, IJII (1782)0 Cf. Gr-'c, XLVI .
(Feb. 1776), 56. See alBO "'Preface", Gr-'I, XIV (17-54); tlPre_
face", m![, LIV (1784), iv; Illustr8-tiolls, VIII, xii: C. L.
Carlson~.2.R:..-ci:!i.., p. 164·, 1b'rr- CCQi'1, XL (Feb.' 1770) ,
66; and GN, XLIV (Jano"1774), 8~

62 Donald A. Stauffer, 1'11.e Art of B:Logr:aphL~n
B.i.f~!.eenth-C~ll~-:X_.;~E£l;.~Ecd (Princeton, 1941), 508. Using
the guidelines prov:Lded by James C. Johnston, BiOgraPh!:
!he Lit~rayure of }~~1~1X (New York, Londo~-rI927 ;,
pp. xiii f., 285 ff., one finds biographical information
permeating the magazine. Cf. Harle Longacre, Eng}J_sh Bio
,gra.phy _in Y.he Ei&lJ:..9~Q..~~ (Philadelphia, 1-93'1")-;-pp.
477-512.

63 ItPreface lt , GN, XII (1742), [iii] -iv. Of. ~~Pre
face ll , Q1:1, LXIV (1794), iv; l1}l1p.!-:j:Jives, [xvJ-xvi; C. L.
Carlson, .22_:, c~J.., p. 134; S. A. Burroughs, .2.p... ~cU., pp.
1-3, 67, 180.
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64 Qtl, L (July 1780),310. Of. OM, L (June 1780),
263; GM, LIl (1782), iii; David Henry's Letter to Samuel
Pegge:-q~oted by J. M. Kuist, £R~ oi1., p. 84. For a ful~
ler discussion of prose fiction in the magazine, see R. D.
Mayo, £R..ci1., expecial1y pp. 9, 165-166, 180. Cf. C. L.
Carlson, .£l?..2 ct.1· 9 127.

65 GH, XLVIII (Nov. 1738), 600. Cf. "Preface", G"!"1,
LIV (l784),-:rv. For the type, quality and quantity of the
magazine's verse, see C. D. Yost, QP~_citq especially pp.
7-8, 17, 31, 36, 50, 63, 98, Ill, J-:20-, 137,· 138 ffd and C.
L. Carlson, ~~ cit., pp. 203, 238.

66 ltPreface tl m'l LIV (1784·) i v., -' ,
67 ON, X]~VII (June 1777), 294. Of. HPreface\l GN

XXIV (1754);tipreface tl , Gt1, LV (1785). ' -'

68 GM, XL (Oct. 1770), 454. For other examples of
such direct-advertising see ill1, XI (Apr. 1741), 215; GM,
XXXV (May 1765), 230-1; GM, XXXVII (Feb. l7G7) , 86; GM,
XLV (May 1775), 245-6; Gfi; XLV (July 1775), 339; GM,-XLVII
(Mar. 1777), 134-6; GH,o·XLVIII (Oct. 1778),464. ]'or fur
ther discussion, see-C. -L. Carlson, Ope cit., pp. 53, 229
230; B. A. Bloom's SE article, 2P~J[f~P. 543, 556, 560;
D. E. Keesey, ~. p~~., pp. 25, 33, 44, 90, 217 f.; J. M.
Kuist, ~., pp. viii, 149, 258-259, 266-268, 34-4.

69 OM, XL (June 1'770), 259. Cf. GM, XLII (Sept.
1772), 4·00 e-

70 §N, XL (Apr. 1771),152.

71 OM, XLIV (Nov. 1774), 520. For other examples,
see GM, XL \Dec. 1770), 584; GM, XLI (June 1771), 248; GM,
XLI truly 1771), 296; GM, XLVII (June 1777), 294. --

72 The problem of identifying editors' work in the
magazine is similar to that of correspondents. See fn. 16
above. For E. Oave, Bee the "Autobiographyll, G}\~, 0011 (Apr.
1857),386. For examples of the use of stylistic analysis
to identify authorship especially in the case of Samuel
Johnson, see A. Sherbo, op._ci!.; L. F. Powell, 2P.. cit.;
.and E. A. Bloom's book, 2P...0i!., Appendix A, p. [249J ff.
For David Henry, see LA, III, 425; Boswellts Life, 11 Indextl,
VI, under ttHenry, Daviei'"; GH, XLII (Har. 1772T004. For
Hawkesworth, see D. D. Edd~ £E. _ctt., especially PP. 224,
229, 234, 236. Cf. GM, L (May 1780 9 241-2; and GM, L (June
1780), 279. The editors often took pains to avoid having
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correspondents use the same signature as otherS0 See GM,
XJJI (tTune 17'71), 24S$ Of. the llAutobiography", GH, Cell
(Mar. 1857), 284 fn$ f., 287; D. D. Eddy, 2E~" p. 224.
For John Duncombe as "Crito", see GI, III, lxvi; Hinor
LivRS, p. 86. For Richard Gough, see GI, III, lxvl; GM,
'XL TJ';ug .. 1770),374; GM XLI (July 1771T;' 315-7. For 'John
Nichols, see LA, VI, b2S; Minor Lives,p. 179.. The ruse of
disguise seryed basically 8.S a meansof exercising influence
without risking public censure.

73 David Henry Vias interested in the theory and
practice of agriculture and discussions of his work often
appeared in the magazine. See, for example, G~, XLI (Nov.
1771), 505-9; GM, XLI (Dec. 1771), 352-550 Cf. LA, III 424
f.; J. 11. Kui8~t, 0P.... cit .. , pp. 110, 138. --

74 D. E. Keesey, .£E. cit q p. 113. Cf. Gl\1, XIJIII
(tTUl18 1773), 286-90; J. H. 'KUist', 212. ci.t., pp. 28, 126 fL..,
13B=9"

75 l!'or examples of J' ohn Duncombe I s works discussed
and criticized in the magazine, see GM, XLVIII (Mar. 1778),
131-2. GJ'.'lXLVIII (Apr. 177S) , 176; GM~XLIV (Sept. 1774),
431·~2; Urii', XI)I (Hov .. 1771), 488-90;-Gt1, XLI (Dec. 1771),
535·~r53·IT; QT''[, XLIV (:Peb. 1774), 83-51 Qll, XLVIII (Zfan. 17'78),
37; GN XJJVIII (Apr. 1778), 152; GH, L (Aug. 1780)? 374-; Gl\1,
L (l~lar. 1780), 120. - ~~

76 QI, III, lxvi.

77 For a discussion of Nichols attributes, see
Illustrations, VIII, vi-vii, ix-x, xviii, xx-xxi, xxiii
X'Xiv; .~:~, p. [283J; J. M. Kuist, .£p. c,:h!.? p. 92.

78 1\1inor Lives, p. xxxii. }ilo!' further discussion of
Nichols's frrends,<~see GN, L (July 1780),330-3; GM, L (Sept.
1780). 425·=30; Illustrations, VIII, xiii-xj.v; Niner Lives,
pp. x~iii, xxviT;"-4, 243="24'f., 24·56, (275); E. Hart {s Pfn:f
art:lcle, .9.1L•.<::.i.t., p. 393; and A. H. Smith, .op. ci1., p. 176.

79 See GM, XLIX (June 1779), 312-313; GM, XLIX (July
1779), 362-364;G1\1, XLIX (Aug. 1779), 453-45'7;GI'I, XIJIX
(Sept. 1779), 505-507; GM, XLIX (Oct. 1779), 549-552; ffi1,
XJJIX (Nov. 1779),598-601. See also: LA, II, 550; Illnutra
tiona, VIII, xiii; S. A. Burroughs, op:-ci!., p. S8:--1~
rnor-einformation on Nichols's printing esti':iblishment see: E.
Hart's ]ucl\:'.Il:U·l R~ie."/ article, ,£.j7. c:i.:..!., . p. 233 ff.; and.
A. H. Smith, .oP. gj..1., especially p. 175.

SO The Bowyer press, which Nichols inherited in 1777,
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had been as far back as 1729 the Printer of the Votes of the
House of Commons, a contract held until 1939, a fact that
placed some restrictions on political comment under Nicholsts
maxlligement of the magazineo See LA, I, 392; III, 39-43. Cf.
A. H. Smith, 0oE' ci1., p. 180; S .Lutnick, .2J2.~-.9i!. 9 p. 7.

81 Jllustra1~, VIII, xiii.

82 E. Hart's Buckn~:l) Rev~~,~_~~ article, .Q.E.:......£.tt., p"
238. ]\or a di sdainful comment on Nichols by Horace \'lalpole,
see g.Q!'~_C?e_WB:.lJ?.0l~~Cor££.~~..2_ewi'lli~vVil~t~rn_1'1~~~~2!1, II,
Volume 29 of the yale Ed}.tig11 of_..1I£~"ce !{.8:".lpOl..£ 9 s ~l£rre~~pol1
.9:~nca (New Haven, 1955), 292.

The source of comparison is basically S. A.
Burroughs, .oP· _£i~ ..

86 GM, XLVIII (Oct. 1778), 454.
87 . .D. A. Stauffer, 2E. 011., p. 239, criticizes

Nichols's use of anecdotes. Cf. ibid., p. 491. See also
S. A. Burroughs, QP. cit., pp. 26~ 87, 254. Cf. C. R.
Tracy, Il(Tohnson and the Art of Anecdote ll , ]lli'~~~r:si ty -.£f
!o~~to ~u~rterl~, XV (Oct. 1945), 86-92.

88 Qtl, XLVIII (Dec. 1778), 570.

89 For exa~ples, see the footnotes on Mr. William
Clarke, GM, XLVIII (Sept. 1778),410, and the one on Robert
Jenkin, ~, XLVIII (Dec. 1778), 570.

go GM, XLVIII (Dec. 1778), 572. For a discussion of
truth, its pUblic and pri-vate aspects, in the presentation of
eighteenth-century magazine biography, see S. A. Burroughs,
Ope c!~., pp. 6, 11, 247, 262. Of. E. Hart, in Minor L~ves,
p. XX1li.

83 GM, XLVIII (Sept. 1778), 409-412; GI1, XIJVIII
(Oct. 1778)-;=449-456; GI\l, XLVIII (NOV6 1778),513-516; Gr,T,
XLVIII (Deo. 1778), 569=574. Cf. GH, X]~VIII (July 1778T;
310; and GIvI, XIJVIII (Aug. 1778), 344. That vlOrk grew over
the years-into the multi-volumed k~~arY...JI.~?d?~'?_~t.JP.;.~.
!i.8P.:.:!i!: t:.1}1!1 Cen"b-F..l and its 0ontinuat i on , TId..~;~ir.:a t:h2.~JL~f
.of~t~_itera!,"'y' Hist.9_rL-0f the ];~igh~Geel1:th C.vI!::~2~' :b'or fur·
ther bibliographical details, see ~~~, VIII, xvi 9

xx; A. Dobson, ~l~" p. 213.

84~, XLVIII (Sept. 1778), 409.
85



GLOSSARY

Abri.dgment: A condensed version of a vlork of fiction, not
greatly reduced in scale. Most abridgments followed more
or less the author's own vwrding, and, therefore, attempted
to afford the same pleasures as the original. From R. D.
Mayo, ~R.__ci1., Glossary. He also says, p. 239, that: A
bridgments were always intended to have interest in them
selves, as imaginative works, at the same time that they
also figured as condensations of new books. GM, VIII
(:Bleb. 1738), 61, comments: ltArgumellt is the C'Fl:Lef Object
of an Abridger. n Cf. "preface ll , G1"1, LII (1782); Boswellis
Lif~, I, 71; II, 226; IV, 308. --

Article: A literary composition forming materially a part of
a journal, magazine, encyclol1a3 dia or other collection,
but treating a specific topic distinctly and independentlyo
From the .OED. TrJ.e "preface tl , 9-N, XVI (1747), says: "They
justly expect that the ar"ticlas in our 1\1agazine should not
be such as may be gather'd from every stall, but new, or
curious, relative to the design, and tending to general
information."

Author: 1. The first beginner or mover of any thing; he to
whom any thing owes its original. 2. The efficient; he
that effects or produces any thing.. 3. 'rhe first writer
of any thing; distinct from the translator or compiler.
From Johnson' s Pi.S~1.2EE:.:II' The "Advertisement ll

, t;larch,
1731, points ou't;: lithe Author will think himself oblig'd
to such Persons who shall give him a true state of any
Transaction erroneously publish'd in the Papersu •

Compiler: A collector; one who forms a composition from
various au.thors. :B"'rom Johnson's Dictionar;y:. See the
nprefacetl, Ql1, LXI (1791). - ~--...l.

Edit: To prepare, set in order for publication. From John
son's pjct~onary. Similar words are: to oversee, to direct,
to conduct, to compile, to collate, to revise, to emend.

Editor: He that reyises or prepares any work for publication ..
From Johnson's Dictionary. One who prepares the literary
work of another person, or number of persons for publica
tion, b;r selecting, revising and arranging the material;
One who conducts a newspaper publication. From the OED.
Similar words are: author, compiler. R. Haig, op. cit7;

136
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defines the word thus: lithe name of the man responsible
for selecting and synthesizing". The term makes an early
appearance in the npreface tl , GH, XI (1741): liTo render
this Variety the greater, we resolved to make our Collec~
tion more in Quantity than any other Editors .. t1

Epitome: A highly condensed summary of a work of fiotion, in
tended chiefly' to acquaint readers wi th the fable of the
book. From R. D. Nayo, .£.p... cU, 'rho tlpreface", Q!.1, XVII
(1757), says: tlvie have not extracted uncOlmected parts,
but have given an epitome of the whole."

Extract: A selection usually from a book in the form of a
direct quotation for the purpose of illustrating ..

Essay: A loose sally of the mind; an irregular indigested
plece, not a regular and orderly composition. From John=
son's D~.~. A composition of moderate length on
any particular subject or branch of a subject; originally
implying want of finish ....but now said of a comp081.tion
more or less elaborate in style, though limited in range.
]'rom the .Qp}2.

Historical Miscellany: A type of miscellany that attempted
to record contemporary t1historyti, by summarizing the news,
and keeping readers informed on parliamentary affairs, new
advances in science and learning, and contemporary opinion
on a broad fr.ont. From R~ Do Mayo, 0Eo cite

Impartial: Equitable; free from regard to party, indifferent,
disinterested, equal in distribution of justice; just. It
is used as well of action as personse From Johnson's Dic
tionary. Not partial; not fav01ITing one party or side-=
more"~illn another; unprejudiced, unbiased, fair, just,
equitable. From the OED \'lith an example from Junius's
Letter No. X:XXV, l769T'fTheir sovereign, if not favourable
to their causs, at least was impartialo tl

Journal: A daily newspaper or other publication; hence, by
extension: Any periodical publication containing news or
dealing with matters of current interest in any particuiar
sphere. From the OED. Nichols, GI, III, xxxvii, quotes
Johnson as saying:-wf tlnnk the insertion of the exact
dates of the most important events, in the margin, or of
so many events as may enable the reader to regulate the
order of facts with exactness, the proper medium between
a Journal, which as regard only to time, and a History,
which ranges facts according to their dependence on each
other, and postpones or anticipates according to the con-
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venience of narration."

Magazine: Of late this word has signified a miscellaneous
pamphlet, from a periodical miscellany named the Gentle
!I.an's IVla,.gaziXl~, by Edward Cave. From Jolmson's JlIC-tI'ona:J1l>
A periodical publication containing articles by various
writers; chiefly, a periodical publication intended for
general rather than learned or professional readers, con
sisting of a miscellany of critical and descriptive arti
cles, essays, works of fiction. From the OED. Cf. the
"Autobiography", GN, CCI (July 1856), 8 • ......-...

Miscellany: Referring to a periodical; a serial collection
of writings on several subjects or in several manners, de
signed to amuse and inform a somewhat general audience of
readers. From R. D. Nayo, £:p. c~.t. In his study lilt is
used exclusively to denote periodical publications like the
Ge~tlem~y':~'3 Journal, the G~2§1l!s r'la&.a~J.p..-£•.•\'-111ich
"Offered a flexi~combinationof poems, stories, essays,
letters, and informational articles, some original, some
collected from outside sources, or translated from foreign
literature. Because of the dominant position of the Gen
.i1...~!.l,~~vtagaz)l!2.among eighteenth-century serial pUbrrca~
ti ons ~ the term magazine lVas frequently synonymous"'i th
miscellany. II

Periodical: The periodical is usually a series of numbered
and dated issues produced under a continuing title on a
definite frequency for an indefinite period. It differs
from a collection of related pamphlets or allied books
in its very periodicity, and from its older, often mer
curial, brother-in-print the newspaper in that the lat
ter is more concerned with momentary matters and proceeds
on a less leisurely course. The periodical is a publish
ing enterprise with editorial problems of contents and
methods and deadlines, with business problems of produc
tion and circulation and solvency. Every issue of a peri
odical i.s a unit in serial.izationsubject to the limita
tions and challenges of date, length, format, audience,
purpose, material, techniques, editorship, authorship,
and temper of the time; each number is a part of a whole.
From Richmond P. Bond, Studies in the Early En~lish Perio
stical (Chapel Hill, [19-57J1-;- p. (3J. ·u_. -~--

Policy: In reference to conduct or action generally: Prudent,
expedient, or advantageous procedure; prudent or politic
course of action; also as a quality of the agent; sagacity,
shreWdness, artfulness. From the OED. The editors of the
,Gentl_eman '_s generally used the words, "plan" or limethod II
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to refer to their policy.

Publisher: One who puts out a book to the world. From John
son's Diction?:F.JL. The OE_D terms that definition rare now.
They do, hOltJever, give this quotation from Dyche and Par
don, 1740: Publisher•••among the Book-sellers, is one
that has his name put at the bottom of pamphlets, news
papers ••• though the property is in another person, to
whom he is accountable for the f:lale. • • ..

Review: A form of surrogate magazine fiction, very popular
in the miscellanies, consisting of a summary of a new
"fOrk of fiction, "specimens", and a few critical com
ments. . • • The " r evievll is distinguished from the epi~

tome in being prefaced with a bibliographical citation
giving the title of the work, its pubb.sher and price.
From Ro D. Mayo, ~.~.



APPENDIX A

LIST OF SELECTED DATES

1731 - Founding of the Ge£1le~an's Ma&s~~n~ by Edward Cave.

1732 - Founding of the ~!l-9-_q,!lJ1.§.ga~i.ll.~'

1749 - Founding of the ~~~iew by Ralph Griffiths.

1754 - January 10 - Dea.th of Edward Cave (b. 1691). David
Henry and Richard Cave take over the management of
the magazine"

1755 - January 1 - One-twelfth share of the GE-1ntleman' s
sold to F. Newbery via Benjamin Col1in:s:='~See C.
Welsh, ~1., pp. 84-85.

1756 - FOilllding of the 9r2tical-Revi~.

1765 - The Book Review section becomes a regular feature in
the April issue of the magazine under the guidance
of Dr. John Hawkesworth.

1766 - Death of Mr. Richard Cave, nephew of Edward. David
Henry relinquishes the actlml profession of a Print
er and assigns others to print the magazine for him.

1769 C~ Saturday, January 2 - The first letter signed Junius
is printed in the Publi;.£"~ti~~.

1770 - The editors resume the publication of the debates in
Parliament as a regular feature. In 1772 they openly
enti-t1e them Uthe Debates in Parliamen'tu • By 1783,
the practice of printing the names of the speakers
with blames and dashes is entirely dropped.

1771 - February and March - The House of Commons orders eight
printers to attend at the bar on a charge of breach
of privilege, in publishing reports of debates.

December - David Bond becomes the sole printer of the
Gentleman's until June of 1778.

1772 - The Complete English ]larme r publi shed. (Written anon
--ymously·by David Henry'.) See GN, XLI (Nov. 1771), 505-9c

140
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The Rev. John Dilllcombe becomes the major book re
viewer, a position he is to hold until his death in
1786. See gr, III, lxxii.

1175 - 1783 - The American Revolution.

1778 - JJle ]3_JZ.~:t: r'I~oi~.....££Jtr Q Bp\v.y~, wri tten by John Ni
chols and privately circulated.

August - Jorm Nichols buys into the Gentleman's and
beg1ns his important role \'1i th it. ·-Se=e};f;-vI, 628.

1780 - June 8 - Francis, nephew to John, Newbery dies. His
wife, Elizabeth, carries ontte business.

Gordon Riots.
September - D. Bond's lease of the gate expires. See
m:.~.EdspiJ2' p. 6 e

1181 - The printing of the magazine entirely removed to Oi
cerots Head, the site of John Nichols's printing
establishment.

1783 .= The magazine expands in length to tvlO yearly bOillld
volumes.

1786 - !!lay 7 - A fire in Ludgate Street consumes Nrs. Nevl
bery's shop.

1791 - David Henry formally turns over to JOM Nichols the
"whole and entire managemtll of the G:entl~.E§p's. See
tli llor TAi"Z~, p. 234.

1792 - Death of David Henry (b. 1709). Nichols becomes sole
ly responsible for the magazine.

1808 - February 8 - Fire destroyed the printing establiswJent
of John Nichols.

1826 - Death of John Nichols (b. Feb. 2, 1144/5).

1868 - A radical change in editorial policy leads to a fur
ther decline in prosperity.

1907 -The magazine becomes a title only.



NOTE ON DATING

nChesterfieldfs Act" (24 Geo. II, c. 23.) passed

Parliament in March 1751. It enacted that the following

first of January should be the first day of 1752 and that

the seoond of Septem1)er 1752 should be followed by September

14-, 1752. Previous to that aot, Great Britain and Ireland

had legally reckoned the beginning of the new year as the

25th March (Lady f s Da~r ~= the Feast of the Annuncia tion) •

That Act did not significantly affect the G~tlen~~~~ for

the magazine fo11oi'led the general practice of most of the

nation in referring to January 1st as the change in the new

year. Thus the editors thought of the periodical's first

issue a8 January, 1731 (New Style) as opposed to 1730 (Old

Style). liTew Style had frequently been used as early as the

latter part of the seventeenth century in England although

the continent had used the newer system earlier. In refer

ence to the list of seleoted dates above, all appear in New

Style unless otherwise indicated. See C. R.. Cheney, ~

~s. of_1?_S:.tes f0:r:...:St~2E-_i~.s .£f Eng].:h,sh.. H~stor~ (1955).
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APPENDIX B*

Advertisement in the Universal Spectator

for

January 30, 1731

In a few Days will be Publish'd, Number 1
for January, 1731

The Gentleman's Magazine: or Trader's Monthly
IntelligenoeI': Being a Oollection of

Matters of InfoI'matj.on and Amusement: Oom
priz'd under the following Heads, viz~

Publick Affairs, Poreign and Domestick,
Births, Marriages, and ])ea ths of Eminent Persons 9

Preferments, Ecclesiastical and Civilo
Prices of Goods, Grain and Stocks.

Bankrupts declar'd and Books Publish'd
Pieces of Humour and Poetry

Disputes in Politicks and Learning.
Lists of the OiviI and f/1iIi tary Establisbment.

And Whatever is worth quoting from the
Numerous Papers of News and Entertainment, British

and Foreign; or shall be communicated
proper for Publication.

With Instructions in Gardening, and the Fairs for
February"

By Sylvanus Urban of Aldermanbury, Gent.
Prodesse et Delectare.

Printed for A. Dodd without Temple-Bar. Price 6de

----~----------------,--_.---------
*. Quoted by O. Lennart Carlson, !F~ XiFst Ma~az~ne (PrOVi

dence, 1938), p. 30.
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APPElmIX C

"Advcrtiscrnentlt, reverse side of the ti tle--page, Jl1arch,
1731, issue of the G;entleTJ1&~~Jl~.l3~~:ing.•

A D V E R TIS E MEN T~

It has been unexceptionably advanced, that a good
itbriq,gment of t11e J.J8.W is more intelligible than the 8ta
tufes a'"tTarge; so a nice rif.9.9-~1 is a8 E"mtertaining as the
Original, and a true .§,l-2~_c:i.E.~EX?: as sati. sfactory as the whole
:!?arcel: This may serve to illustrate the Heasonableness of
our :present Undertaking, \'fhich in tl1.8 first place is to
give Honthly a Vie1.'1 of all the I'ieces of""VITt, 12El}lC2,.ur ~ or
Intelligence, daily offerld to the Publick in the News
Papers, (which of late are so multiply'd, as to render it
impossible, unless a man makes it a business, to consult
them all) and in the next place we shall join therevYith
some other matters of~U8e or Amusement tbat \'1ill be com
municated to us.

Upon calculating the Number of News-Papers, 'tis
fOUJ:lCl that (besideB divers vlri tten Account::-;) no less than
200 Half-sheets per Month are thrown from the Press only
iil=London, and about as many printed elsewhere in the
ThreeITngdoms; a considerable Part of vlhj_ch constantly
exhibit Essays on various Subjectr:; for ErrGertainrnent; and
all the rest, occasionally oblige their Readers with a
greeable Pieces of Poetry, valuable Receipts in Physick,
Dissertations on Trade, Revolutions in Kingdoms, Secrets
in .Art or Nature, Criticisms in LiteI'atu~1(;, Essays on
Government, and Proposals of Public Concern, commu.nicated
to the World by Persons of Capacity thro' their Means: so
that they are become the chief ObB.rmels of Amusement and
Intelligence. But then being only loose Papers, uncer
tainly scatter'd about, it often happe1ll3, that many things
deserving Attention, contained in thorn, are only seen by
Accident, and others not sufficiently publish'd or pre
served for universal Benefit and Information.

This Consideration has induced several Gentlemen to
promote a r10nthly Collection, to treasure up, as in a :lYla.ga
zine, the most remarkable Pieces on the Subjects above4ilen
tIQii'd, or at least impartial Abridgments thereof, as a
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Method much better calculated to preserve those Things
that are curious, than that of transcribing.

In pursuance whereof, and the Encouragement already
given, this Work will be continued, shall appear earlier,
and contain more than formor Monthly Books of the same Price.

As all possible Care will be taken to avoid the
Mistakes incident to ill1dertakings of this kind, so the
Author will think himself oblig'd to such Persons who
shall give him a true state of any Transaction erroneously
publish'd in the Papers, or shall please to communicate
any Pieces of vIi t or Entertainment proper to be inserted;
directing for him at the British Coffee-house in Finch
Lane, near the Royal Excb':-i'n1&e, or that at st. J oh'i1:"SGate ,
'Clerkenvlello --- e - >

---_.._-~--_.--,----~------

'rho t1Advertisement tl appears from all available evi
dence to be the original for March, 1131. See W. B. Todd,
"A Bibliographical Acoo1.U1t of .~ll~_J~:.~ll:~].~~n's ~agazJp~,
1731-175411 , SB, XVIII (1965), 81-93. 'fhe passage appears
originally in-italics with the underlined portions in
Homan type. A comparison between the "Advertisement ll

quoted here and the "Preface ll , G]\'I, I (1731) reveals changes,
for example, in wording, p1.U1ctuation and capitalization.



APPENDIX D

II JmnUS 's Letter to his Grace the Duke of G[raftoJN.1l

~tl~£.~JlJIaga,g;An~,XLI (tJune 1771), [242J 0

My Lord,

The profound respect I bear to the gracious Prince
who governs this country with no less honour to himself
than satisfaction to his subjects, and Viho restores you to
rank under his standard, wj.ll save you from a multi tude of
reproaches. [The attention I should ht.9.ve paid to your
failings is invollmtarily attracted to the hand·that re
vla:r:ds them; and though I am not so partial to the royal
judgment as to affirm that the favour of a king can remove
mountains of infamy, it serves to lessen at least, for un
doubtedly it divides, the burden. While I remember how
much is due to his sacred character, I oannot, with any
decent appearance-of propriety, oall you the meanest and
the basest fellow in the kingdom. I protest, my Lord, I
do not think you so. You will have a dangerous rival in
that kind of fame to which you have hitherto so happily
directed your ambition, as long as there is one man living
who thinks you worthy of his oonfidence, and fit to be
trusted with any share in his government.]

I confess you have great intrinsic merit; but take
care you do not value it too highly. Consider how much of
it would have been lost to the world, if the K - had not
graciously affixed his stamp, and given it currency among
his subjects. If it be true that a virtuous man, struggling
with adversity, be a soene worthy of the Gods, the glorious
contention, between you and the best of Princes, deserves
an audience equally respectable. [I think I already see
other gods rising to behold it~J

But this language is too mild for the ocoasion.
The K - is determined, that our abilities shall not be
lost to society. The perpetration and desoription of new
crimes will find employment for us both. My Lord, if the
persons, who have been loudest in their professions of
patriotism, had done their duty to the public with the
same zeal and perseverance that I did, I will not assert
that Goverrunent would have reoovered its dignity, but at
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least our gracious S - n must have spared his subjects this
last insult, which, if there be any feeling left among us,
they will resent more than even the real injuries they re
ceived from every measure of your Grace's Administration.
In vain would he rmve looked round him for another charac
ter so conslurrmate as yours. Lord M - d shrillics from his
principles; - his ideas of Government perhaps go farther
than your own, but his heart disgraces the theory of his
understanding. - 0 - F - x is yet in blossom; and as for
1'11'. W .- rb .- e, there is something about him \'lhich even
treachery cannot trust. For the present therefore, the
best of Princes must have contented himself wi th IJord S ~ h.
- You "/Quld long since have received your final dismission
and reward; and I, my Lord, who do not esteem you the more
for the high office you possess, would willingly have fol
lowed you to your retirement. There is surely something
singularly benevolent in the character of our S - n. From
the moment he ascended the Throne, there is no crime of
vlhich human na.ture is capable (and I call upon the Record=
er to witness it) that has not appeared venial in his
sight. VTi th any other Prince, the sllr'lmeful desertion of
him, in the mtdst of that distress, which you alone had
created, - in the very crisis of danger, when he fancied
he sal''' the '1:hrone already surrounded by men of virtue and
abilities~ would have outweighed the memory of all your
former services. But his N - Y is full of justice and
understands the doctrine of compensations. He remembers
with gratitude how soon you had accolnmodated your morals
to the necessities of his service; - how chearfully you
had abandoned the engagements of private friendship and re
noullcecl the most solemn professions to the pUblic. The
sacrifice of Lord C - ill VlaS not lost upon him. Even the
cO\-'1ardice and perfidy of deserting him may have done you
no disservice in his esteem. The instance was painfUl,
but the principle might please.

You. did not neglect the Nagistrate, v/hile you
flattered the Man~ The expulAion of Mr. Wilkes predeter
mined in the Oablnet; - the povver of depriving the subject
of his Birthright attributed to a resolution of one branch
of the Legislature; - the Constitution impudently inva.ded
by the H - of C - s; - the right of defending it trea
cherously renolUlced by the II - of L - ds: - These are the
strokes, my Lord, which in the present reign, recommend to
office, and constitute a Hinister. [They would have de
termined your sovereign's jUdgment if they had made no im
pression upon his heart.] We need not look for any other
species of merit to account for the K - g's taking the
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earliest opportunity to recall you to his councils. Yet
you have other merit in abundance. - Mr. Hine, - the TIill{e
of Portland, - and Mr. Yorke. - Breach of Trust, Robbery,
and f1 - r. You V/ould thinl{ it a compliment to your gal
lantry, if I added Rape to the cata1ogue;- but the stile
of your amours secures you from resistance. I know how
well these several cbarges have been defended. In the
first ins"tance, the Breach of trust is supposed to have
been its own revlard. Mr. B\':'adshaw affirms upon his honour
(and so may the gifts of smiling never depart from himl)
tl:k9. t you reserved no part of l'1r. Hine I s purchase money for
your own use, but that every shilling of it was scrupu
lously paid to Governor Burgoyne. - Make haste, my Lord;
- another patent, applied in time, may keep the OAKS in
you [sfc] family. - If not, Birnham \'lood, I fear, must
come to the ~ni.

The Duke of Portland was in life your earliest
friend. In defence of his property he had nothing to
plead, but equity against Sir James Lowther, and prescrip
tion against the Cro\vn. You felt for your f~iend; but
the law must take its course. Posteri ty will scarce'13'e
IreVetha-t-17ord -if - e 's sori=in-lai'l had barely interest
enough at the Treasury to get his Grant compleated before
the General Election.

Enough has been said of that detestable transaction,
which ended in the death of Mr. Yorke. - I calUlot speak of
it without horror and compassion. - To excuse yourself,
you publicly impeach your accomplice, and to h~~ mind per
haps the accusation may be flattery. But in Murder you
are both principals. [It was once a question of emulation,
and if the event had not disappointed the immediate schemes
of the closet, it might still have been a hopeful subject
of jest and merriment between you.]

This letter, my Lord, is only a preface to my
future correspondence. The remainder of the summer shall
be dedicated to your amusement. For I mean now and then
to relieve the severity of your morning studies, and to
prepare you for the business of the day. [Without pretend
ing to more than Mr. BT~dshawls sincerity, you may rely
upon my attachment as long as you are in office.]

Will your Grace forgive me, if I venture to express
some anxiety for a man, whom I know you do not love? My
Lord W - h has cowardice to plead, and u desertion of a
later date than your own. You know the Privy Seal was in-
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tended for him; and if you consider the dignity of the post
he deserted, you 111il1 hardly thi~.( it decent to quarter him
upon Mr. Rigby. Yet he must have Bread, my Lord; - or ra~

ther, he must have Wine. If you deny him the cup, there
will be no keeping him within the pale of the Ministry.

Jill\TIUS

---- ----------,------------
The passages in square brackets appear in the R. S.

Woodfa11 edition of Juniusts Letters (London, 1772), II f

182-189.



APPENDIX E

"Charges against the Editor stated and anEJwered."
GI'l, XLV (Aug. 1775),365-6 ..

1.\:1:1'. Urban,

I am sorry to see the Gentleman's Magazine made a vehiolo
of Part;)' I;ies and Paragraphs fi t only for the Public Ilode;er
or London Evening Post.

The Editors of the Gentleman's Nagazine utterly
disclaim all party partialities whatever, and
never did, nor ever "fill, lsn,~~il'Y:~~7,y':, mal~e it the
Vehicle of Rart;Ll!ie.~, or )2Q~?J:S1:.g!cl.J-~h8. It
is part of their plan to record the memorable
transactions of the times, and in doing that they
regard no party, but act indifferently by all.
Their commendation is without flattery, and their
censure without malignancy.

In p. 326 of your last r·1agazine, a charge is brought a~·

gainst the King of settling an annUity of 501. a year on a
sailr* for his bravery in Mllig13_ t\'lo_..§,§."ya[i~~~~~l},~L£?:.rl~X.~D·!~
01:% a YO~l&.J.i2n....f~Elli! which they had taken, and which
he has presented to his Majesty. I rlive no doubt but that
this fact, is very grossly misrepresented.

The paragraph, on which the above charge is
founded, was not inserted in the Gentlermn t 1'3

Magazine at all. Our Correspondent's motive
for giVing occasion to the above charge, he
no doubt will explain. All we slmll add, iS t
that if the fact be true, and we have never
seen it contradicted';"the person who recommended
the soldier to his Hajesty's notice must have
considered the action in a military light only,
and must total1;YT have overlooked the cr:Lminali ty
of it in a moral sense. The killing tV/O i:nno
cent fellow-creatures, }1ppr~d9 only to rob
them of the fruits of their ingenuity, can never

* [editorial] footnote Soldier it should have been "vritten.
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surely be accounted meritorious in one who calls
himself a Ohristian. - If it '{s -not meritorious,
but the contrary, the murderer was avery impro
per object to be recommended as worthy to be re
warded by a humane and Ohristian King.

With the same illiberal view of throwing an odium on the
King, a paragrapb. ',vas inserted in the Gentleman IS I'iIagazine
of last 1\1arch, p. 147, viz. That Lord Balme1'ino, son of the
113.te Eiirl..2J.'_1?§}me l;j.P.oj_~e ci.?:."ted "f or_.~il1f~nc~ned j::2l._J:,h£
1'e1)e+lion in l7i2J wa~..E!'e~lt~:~o the K.inI0_~~~
cio~f.?);;;L re££iX:,£.~,
=1'fovl it is certain, as J:v1r. \'latson has observed, page 316,
tbat the Earl of Balmerino left no son; but what of that?
The lye has had time to operate and probably spread by many
who may not be able or willing to contradict it.

By the above charge we may learn how differently
the relation of the same fact may stri1{e differ
ent minds. The editor, at the time he inserted
the article, had no reason to doubt the truth of
it, and rather inserted it in compliment to his
Majesty's clemency in graciously encouraging re
turning Loyalty, than with a view to throVl an o
dium for countenancing a RebelVs son. It is
known that the son of Lord Lovat is d~s11iL

a favourite. Why might not the son of Lord Bal=
merino have been the same, had he been eQUB.lly
~ and equally b:r~! Be that as it may, the
ready insertion of Hr. \YatsonVs information must
in the eye of impartiality clear us from the
charge of any intentional disrespect to his Ma
jesty.

In p. 317; the indecent and inflammatory Remonstrance of
the Livery of London intended to be presented to the King
(1 should rather say intended to be spread through America)
is given at full length, whilst the more mild and decent
Address of the Aldermen and Oommon-Council, whioh really
was presented, is totally omitted.

For both these Petitions we could not find room in
the same MagaZine. The former had preference only
as it was first in point of time.

- With regard to Mr. Strange the engraver's persecution, as
is called, po 333, by the King and Lord Bute, I will leave
his own performance to speak for itself~ - Sure I a~, that
many unprejUdiced persons who have read all Mr. strange's
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pamphlet have dravm very different conclusions even from his
own premises.

The Reviewer of £11'. Strange's pamphlet will,
without doubt, answer for himself. In the
mean time, i. t j.B a question worth examining,
Whether men strongly prejudiced themselves are
not ;.L~~~r~.rljlD:LY: led to fancy prejudices in o
thers that never did exist.

- The account of the cllipwrights association, and quitting
the King's yards~ p. 325, is set, if not in a false, at
least in a very unfair and imperfect light. A very dif
ferent, anc1 9 I believe, a much more just account, was given
of thiB t:c:ansaction in some of the papers. This surely
should have accollipanied the other, and then readers might
have formed their own judgmer~ts.

'1hcnever an authentic account of the shipwrights
aSfJoeiation aba.II be commur..icated to us, we shall
give it preference to every other sub;jt::ot. - If
....le are imposed upon by false intelligence, we are
ever ready to expose the error, and never suppress
tho TRlJlJ:H, vlhen it comes to our knOWledge, to cov
er our Ovnl or our Correspondents mistakes.

- In J"l1llG I':Iagazine 4 pages are filled vd. ttl an historical
account of an ancient picture at Windsor Castle, lately
ene;raved at the expenee of the Society of Antiquarians.
This print has been advertised to be sold only at the
Society's house in Chancery-lane; but in the G-entleman's
MagaZine for July, p~ 338, it is said that thi~y~t_i~

not _~LCLJ?2.-~91:..?·."LJn:.~__~.EE£..2..PEi~<:t~~ ent1rely to th~_E-_se of
J.h8::...!!!.e111~"S:.TS .2A~~~~~1I!~ HO~_~:.f SOCIW.PX L-~ Vlho~.~~~ it vras
!:r!~. = Thi.s is but a sorry return for the paf,es that
were borrowed from the last volume of the Society's tracts.

To this charge we plead guilty. We acknowledge
our fault in giving too easy credit to the in
formation we received from memory only. But
novl that OlU~ Correspondent, Who made the enquiry
and the rmblic, are authentically informed by the
above remark, we hope the injury to the Society
is repaired by the best return we can malce.
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